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ABSTRACT
Traditional nuclear material accountancy (NMA) faces several challenges when
applied to pyroprocessing facilities. To address these challenges, alternative methods of
safeguarding nuclear material are being developed. One method is process monitoring
(PM). PM involves taking operational process data and applying it to safeguards using an
advanced framework. Signature Based Safeguards (SBS), a proposed PM framework,
involves the identification of anomalous scenarios and the subsequent identification and
detection of their respective PM signatures from a system of measurements. SBS has
previously focused on failure modes that result in transfer of mass to unexpected places
in the mass flowsheet. This work developed a methodology for the identification of
failure modes and determined their effect on the facility mass balance. To develop a
methodology for the identification of off-normal scenarios, a modified failure mode and
effects analysis (FMEA) was developed with a safeguards focus and applied to a
commercial pyroprocessing electrorefiner (ER). The modified FMEA significantly
expands the understanding of ER failures. To determine the effect of the failure modes on
vi

the mass balance, work was first performed to determine if the computational ER model
Enhanced REFIN with Anodic Dissolution (ERAD) could be used as modeling tool for
SBS. This was done by performing experiments to act as analogues for a postulated
failure mode. These experiments were then modeled in ERAD and the computational and
analytical data compared. The results indicated that ERAD is an effective tool for
qualitative analysis of pyroprocessing but not for quantitative design purposes.
Simulations of several failure modes identified by the modified FMEA were undertaken
to produce data to be integrated into the pyroprocessing systems model Echem SSPM.
Eleven different identified failure modes were simulated for four base operational cases.
The simulations effectively produced results that could be used as ER data in the SSPM
Echem. Simulations in Echem utilizing this integrated ERAD data allow the impact of the
failure mode on the mass balance of the facility to be assessed. The results of these
simulations implied that failures modes can affect the mass balance and must be assessed
for operational effects.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1: PROBLEM
Electrochemical reprocessing, more commonly known as pyroprocessing, has
been suggested as an alternative to aqueous methods for recycling used nuclear fuel
(UNF) [1]. Pyroprocessing utilizes electrochemical methods within high temperature
eutectic salt baths enclosed within hot cells [2]. This is contrary to aqueous
reprocessing’s room temperature reaction chemistry and chemical reactor vessels [3]. The
fuel produced is a metallic product that can be utilized in fast reactors, minimizing the
total waste inventory and effectively closing the fuel cycle [2]. Pyroprocessing is
considered a favorable option for fuel processing due to both operational and safeguards
advantages [1]. From an operations perspective, pyroprocessing requires a significantly
smaller geographic footprint than aqueous facilities and produces more compact waste
products [4]. The safeguards advantages are reduced physical access to material, as all
operations are within a hot cell. In addition, electrochemical operations do not include a
separates Pu stream as in aqueous reprocessing [4]. Weapons grade Pu can only be
obtained through further aqueous treatment of the used fuel product. However,
electrochemical reprocessing faces several challenges in effectively implementing
material safeguards to meet the requirements of the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) [1].
The most difficult challenge in implementing safeguards in a proposed
pyroprocessing facility is the ability to perform mass balancing adequately on the
material flow within the facility [5]. This is an issue not unique to pyroprocessing
facilities and has been seen in the completed Japanese Rokkasho facility which despite
1

construction has yet to commence operations due to not being able to meet IAEA
safeguards material balance requirements [6]. The most difficult aspect of this is that
traditional nuclear material accountancy (NMA) methods cannot produce a standard error
of inventory difference (SEID) of the mass balance that meets the 95 percent confidence
interval required in a high throughput facility with current safeguards technology [5]. As
all material present is not produced in bulk forms, e.g. fuel assemblies in a nuclear power
plant or canisters of UF6 in enrichment facilities, each product and input must be assessed
for special nuclear material. The accuracy of current material quantification techniques is
not accurate enough to reduce the total error to the required SEID.
The challenge for attaining an adequate SEID is exacerbated by several unique
qualities of pyroprocessing [1]. The first quality is the lack of an input accountability tank
(IAT) as in an aqueous facility that contains a homogenous mixture of dissolved fuel that
can be sampled to determine the input of nuclear material [1]. Instead, pyroprocessing
facility operators are required to utilize less accurate fuel assembly assay methods and
modeled burnup data to develop the input mass inventory. In addition, for economic
reasons, a pyroprocessing facility cannot be effectively flushed out for an end of balance
period assessment [1]. This is due to the need for the ER salt inventory to be at steady
state for effective separations operations. To flush it out would require the ER inventory
to be built up to a steady state at the start of the next balance period. As a result, a flush
out would be time intensive and significantly reduce facility throughput.
To address these challenges, alternative safeguards methods are being developed
to assist in reducing the SEID [5, 7, 8, 9]. The two primary alternative methods currently
being explored are near real time accountancy (NRTA) and process monitoring (PM).

2

NRTA involves performing the mass balance over shorter balance periods to determine
the flow of material as it happens utilizing integrated mass quantification measurements
[1, 5]. PM determines signatures of anomalous operations from process data such as
temperature, density, pressure etc [5, 8, 10, 11]. From this data, the goal is to determine if
material diversion scenarios are occurring through monitoring process data and alerting
the operator if they occur. PM is proposed as a complementary method to mass balance
techniques to reduce the SEID of the facility [5]. The work of this dissertation is
performed to assess the PM method known as signature based safeguards (SBS) on
facility SEID [9].
SBS is a proposed PM method that relies on a sequence of major steps [9]. The
first of these steps is selection of models for both the entire system to be safeguarded, in
this case a pyroprocessing facility, and the models to be utilized to simulate unit
operations and PM measurements. The second step is the identification of off-normal
operations that could potentially occur within a selected unit operation. The third step is
the simulation of these off normal operations within unit operations models and the
identification of signatures unique to the anomalous operation. The final step involves the
simulation of the failure modes within the context of the entire system to determine their
effects on mass balance and PM measurement response. The results of this final step
inform the design and further refine the model to simulate and detect off-normal
occurrences within the system increasing the overall probability of detection (POD). This
sequence of steps is visualized in the flow sheet in Figure 1.
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Figure 1-Flowsheet of SBS Method [9]

1.2: MOTIVATION
Current investigations of SBS involve applying the method to anomalous
scenarios involving failure modes in unit operation equipment. Past research focused on
failures in the unit operations of the electrorefiner (ER) and cathode processor (CP). This
4

dissertation focuses solely on failure modes in the ER. The research in the past operated
with the assumption that failure modes can cause issues in traditional NMA by mass
transferring to locations in the flow sheet where it is not expected. The previous work
confirmed these assumptions [12]. However, no work has been performed to develop a
systematic method to identify and classify failure modes for the purpose of simulation. In
addition, no work has been performed to determine via simulation the effect of failure
modes on the mass balance from the perspective of the entire facility. A better
understanding of these effects could help to better judge the role of SBS in predicting and
detecting these anomalous occurrences. I undertook the research of this dissertation to
address these two issues.
Developing an organized methodology of failure mode identification is beneficial
to expanding the scope of the simulation campaigns undertaken to inform design in SBS.
Failure modes need to be identified as they can have effects from both an operations and
safeguards perspective. The major operation effects are the need for holdup for repairs.
From a safeguards perspective, failure modes can generate transport of materials to
locations within the flowsheet in which they are not expected potentially disrupting the
mass balance of the facility [12]. Past identification efforts have involved collaborative
discussion among researchers for identification and effects analysis, but did not follow a
set framework for their identification and documentation [13]. This work applies
techniques involving traditional Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) to expand
the failure modes identified and to give a better sense of the small and large scale effects
as well as to assess their potential severity for safeguards related effects. This FMEA is
modified to have a safeguards rather than safety focus with regards to effects and
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severity. In doing so, I develop an approach to better carry out this stage and further
expand the simulation campaigns beyond what has in the past been performed. Also, the
organized method allows the design process to focus specifically on addressing more
relevant scenarios with higher severity in their design process.
In addition to ranking and identifying the failure modes, I developed a manner of
assessing, via simulation, the effects of the failure modes on unit operations and at the
systems level. The ultimate purpose was to determine the effectiveness of SBS in
identifying and detecting failure modes and with that assess how it may assist in the
safeguarding of a facility when combined with NMA. To do this, I integrated physical
simulation data into a systems model to have the best understanding of the effects of
failure modes on the safeguard mass balance. To do so, I first needed to ensure
experimentally that the model previously used for ER simulation, ERAD, was an
adequate tool for the simulation of ER failure modes. I performed experimental research
to analyze the assumptions and applicability of ERAD. ERAD is a one-dimensional
electrochemical transport code which calculates cell potential and changes in material
composition within an ER cell at a set current and total operation time [14]. ERAD has
had little previous experimental work applied to determine its efficacy and potential
usefulness for analysis of off-normal operations. An analytical experimental campaign
allows the ERAD to be used with greater confidence as a tool for simulating failure mode
and other anomalous scenarios. I performed analogous experiments for a failure mode
scenario and compared the results to data from ERAD simulations of that same failure
mode. Thus, from providing input into the applicability of the ERAD model, this
experimental work provides insights into the results of the ERAD simulations used to
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assess the efficacy of the developed FMEA method and the data produced for failure
mode simulation at the systems level.
With an understanding of the applicability of ERAD, simulations were performed
of identified failure modes from the FMEA to produce data to analyze systems level
effects. These simulations expand the scope normal and off-normal scenario unit
operation simulations well beyond the studies previously performed [15]. By simulating
identified failure modes to test predictions from FMEA analysis, the use of FMEA to as
the primary method for identifying failure modes can be verified. In addition to assisting
FMEA methods and application development, the ERAD simulations of failure modes
significantly assist in the development of systems models of pyroprocessing systems. It
does so by producing datasets that can be integrated into a subsystem model within a
pyroprocessing system model to simulate ER operations. Currently, systems models do
not utilize actual transport calculations but use assumptions as to the separation
efficiencies of the unit operation equipment. These assumptions are informed by past
operational experience, particularly at the fuel condition facility (FCF) at the Idaho
National Laboratory (INL), formerly Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) West [1, 16].
The data produced from ERAD simulations of failure modes in this dissertation are
integrated within the Sandia safeguards systems model code known as Echem Separation
and Safeguards Performance Model (SSPM) [1]. This data is only to provide a qualitative
assessment of failure mode effects and their impact on the mass balance. The simulated
operations are along the scale of an engineering scale operation, but actual assessment
with real throughputs is not possible as it requires proprietary design information that
makes it beyond the scope of this dissertation. These results provide information as to the
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applicability of the SBS method and where its assessment and detection values lie
independent of design quantitative values.
In integrating ER data into Echem SSPM, the effects of failure mode operation on
the mass balance of the pyroprocessing system under a NRTA framework are assessed.
Improvements to the systems model and assessment of the needs of measurement
technology placement can be determined. In particular the effect of the failure modes on
the standard error of inventory difference (SEID) is of great interest. The primary
hypothesis is that disruption of the flowsheet by off-normal operations will affect the
ability to compute the mass balance and potentially produce a false alarm indicating that
diversion may have occurred causing significant unnecessary downtime. The nature of
the effects of failure modes on the mass balance utilizing integrated failure mode data
will be presented in this dissertation and conclusions will be discussed in detail. In
addition, recommendations are made as to how safeguards systems containing PM
technologies and facility operations can best be designed from this information.

1.3: DISSERTATION OVERVIEW
This dissertation is organized into seven additional chapters as well as appendices
and a bibliography. Chapter 2 provides a significant amount of background on
pyroprocessing, pyroprocessing modeling, current safeguards methodologies and PM
methodologies being developed, and the FMEA method for determining failure modes.
Chapter 3 provides an overview of the methods and approaches of the work performed.
Chapter 4 details the experimental work performed to determine if ERAD could be
utilized as an effective tool for failure mode prediction. Chapter 5 details how a
traditional FMEA approach for design safety was repurposed and utilized for
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identification of safeguards relevant failure modes. Chapter 6 details the ERAD
simulations of select pyroprocessing failure modes identified from the FMEA in chapter
5. Chapter 7 details the importation of ER failure mode data into the SSPM Echem model
and the simulation of this data to determine the effects of the failure modes on the
material SEID. Finally, chapter 8 summarizes the conclusions of the work and the future
work that can and should be performed. Following these chapters are a set of appendices.
Appendix A covers the FMEA worksheets produced during the FMEA analysis in
chapter 5. Appendix B covers additional figures and results from the computational
analysis performed. Appendix C lists the initialisms used throughout this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND
Given the motivation of the introduction, I will provide a foundation of the past
work in pyroprocessing, safeguards, failure mode analysis, and simulation models. This
background chapter addresses each of these covering topics such as fundamental theory,
commonly accepted approaches and assumptions, and past work performed.

2.1 PYROPROCESSING
2.1.1 PYROPROCESSING HISTORY
Electrochemical refining of metals is not a novel concept in metallurgy. The
utilization of electrochemistry to remove impurities from metals has long been utilized in
both the aluminum and copper industry [17]. These techniques have also been applied to
the separation of fissile material from UNF to produce new metal fuel for use within fast
reactor systems. By recycling fuel, the potential for closing the nuclear fuel cycle
becomes possible as well as potentially reducing high-level waste inventory that contain
isotopes that have a much shorter lifetime as long lived actinides are effectively removed
[2].
Research in this area of electrochemical treatment of nuclear fuel and fissile
isotopes has a long history. Electrochemistry applied to nuclear materials effectively
started with the production of UO2 from molten UO2Cl2 using electrochemistry. This was
first discovered at the end of the 19th century [18]. Work for the development of
electrochemical production of fuel was performed primarily in the United States within
the national laboratory complex. Brookhaven National Lab (BNL), Los Alamos National
Labs (LANL), and Oak Ridge National Labs (ORNL) all led early research in separations
of U from salt for metal fuel [18]. This salt separations work gave rise to the current
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extraction process seen today. The first major efforts to extract heavy metal from spent
fuel in electrorefiner equipment with molten salt eutectic (NaCl-KCl) occurred at LANL
in the early 1960s [18].
The early work carried out by Argonne National Lab (ANL) at their Idaho site is
of the most significance to modern pyroprocessing [2]. The first efforts at ANL involved
the fuel of the EBR-II reactor that was processed via pyroprocessing in the mid to late
1960s [2]. The other effort that led to the current understanding of pyroprocessing was
that to treat the fuel from the proposed Integral Fast Reactor (IFR). This is the first
instance where a LiCl-KCl salt eutectic was used for the processing, the most common
salt eutectic in current designs [18]. This work uses a electrorefiner model having a fuel
basket that acts as the anode with a solid metal cathode where dendrites of U are
transported. This approach is still the major starting point from which most
pyroprocessing electrorefiners are developed [2, 18].
Currently, electrochemical reprocessing is of interest to Japan, the Republic of
Korea (ROK), and the United States. In particular, the ROK performs a significant
amount of the modern research and development. For example, the Korea Atomic Energy
Research Institute (KAERI) is investigating pyroprocessing for the back end of their
nuclear fuel cycle due to safeguards agreements that restrict the use of aqueous methods
of reprocessing. [4]. KAERI has pursued research to design of unit operations of
pyroprocessing and has created its own demonstration facility [4]. This demonstration
facility is known as the PyRoprocess Inactive integrated DEmonstration (PRIDE) Facility
which does not utilize used active fuel. The next stage in KAERI’s development is the
development of a Reference Engineering Scale Pyroprocessing Facility (REPF) that will
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continue to scale up the facilities from PRIDE and will handle materials more akin to
those of the commercial reprocessing facilities [19]. REPF will be the last stage before
commercial scale facilities are constructed and utilized.

2.1.2 PYROPROCESSING FLOWSHEET

Pyroprocessing facilities and models developed follow similar flowsheets.
Establishing a flowsheet allows for the identification of the key unit operations as well as
assisting in developing systems models of pyroprocessing facilities. A detailed
pyroprocessing facility flowsheet model will be utilized here when discussing facility
design and failure mode effects [16].
Pyroprocessing facilities have several different hot cells within the facility that
contain the unit operations of the facility [4]. The first hot cell is that of the head end
processing cell [16]. This hot cell consists of an air atmosphere and is where used fuel
assemblies are disassembled, cladding removed, and the fuel rods chopped into smaller
pieces for increased surface area for increased performance within the electrochemical
cells of the process cell. A voloxidation process to reduce the UNF into a fine powder for
the purpose of sampling for input accountancy has also been suggested to occur within
this head end cell. In addition to the head end cell, there is an air atmosphere hot cell at
the tail end of the process to process nuclear fuel and waste forms. Within these cells,
metal actinide products separated are consolidated into fuel pins for fast reactors, and
high level waste is consolidated into ceramic and vitrified waste forms.
Between the head end cells and the tail end cells is an argon atmosphere process
cell where the actual electrochemical treatment and separation of fuels occurs. A graphic
of the process cell flowsheet is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2- Pyroprocessing Flowsheet
As seen in Figure 2, the process cell has several discrete steps that differ slightly
depending on the type of fuel to be recycled. If fast reactor metal fuel is being processed,
the process starts in the electrorefiner. If oxide fuel is being processed, an oxide reduction
step must occur first. During this step, the oxide fuel (UO2) is reduced to metallic fuel for
processing in the electrorefiner stage [20]. The ER is the next major step in which the
chopped metal fuel is submerged in a LiCl-KCl eutectic salt bath and a charge passed so
that the actinides and rare earths are transported into the salt with the U is deposited at the
metal cathode. In addition, a liquid cadmium cathode (LCC) may be utilized for the
deposition and separation of U and transuranics in the salt. At the end of each ER
operation, the cathode is removed and the product and salt are scraped into the CP [21].
Here the excess salt is distilled out, and the dendrites within the CP crucible are
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consolidated and prepared for melting within the final step of ingot casting. After ingot
casting, the finished ingots are transferred to the tail end hot cells for fuel pin processing.
As also seen in the flowsheet, several waste streams follow from the ER. The
noble metals remain in the anode fuel basket in the ER during its operation. These metal
wastes are processed in a metal waste furnace into a consolidated waste form. In addition,
the ER salt is periodically treated. During this step, the U and transuranics within the salt
are removed via an electrowinning process (not shown) [22]. In addition, the rare earth
elements in the salt are treated through a combination of ion exchange columns and
oxygen sparging to produce high level waste forms for disposal [23, 24, 25].
Within the context of this dissertation, the work focuses on the operations of the
ER and its effect on the mass flow in the flowsheet under different operating conditions.
Within the ER, U and other actinides are separated out and off-normal conditions occur
can be moved to portions of the material flowsheet that they would not occur in under
normal operation. Thus, there is a need to focus safeguards research efforts on this
specific unit operation.

2.1.3 ELECTROREFINING CELLS
Electrorefining cells differ in size, geometry, and arrangement, but all designs
follow same principles in terms of their design and science. By understanding these
dynamics, proper experiments and computer modeling can be performed. These specific
characteristics of ER cells are discussed within this subsection. A diagram of typical ER
cell is seen in Figure 3.
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Figure 3-General Electrorefining Cell [15]

The first major similarity between ER cells pertains to the materials utilized. The
eutectic selected is a LiCl-KCl eutectic salt that has a low melting point and whose
constituent elements with highly negative reduction potentials [16]. This allows it to
operate as an electrolyte for the transport of metal ions. The anode in each of these cells
consists of reactive metal stored within a basket made of an inert metal, most commonly
stainless steel. The mesh of this anode basket must provide enough porosity for
electrolyte contact and diffusion of metal ions while retaining noble metals that will not
react with the electrolyte. The cathode is also typically made of some inert metal or solid
surface. This metal is typically either steel (for many commercial designs) or tungsten
(for many experimental designs) and there are current investigations being undertaken
determining the viability of utilizing graphite cathodes for ER applications [26]. Finally,
the reference electrode is typically an Ag/AgCl reference electrode utilizing porous
ceramic tubing such as mullite for the housing of a LiCl-KCl-AgCl salt and a silver wire
15

electrode [27]. The cathode and anode are connected to a power source through power
leads and all three electrodes are connected to a data collection system.
Utilizing this ER electrode arrangement, current is passed from the anode to the
cathode within the eutectic salt [28]. The electrode potential between both the cathode
and anode with the reference electrode are registered by the data collection system.
Operation can be commenced in one of two manners, potentiostatic or galvanostatic [28].
Potentiostatic means that operation is commenced at a constant potential while
galvanostatic requires a constant current. Galvanostatic control, using a galvanostat for
the power source and data collection, is the focus of the research in this dissertation.
As current is passed, reactions occur at the electrode and drives the current and
the electrorefining process. These reactions both involve a cathode reaction and an anode
reaction. These reactions are seen in equations 1 and 2.
Anode: U  U3+ + 3e-

(1)

Cathode: U3++3e- U

(2)

As can be seen the reactions during normal operation involve the 3+ ions of U. This
reaction is the same 3+ reaction for the actinides of interest such as Pu and Cm and many
of the rare earth elements.
This arrangement allows for manipulation of several different parameters. The
electrodes can be raised and lowered. The material in the salt and at the anode can be
changed. The anode basket allows for the filling or removal of metallic elements to be
separated or to limit the reaction. The eutectic salt allows for different elemental
compositions at startup of operation in terms of starting concentration of actinide
chlorides in the melted salt such as UCl3. Finally the furnace allows for manipulations in
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temperature. These different parameters can be varied both experimentally and in
computational models like ERAD. By running the same scenario in both ERAD and
experimentally, results could be compared and conclusions over efficacy of ERAD as a
trend prediction mechanism can be determined. Research of this form is discussed in
Chapter 4.

2.2 INTERNATIONAL SAFEGUARDS
2.2.1 TRADITIONAL IAEA SAFEGUARDS: DEFINITIONS
International safeguards are defined by the IAEA as, “The timely detection of a
diversion of significant quantity (SQ) of nuclear material from peaceful nuclear
activities”. A SQ is defined by the IAEA as, “The approximate amount of nuclear
material for which the possibility of manufacturing a nuclear explosive device cannot be
excluded.” [29] The value of SQ is in the units of mass and varies depending on the
material elements and isotopes and the physical form of the material. Table 1 shows these
different values of SQ’s for various types of special nuclear material (SNM) [30].
Table 1-Example SQ values
SNM

SQ

Pu

8 kg

U-233

8 kg

HEU (U-235 > 20%)

25 kg U-235

LEU (U-235 < 20%)

75 kg U-235

Natural U

10 Mt
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International safeguards are applied to all declared nuclear facilities for states not
possessing nuclear weapons, Non-nuclear Weapons States (NNWS), and that are
signatories to the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) [31]. International safeguards
are applied through a comprehensive safeguards agreement (CSA) made between the
IAEA and the state level safeguarding agency and government [29]. Typical nuclear
safeguards have been historically applied through a method known as NMA. NMA
involves a performing a material mass balance. This mass balance can be summarized in
equation 3.
(3)
Where ID stands for inventory difference, I represents input mass, O represents output
mass, and H represents holdup measured mass. When all three of these major values are
balanced, the value should be zero for what is known the inventory difference. In other
words, whatever mass of SNM comes into the facility should come out of the facility
modified by material determined to be held up in the unit operational equipment.
This material mass balance is performed over a period known as the mass balance
period. This is a set period of time over which the mass accounted for. This period varies
in length depending on facility and can range over periods from one month to one year.
One advanced method of mass accountancy known as NRTA shortens the balance period
significantly to ensure there is not a loss in continuity of knowledge (COK) and to reduce
the total uncertainty of the mass balance [1, 7, 32]. NRTA is proposed for separated
material facilities such as pyroprocessing and is the subject of much computational
investigation. These investigations will be further described in the background section
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about models and its key role in the research performed for this dissertation will be
presented.
Under the determined CSA, the facilities that are to be under IAEA safeguards
are declared, the method and objectives for the safeguards regime are established, and the
inspection protocol is defined. This inspection protocol is subjected additionally to what
is known as the Additional Protocol (AP) for those states, including the ROK, that are
party to it [33]. Details of the inspection protocol for NMA are discussed in subsection
2.2.3. This knowledge is fundamental to understanding how PM methods can be
integrated into facility protocols to assist NMA in the safeguarding of facilities.
NMA methods have had success when applied to bulk handled materials and
facilities like fuel assemblies at nuclear power plants or UF6 cylinders at enrichment
facilities, but have faced difficulties when applied to separated materials in reprocessing
facilities [1]. This is due to the challenges with assessing the mass constituency of
separated SNM with high fidelity using current measurement technologies (e.g.
Destructive Assay, Mass Spec analysis). The measure of fidelity of ID is known as the
SEID and is considered to be a normal distribution. To satisfy IAEA requirements, the ID
with SEID must fall within the 95% Confidence interval, thus 1SQ/3.3 is the required
SEID for SNM being tracked through the facility [5]. This level of confidence is
unattainable for high throughput reprocessing facilities with current mass measurement
technologies.

2.2.2 PROCESS MONITORING SAFEGUARDS: DEFINITIONS
As described in the introduction, methods involving process monitoring (PM)
techniques are being investigated to support traditional NMA safeguards in fuel
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reprocessing facilities. PM involves taking signals from various process measurements
throughout the facility to infer details about facility health and off-normal occurrences
that are occurring in real time within the facility. This can inform both the safeguard
inspector as well as the maintenance and operation schedule of the facility for the
operator.
PM methods can be applied through two different approaches: process centric PM
and system centric PM [5]. Significant research has been performed to expand upon both
of these methods as applied to both aqueous and pyroprocessing facilities. The majority
of current research occurs within the computer modeling space. Process centric PM
focuses on identifying anomalous occurrences within a specific unit operation (e.g.
electrorefiner of pyroprocessing plant) [32]. Measurements associated with the selected
process are chosen and applied to the unit operation. The measurement data for both
normal and off-normal operations of this specific process are measured and statistically
compared. Utilizing a Page’s test, deviations of measurement data from normal operation
can be registered with a tunable level of confidence. Current simulation research on
process centric PM has involved utilizing statistical software to generate stimulant data
and perform Page’s test on generated data [32]. These results have shown improvements
to the overall detection probability (DP) of material unaccounted for (MUF).
System centric PM methods are like process centric methods as they attempt to
detect anomalous scenarios [10]. However, system centric methods utilize a system of
measurements throughout a facility and do not focus on one unit operations process.
Thus, the effects on the facility of off-normal operations as well as the source anomalous
occurrence can be detected in real time. Both must be monitored, as the effects of an
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anomalous occurrence in a single unit operation are not generally confined to that unit
operation. Thus, additional data from throughout the facility can significantly assist in
determining the root anomaly and its consequence. Work in system centric PM has
involved the use of system models and assumptive physics models to determine the DP
from a network of measurements placed throughout the facility for identified diversion
scenarios [8]. SBS as referenced in the introduction falls under this category of system
centric PM and is a focus of this dissertation.
In placing PM technologies, the process measurements need to be classified based
on how they are performed and how measurement error is addressed. To do so, PM
measurements have been divided into three different measurement groups: continuous
direct measurements, discrete direct measurements, and discrete indirect measurements.
These distinctions have been made to clarify the difference in the measurements based on
time scale of the measurement and the method by which the quantity being measured is
determined.
Continuous direct measurements are those that are continuously measured and
returned to the operator and the quantity desired is measured directly with no need for
significant further analysis to determine its value. For example, a reference electrode
measures the potential between the cathode and the reference electrode directly and
continuously reports the data to the operator to ensure that the operating potential
matches that required for metal deposition.
Discrete direct measurements are measurements that measure the quantity desired
directly at set specific time intervals. Thus, the data and information the operator receives
is only a select number based of the number of measurements made total and feedback to
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the operator is not continuous. An example of a discrete direct measurement is that of the
mass measurement of the scraped U cathode deposits in the ER. These deposits are
measured directly after an ER operation and its subsequent distillation of salt in the
cathode processor has been completed.
A discrete indirect measurement takes places at specified time intervals like the
discrete direct measurements. The difference is that the discrete indirect measurements
measure a desired quantity by measuring a different physical property, and fundamental
physics are utilized to determine the quantity of interest. An example of this is the double
bubbler apparatus in an ER that determines the pressure at two different depths in the ER
salt bath and utilizes the differential pressure between the two to provide the operator
both the salt depth and density.

2.2.3 TRADITIONAL IAEA SAFEGUARDS: ERROR ESTIMATION AND SOURCES
The IAEA provides standards for approaches to error estimation for measurement
techniques applied to NMA such as scales and mass spectroscopic analysis tools [34].
Thus, for the techniques involved in the PM analysis of an ER, these same standards and
techniques will be utilized as well. These techniques can be broken down into five
separate areas: measurements of standards, calibration of measurement system,
measurements of non-standard materials, error estimation in the presence of rounding
errors, and interlaboratory test data.
Measurement of standards is one method for error estimation in applied
measurement techniques [34]. These techniques quantify error using physical standards.
Physical standards are those whose physical value are known either without error or with
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supplied error. By comparing measured values versus standard values, the systematic
error can be determined and corrected for a given measurement technique and its
manufactured technology. Given known uncertainties and multiple measurements, the
systematic and random errors can be estimated for a specific piece of measurement
equipment. In addition, corrections for biases produced by times between measurements
can also be generated. This form of error estimation can be applied to all continuous and
discrete direct measurement technologies involved in PM assuming they have properly
established standards.
Calibration of measurement systems are errors resulting from the use of
calibration functions [34]. To be specific, these are measurements that are a function of
another measurement. For example, an estimation of material actinide content has a
calibration curve for mass of Pu as a function of radiation count. These error estimates
have estimation techniques for linear calibration curves, multiple calibration data sets,
and calibrations with a single data point or non linear calibration functions. For this
reason, indirect measurements and their associated technologies with known uncertainties
will be analyzed for error estimation utilizing these methods tuned for the specific
technology utilized.
Measurements of non-standard of materials involve estimation of error utilizing
data from measurements of non-standard sources without a well known physical quantity
[34]. This is used as an additional method to standard measurement in order to better
quantify random error as the emphasis with measurement standard of materials
systematic though it can be utilized for both. These non-standard methods can be utilized
as a supporting factor to the measurements of standards and will be of a greater
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importance for assessing random error of measurements once the measurement
technologies are placed within the hot cell where they cannot be compared to a standard.
This method, like the standard measurement methods, only applies to direct continuous
and discrete measurement technologies.
Error estimation in the presence of rounding error is errors generated by the
rounding of measurement data to a determined number of significant figures [34].
Depending on the number of significant figures where the rounding occurs at and the
method of rounding such as truncation, flooring etc., the impact of rounding error can be
significant. Within the context of the ER, measurements such as the temperature, output
of pressure transducers within the double bubbler, and the scales for cathode deposits all
can be significantly affected by rounding error for the data streams associated with them.
Interlaboratory test data errors are those due to the use of multiple laboratories
and the differences caused from results generated between each lab [34]. These types of
errors are difficult to assess within the model chosen and utilized within this dissertation
project. For this reason, measurements chosen are not those that would require the use of
multiple or off-site analysis labs such as salt sampling for salt concentration. All
measurements selected in the analysis can be performed within the hot cell itself.

2.2.4 TRADITIONAL IAEA SAFEGUARDS: INSPECTION PROCESS
Inspections are made by the IAEA to ensure that the book values recorded by a
nuclear facility are accurate and to ensure that no diversion is occurring [34]. This is done
with the assumption that errors are made in the book value as the operator of a facility
may attempt to mask diversion by reporting inaccurate book values. Thus, IAEA
inspectors must carefully plan their inspection strategies.
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IAEA inspections can be classified into two different kinds of inspection:
attributes and variable inspection [34]. Attributes inspections are those in which the unit
inspected is classified as being defective or non-defective, or the number of defects in the
unit of a product is counted with respect to a set requirement. Inspection by variables is
inspection wherein a specified quality characteristic on a unit of product is measured such
as pounds, inches, and feet per second.
Attributes inspections consist of two types of specific inspections: records
inspections and measurement data inspections [34]. Records inspections involves
checking the material accounting book values to determine what errors in calculations
may have occurred, what effects these type of errors may have had, checking data in the
books versus IAEA reports of the same data for the same period, and checking for data
for sampling of individual items for MUF calculation. The MUF is the quantity of
material unaccounted for as result of the mass balance equation. Inspection of
measurement data involves counting of items included in the records and use of an
attribute tester to detect defects that NMA could not otherwise determine. Attribute
testers can be anything from tipping a container to determine that the weight is similar to
that listed to using a detector to ensure that has roughly the book listed enrichment of the
U present within it. Attribute inspection occurs with the goal to detect the defect of a
significant quantity of material from falsification of data at a specific key measurement
point (KMP). If diversion takes places over multiple locations, attributes testing has
significant difficulty detecting such diversion unless the diversion is greater than 1 SQ at
that specific KMP.
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Variable inspection involves two separate kinds of measurements that aim to
verify the measurement data [34]. Variable inspections first look to determine small
defects that would otherwise escape the general measurements of the testers from
attribute inspection. The second goal is to determine small defects that may exist for item
measurements that occur at a specific KMP.
In utilizing these two different types of inspections, a principal test to determine
probability of detection is performed with several different supplemental tests. The
principal test involves two different combinations of tests [34]. The first combination
involves determining the gross defects in the book results to actual using an attributes
tester, the second is the testing for medium defects that fall between small error based
defects and gross defects (these being the greatest chance of being used for diversion),
and the test for the facility MUF adjusted by bias. The bias is determined by the
measurement campaign of the inspector. The second combination of principal tests is the
same as the first for the first two tests on gross and medium defects, but in addition has a
test for the significance of the bias value determined by the inspector and a test for the
significance of the facility MUF. In addition to these principal tests, supplementary tests
can be added at the inspector’s discretion. These tests include things such as tests for the
significance of the shipper and receiver difference and tests for randomness and small
calculation errors in the book calculations.
From the perspective of PM, data must be recorded in such a way as to be
accessible, testable, and of great assistance in performing inspection-based testing. Thus
data produced by PM, depending on measurement selected, should be applicable to either
attribute or variable testing if need be. In addition, data streams must not be so large that
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they are incomprehensible by inspector but must be provided in a way that can assist in
the inspector in verifying that the facility has operated as planned. To that point, from the
perspective of principal tests, the PM in the context of this dissertation must be able to
best assist in the principal test that addresses the significance of the MUF value and the
correlation between that and the bias calculated by the investigator. In reducing the
uncertainty of the MUF, the principal test increases the confidence of the MUF and the
probability of detection calculated by the inspector. In doing so, the necessary SEID can
be met for IAEA requirements.

2.2.5 PROCESS MONITORING SAFEGUARDS: IDENTIFIED MEASUREMENTS

Tables 2-5 displays the different measurements assessed for this research with
regards to the ER. Each measurement provides which quantity is measured, what
technology is utilized to measure it, what type of measurement classification it falls
under, and, in the case of indirect measurement, the actual physical parameter assessed
and the underlying physical equation of this assessment. Following these tables, a
description of each technique and how uncertainty is addressed by each is provided.
Table 2- Measurement Evaluation for Cell Properties Measurements
Quantity Measured
(Units)
Temperature (K)

Technique
Thermocouple

Density (g/cm³)
Stirrer Rotational
Speed (RPM)

Double Bubbler Discrete Indirect
Rotation Meter
(Tachometer)
Continuous Direct

Salt Level (cm)

Double Bubbler Discrete Indirect
Reference
Electrode
Continuous Direct

Cell Current (A)

Measurement Type
Continuous Direct
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Quantity Assessed/
Physical Equation
N/A
Pressure/Laplace
Equation
N/A
Pressure/ Laplace
Equation
N/A

Table 3- Measurement Evaluation for Salt Concentration Measurements
Quantity Measured
Measurement Quantity Assesed/
(Units)
Technique
Type
Physical Equation
Salt Concentration
Discrete
Peak Current/ Fick's
(mol/cm³)
CV Scans
Indirect
Second Law
Salt Concentration
Pulse
Discrete
Peak Current/Fick's Second
(mol/cm³)
Voltammetry
Indirect
Law
Salt Concentration
Discrete
(mol/cm³)
CP
Indirect
Potential/ Sand Equation
Salt Concentration
Discrete
(mol/cm³)
CA
Indirect
Current/Cottrell Equation

Table 4- Measurement Evaluation for Electrode Properties Measurements
Quantity Measured
(Units)
Anode Surface Area
(cm²)

Anode Rotational Speed
(RPM)
Anode Potential (Volts)
Cathode Surface Area
(cm²)

Cathode Rotational
Speed (RPM)
Cathode Potential (V)
Cathode Deposit Mass
(kg)

Technique
CV Scans
Double Bubbler
+Electrode
Manipulator
Rotation Meter
Reference
Electrode
CV Scans
Double Bubbler+
Electrode
Manipulator
Rotation Meter
Reference
Electrode
Electronic
Balance
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Measurement
Type
Discrete
Indirect

Quantity Assesed/
Physical Equation
Peak Current/Fick's
Second Law

Discrete
Indirect
Continuous
Direct
Continuous
Direct
Discrete
Indirect

Pressure/Laplace
Equation

Discrete
Indirect
Continuous
Direct
Continuous
Direct
Discrete
Direct

Pressure/Laplace
Equation

N/A
N/A
Peak Current/ Fick's
Second Law

N/A
N/A
N/A

Table 5- Measurement Evaluation for Radiation Detectors
Quantity Measured (Units)
Gamma Radiation in
Environment (Rem)
Neutron Radiation in Environment
(Rem)
Radiation Count Cathode Deposit

Technique
SiC Semiconductor Detector
SiC Semiconductor Detector
Advanced NDA
instrument/Technique

Measurement
Type
Continuous
Direct
Continuous
Direct
Discrete Direct

2.2.5.1 Thermocouple

A thermocouple is a device utilized for the assessment of temperature in a system
[35]. A thermocouple determines the temperature through utilizing what is known as the
Seebeck effect. It is based around the concept that for an open circuit there is a direct
relation between voltage gradient and temperature gradient as represented by equation 4.
(4)
Where V is voltage, T is absolute temperature, and S(T) is what is known as the Seebeck
coefficient. Thus with the knowledge of a calibrated reference temperature, a
thermocouple attached to an open circuit can determine what the temperature of a system
is. Thus, the quantity actually measured by a thermocouple is the voltage gradient within
the open circuit and this is subsequently converted to temperature through the equation.
Work has been performed to determine the uncertainty of this determination in terms of
absolute temperature, particularly in high temperature and radiation environments and
results indicate that given a normal distribution the relative uncertainty is ±2-3% [35].
2.2.5.2 Double Bubbler

A double bubbler is a device developed by the Idaho National Labs (INL) for the
purpose of measuring both the density of eutectic salt and the depth of the salt in situ [36,
29

37]. The device consists of two separate tubes that are submerged at two different depths
of difference h with the depth of the more shallow tube being a distance x from the salt
surface. The two tubes are connected to a controlled argon gas flow through which
bubbles are created within the salt. The pressure required to produce such bubbles are
measured utilizing pressure transducers that are attached to both tubes and a pressure
transducer between each tube that allows for the assessment in differences in generated
pressures. This device as described is seen in Figure 4.
The average density of the salt is determined through the use of equation 5 [36],
(5)

Where ρave is the average density, N is the number of times the measurements are taken, g
is the gravitational constant, h is the difference in depth between the two tubes, and Δp is
the difference in pressure between the two tubes. Thus, for the calculation of the density
uncertainty comes from two different sources. The first is that of the pressure difference
which is due to the uncertainty of the pressure transducer. The uncertainty of the pressure
transducer is quantified in its development. The second source of uncertainty is the
measurement of h which has a small uncertainty based off the significant figures to which
the distance h can be measured.
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Figure 4- Double Bubbler Diagram [36]
Thus for the calculation of density the uncertainty must be propagated through this
equation. In addition, as the density is an average the uncertainty must be averaged over
the mean so the uncertainty is not given a normal distribution for the standard deviation,
but the standard deviation of the mean value.
The depth of the salt can be determined through the application of equation 6
[36]:
(6)
Where Xave is the average depth, P1,gauge and P2,gauge are the pressures of the first and
second tubes respectively. Like the density equation as there are sources of error from
both the pressures and the difference in height error must be propagated through to the
salt depth.
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With the knowledge of the depth of the salt, it can be easily determined by
volume displacement the surface area of the electrodes due to known surface areas and
designs of the electrode. One can easily determine from a change in salt depth, the
volume of the electrode submerged and with it the surface area knowing things such as
the radius or edge lengths in the case of the cruciform anode.
Previous efforts have been made to quantify the error expectation of the double
bubbler. These efforts found that the density determination has an expected error of 0.7%
and the depth determination has an expected error of 2.1% [37].
2.5.2.3 Reference Electrode and Potentiostat
A reference electrode is a tool utilized both for continuous measurement, for
example monitoring of current and voltage, as well as discrete voltammetric
measurements methods utilized for quantification of salt concentration. Reference
electrodes in pyroprocessing systems often utilize an Ag/AgCl reference electrode with a
known potential versus the standard hydrogen electrode. This difference in potential is
dependent on the concentration of Ag/AgCl present within the electrode housing [27].
More specifically these electrodes consist of AgCl placed in the bottom of a mullite tube
that is molten in the electrochemical eutectic furnace. An Ag wire is placed within this
molten bath and this allows for the performance of the redox reaction seen in equation 7,
(7)
The reference electrode reaction allows measurement of the potential at the
cathode between the reference electrode and the cathode without passing current through
the reference electrode, thus directly determining the type of reaction occurring at the
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cathode. A potentionstat will maintain or change the potential measured by altering the
current and providing output of the current data.
The potential measurements made by an Ag/AgCl and their associated
uncertainties must be quantified for each system where they are utilized and are
dependent on such factors as the contact area of the silver wire, the extent to which the
AgCl melted, and time spent to allow the reference electrode to reach equilibrium [38].
Most reference electrodes are prepared and have their uncertainty quantified via
calculation of the value over multiple measurements with its mean and associated
standard deviation calculated to produce its uncertainty. These are then compared to a
known value for the standard potential of the electrode reaction to understand if the
known value falls within the margin of error of the measured thus validating the
measurement and its uncertainty.
In addition, the potentionstat measures current via Ohm’s law by manipulating the
current to maintain a specified potential between the reference electrode and working
electrode. These current changes can be chronicled and analyzed and error estimation and
propagation performed in a similar manner to that of the a reference electrode
2.2.5.4 Cyclic Voltammetry (CV)
CV is an electrochemical technique in which a potentionstat is utilized to measure
the current response at a range of potentials at the working electrode. In doing so, peaks
in current are produced at the reduction and oxidation peaks within the system. A general
representation of this type of measurement is seen in Figure 5. The position of each peak
can be utilized to determine which species are present within the salt.
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Figure 5- General Plot of CV measurement
The peak current of the CV measurement can determine the concentration of the
species using equation 8 [39]:
(8)
Where ip is the peak current, n is the number of electrons transferred in reaction, F is
Faraday’s constant, A is surface area, CAb is the concentration of species A, R is the ideal
gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, DA is the diffusion coefficient of species A,
and v is the scan rate volts per second. Thus, the uncertainty must be propagated through
this expression in determining the concentration from such variable with known
measurement uncertainties such as peak current, surface area of electrode, temperature,
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diffusion coefficient, and scan rate. Only after this propagation can the uncertainty of the
concentration be calculated.

2.2.5.5 Pulse Voltammetry (PV)
Pulse voltammetry involves providing a pulse of potential and measuring the
current response utilizing a potentionstat to infer information about the concentration.
There are two methods by which this is typically performed: square wave voltammetry
(SWV) and normal pulse voltammetry (NPV) [39]. Like CV measurements, pulse
voltammetry measurements face uncertainty sourced from electrode depth, diffusion
coefficient values, and measured peak current in response to the potential pulse. In
addition, the time of the pulse must be accounted for in concentration diagnostics as well
the addition of a source of uncertainty to the quantified value. An additional method
utilizing pulse voltammetric techniques is the development of a calibration curve based
off known measured concentrations by plotting peak current versus the concentration as
they are directly proportional to one another. This has been demonstrated to be effective
for low current concentrations, but the uncertainty factors of both values must be taken
into account if the method was to be utilized [40].
2.2.5.6 Chronoamperometry (CA)
CA is an electrochemical technique that operates an electrochemical cell at a
constant potential measured by a reference electrode versus the working electrode with
the current being measured as operation occurs. From this measured response current, the
concentration of a species within the cell can be calculated through the Cottrell equation
which is derived from and obeys Fick’s second law of diffusion. The Cottrell equation is
seen in equation 9 [39].
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(9)
Where t is time in seconds. Thus, sources of uncertainty in the formulation and
calculation of the concentration come from the measured current, the surface area of the
electrode, the diffusion coefficient. In addition, the time of operation also has an
associated uncertainty resulting from the timing mechanism of the software utilized to
operate the potentionstat. This must be factored in for calculating the concentration given
the physics of the electrochemical method.
2.2.5.7 Chronopotentiomettry (CP)
CP is an electrochemical method that involves operating an electrochemical cell
at a constant current and measuring the potential response of the working electrode
utilizing a reference electrode. The response of the potential to the applied current
follows the Nernst equation and allows for the determination of the concentration from
this information. This determination is a result of solving the Sand equation seen in
equation 10 [39],
(10)
Where τ is the transition time which is the elapsed time between the initiation of constantcurrent experiment and the time at which the concentration of the electroactive species
reaches zero at the electrode surface. CP is one of the earliest forms of electrochemical
measurements used for quantification of materials though it is not as commonly used as
CA and CV [39]. The sources of error that must be propagated in the determination of the
concentration due to the physics of the problem is that of the current, the surface area of
the electrode, the diffusion coefficient, and the transition time all with their own
determined uncertainties.
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2.2.5.8 Rotation Meter
A rotation meter, more formally referred to as a tachometer, can be applied to an
ER to determine the rotation rate in terms of rotations per minute (RPM) of the stirrer or
the electrodes and report the data continuously as it happens. Two different types of
tachometers are produced, mechanical and optical [41]. Optical tachometers use a
reflector attached to rotating object that determines the rotation rate of the device.
Mechanical tachometers utilize a surface speed sensor and a calibrated distance from
center of rotating device and through the application of both, the rotation speed can be
calculated. The type of tachometer is dependent on application. The optical tachometer
may be the better choice for ER’s as there may be difficulties in replacing the surface
speed disc in a mechanical tachometer. For both types, the manufacturer normally has
quantified uncertainties from calibration sheets that vary on type and fidelity of the
tachometer and further assessment of the uncertainty by the facility operator would not be
required [41, 42].
2.2.5.9 Electronic Balance
Electronic balances are a common measurement technology used for assessing the
mass of a measured quantity. Electronic balances are calibrated utilizing mass standards
which then calculate the mass of an object by measuring the force exerted upon their
plate and utilizing this weight and known gravitational acceleration to calculate the mass
of the object [43]. The uncertainty of an electronic balance differs based on the
manufacturer and quantity of mass designed for (large mass objects versus small mass).
These uncertainties are often assessed and tabulated by the manufacturer and provide the
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operator a choice as to which is most applicable and offers the lowest uncertainty as a
tradeoff. In addition, guides are often provided with which to assess measurement
uncertainties coming from sources such as temperature, position of placement, rounding,
repeatability, and calibration weight and determining the specific uncertainty of the
specific measurement environment [43].
2.2.5.10 SiC Semiconductor Detector
The SiC semiconductor detector is a radiation detector designed specifically to
monitor gamma and neutrons in high mixed radiation flux environment as appropriate for
a pyroprocessing hot cell [44]. Other detector designs utilizing semiconductors for
gammas or ionization chambers for neutrons are options. However, the method for
determining the uncertainty of a radiation count is the same regardless of type of
radiation or detector. This is addressed as the count is covered by the square root rule for
counting experiments seen in equation 11 [45]:
(11)
Where ν is the observed count rate.
2.2.5.11 Advanced NDA Method
To address material constituency without utilizing sampling and destructive
analysis, NDA analysis utilizing radiation measurements have been under continuous
development by the nuclear material management community [46]. These measurements
utilize neutron, gamma, or both types of radiation measurements to determine what the
materials and concentrations are present within a sample to assess SNM mass and assist
in the material balance. For each manner of measurement, the method by which the mass
quantity is assessed requires its own specific methods for uncertainty quantification.
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These methods allow for the uncertainty of counting measurements to be further
propagated as uncertainty of their mass estimations. For example, a multiplicity counter
calculates the total count rate as well as the double and triple coincidence count rates to
determine the quantity of fissions that have occurred versus those generated through other
neutron generating mechanisms such as (α,n) reactions. The total count rate uncertainty is
addressed via the square root count rule common for all detectors, but the double and
triples coincidence rates have their own specific methods of quantifying uncertainty
within the measurements. In addition, the mass estimated by these techniques have their
own uncertainty quantification method [46].

2.2.6 IAEA CLASSIFICATION OF PM DATA

The IAEA classifies PM data streams from all types of measurements into three
separate levels: levels 1, 2, and 3 [47]. Level 1 data is known as state of health data and
concerns data that can be used to arrange timely response to indicate the monitoring
systems are operating abnormally. Level 2 data is known as summary data and is used to
prepare for inspection activities. This data helps to assist the inspector that the operator
has continuously operated the facility as designed during the mass balance period without
any form of significant anomalous occurrence or to demonstrate where anomalous
occurrences may have occurred and generated consequences. Level 3 data is known as
detailed data and is for providing data useful in drawing safeguards conclusions. Level 3
data actually provides data that can assist in inferring the masses of SNM in the unit
operation processes and assists in the overall mass balance. A summary of each of the
measurement data streams and the classification that I have given them is seen in Table 6.
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Table 6- Classification of Measurement Data Streams by IAEA standards
IAEA
Classification
Type 2
Type 2
Type 2
Type 2
Type 3
Type 2
Type 2
Type 2
Type 2
Type 2
Type 2
Type 3
Type 2
Type 2
Type 2
Type 3

Measurement Data Stream
Temperature (K)
Density (g/cm³)
Stirrer Rotational Speed (RPM)
Salt Level (cm)
Salt Concentration (mol/cm³)
Anode Surface Area (cm²)
Anode Rotational Speed (RPM)
Anode Potential (Volts)
Cathode Surface Area (cm²)
Cathode Rotational Speed (RPM)
Cathode Potential (V)
Cathode Deposit Mass (kg)
Cell Current (A)
Gamma Radiation in Environment (Rem)
Neutron Radiation in Environment (Rem)
Radiation Count Cathode Deposit

Inspecting the table, a clear distinction can be drawn for why a measurement data
stream is labeled as type 2 or as type 3. For type 2, the data measured are those that are
important to system health but do not specifically classify the movement of SNM within
the system. For example, both the temperature and ER stirrer RPM have a known role in
determining the transport properties of the ER system, however knowing that these
changed or did not change does not give an quantifiable sense of the nature of mass flow
in the system. Thus if temperature decreases or rotation rate increases, one could assume
that the transport of material to undesired material streams is potentially present but does
not provide information on the total quantity of SNM mass transported. The data however
can indicate that the system is unhealthy and, that if linked to other measurements in the
facility unit operations, can produce an indirect estimation of the effect on SNM flow and
thus potentially reduce the quantified SEID.
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Type 3 data was classified as such as it can assist in directly determining a mass
of SNM in a given process stream of the pyroprocessing facility. For example, a mass
measurement of the cathode deposit can provide an SNM mass value to be integrated into
the total mass balance. In addition, concentration measurements can play a role as they
can provide information as to ER holdup mass when calculating the material balance as
well during shutdown for inspection. Outside these MB centered applications,
measurements of factors such as mass and concentration are required by the inspector
periodically (not just at the end of every balance period) to determine if the ER is
operating as planned and that the correct form of transport will be taking place or that salt
cleanup must be ordered. Thus, these measurements also serve a process monitoring role
and thus can be integrated into the PM data stream analysis for real time safeguards and
operation analysis by the facility operator.
From the perspective of IAEA inspections, these data streams can be subject to
the two different types of IAEA inspection. In particular, attribute testing can be applied
significantly to the type 2 data as it is bulk reported data and its accuracy is more based
off of measurement technology health. Thus, attribute inspections applied to PM
measurements to compare to book values of measurement response should be a role taken
on by IAEA inspectors in fuel cycle facilities. Inspections tests can be applied to type 3
measurements such as recent (with regards to inspection) tests of salt concentration data
as well as a selected sample of labeled cathode deposits that have undergone radiation
assay for SNM data analysis. These inspection tests can assist the significance of MUF
tests as the PM data’s goal is to reduce the variance of the MUF. These tests would verify
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the role of PM under the proposed developed framework to reduce the MUF’s variance
value.

2.2.7 INFERENCES DERIVED FROM PM DATA
With an understanding of each of the measurements and their techniques as well
as how data can be assesed by operators and IAEA inspectors, the application of PM data
to a SBS safeguards framework can be investigated. To best apply PM data it must be
understood regarding what physical inferences can be based off of changes in data. For
example, what is the effect on the physical processes and what can be concluded if a
large change in temperature were to occur? Each measurement is addressed individually
here to determine the impact of each measured quantity on the physics of the system and
what an operator or inspector can infer about the physical processes present. This
inference is much more significant for type 2 data than type 3 as the mass of material is
not measured directly.
2.2.7.1 Temperature
The temperature of the eutectic salt in the ER is a quantity that must be constantly
monitored. Temperature has an impact on both the thermodynamics and electrokinetics
of transport in the salt. With regards to the thermodynamics of the ER system, the
standard reaction potential is determined by the Nernst equation where one of the
dependent variables is temperature along with species concentration [28]. Thus assuming
generally steady state concentrations of oxidating and reducing species, temperature will
be the main factor in determining the reduction potential. Thus deviations from the
normal potential determined by a reference electrode measurement may be due to
temperature. In this case, normal operation may be occurring though an alarm is set off
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and inspection by operator must be used to determine the cause and to determine what
mechanically has gone wrong.
From the perspective of kinetics, the temperature is a dependent variable of the
Butler-Volmmer equation [28]. With increases in temperature, the partial currents will
increase and with decreases in temperature they will decrease. The other impact with
regards to kinetics due to temperature is that the diffusion coefficient is positively
dependent on the temperature. Thus with increases in temperature, the diffusion
coefficient’s values increase while with decreases in temperature they decrease. This is
especially important to note as the limiting current density is directly proportional to the
diffusion coefficient. A drop in temperature can lead to a reduction in the limiting current
density thus resulting in a situation in which codeposition occurs at the cathode.
Measurements to determine if temperature is the cause of codeposition must be linked to
other PM measurements in the system such as potential.
2.2.7.2 Density
The density of the salt is an important factor to monitor between ER runs as it
provides an indication of the salt’s constituents. As the salt is a mixture of LiCl-KCl salt,
rare earths, and actinides, the more reactions that occur within the salt the more the
density will change as certain species are transported into the salt and certain species such
as U are transported out [28]. As U is transported out and other TRU actinides continue
to build up in concentration in salt, the expectation would be that the density of the salt
will increase. If too great a concentration of TRU is present than codeposition will occur
and the density of the salt will start to decrease. If the decrease continues, it will
eventually reach another steady state value where only U deposition is occurring. Thus,
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monitoring the nature of the salt combined with other measurements such as potential can
assist in indicating the potential or the detection of an anomalous occurrence. In addition,
density measurements can help indicate when a concentration measurement should be
taken for sampling. This concentration measurement would inform the operator of
whether or not more eutectic salt should be added and/or the salt cleanup process should
be applied to some of the current eutectic. Thus for an operator to make these cost
sensitive decisions, knowledge of the density should be a significant part of the operators
decision making process.
2.2.7.3 Rotational Speed
The speed of rotation of the rotating electrodes/stirrer provides information about
the potential nature of reactions occurring within the ER system. This is due to, for a
rotational system, the Nernst diffusion layer thickness is inversely proportional to the
angular momentum of the rotating body [39]. Thus, the faster the stirrer or electrode
rotates, the smaller the diffusion layer thickness is. Conversely, the slower it rotates the
larger this layer is. This is important to note as the limiting current density is inversely
proportional to the diffusion layer thickness. So, a small diffusion layer leads to a large
limiting current density while a large diffusion layer thickness leads to a smaller limiting
current density for a species. Thus, if the rotation of the electrode or stirrer becomes
slower than there is a potential for codeposition to occur. To determine if codeposition
has occurred at the cathode or undesired species have migrated at the anode as result of
these issue of rotation, these rotational speed measurements must be link to
measurements such as electrode potential and concentration sampling.
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2.2.7.4 Electrode Surface Area

The electrode surface area is an important quantity to measure before each ER
run. This is because the surface area determines the current density of the electrode. This
will in turn affect the nature of the reaction at the electrode [28]. As the current density is
the current divided by the surface area, a reduced electrode surface area will increase the
current density of the electrode. In the case of the cathode current density, if it exceeds
the limiting current density determined by the Butler Volmer equation for U then
reactions of Pu and other actinides will occur at the cathode. Physically this is because
the total current density is the sum of the reaction current densities for the species in the
salt and the two must be equal for the operation of the cell. The same logic governs the
reaction at the anode for the oxidation of metals at the anode. If it is too great, undesired
metals may oxidize to maintain the current density of the cell thus polluting the salt, with
for example, U (IV) metal ions. A surface area measurement by itself cannot
communicate whether or not the current density will exceed that of the limiting current
densities decided by the Butler-Volmer equation. This surface area measurement must be
paired with other measurements such as electrode potential and current to draw
conclusions as to whether or not codeposition of metal has occurred at the cathode or
undesired species are oxidizing at the anode.
2.2.7.5 Electrode Potential
The potentials of the anode and the cathode versus the reference electrode allow
inferences about the reaction taking place at each electrode [28]. During normal
operation, the cathode potential should be that of the reduction potential of U. During a
significant off-normal operation this cathode potential would be more negative than
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normal operation. This leads to the codeposition of TRU and rare earths at the cathode.
Depending on this off normal reading, the types of species codeposited can be inferred,
but not the total mass of each species. Monitoring the anode potential is also important as
it monitors the oxidation reaction and ensures that undesired oxidation reactions do not
occur. The most important reaction is the oxidation of U (IV) metal ions which cannot be
reduced at the cathode. Thus monitoring the anodic potential to ensure it does not become
increasingly positive is also important and allows an estimation of the type of species
present in the salt that can be confirmed by other measurements such as mass
spectrometry.
2.2.7.6 Current
By definition, current represents the amount of ions passed per time [28]. Thus,
current is the reflection of rate of oxidation at the anode, transport in the salt, and the
reduction of metal at the cathode. A higher current indicates that the rate of reaction is
greater within the electrorefiner and thus a greater total amount of material will be
deposited at the cathode. A lower current indicates that less total mass of material will be
deposited at the cathode. Current data does not provide details as to if codeposition has
occurred at the cathode. Thus, current is more valuable when combined with other
measurements such as electrode potential, but still by itself provides insight as to the
general movement of total material mass in the ER.
2.2.7.7 Radiation Count
Radiation counting measurements can be of two different varieties. The first is
environmental radiation monitoring and the other is mass accountancy NDA
measurements. The environmental radiation monitoring provides data on the state of the
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overall hot cell and that materials are being moved when they are supposed to being
moved as opposed to when they are not supposed to be doing so [48]. As such, very little
information about transport within the ER can be inferred from these measurements.
However, a large enough jump in radiation counts around the ER can be correlated with
measurements on salt density and concentration to indicate that there is an increased
number of TRU actinides in the salt and salt cleanup may be required. This is because as
the concentration of TRU in the salt increases the neutron source in the salt subsequently
increases.
As for NDA measurements for mass accountancy, these can be performed on
ingots to determine the constituents and their total masses depending on the method used
[46]. The counts in the NDA detector can determine whether or not codeposition has
occurred and can be connected to measurement results from the ER. This type of analysis
and linking of measurements has already been performed in previous studies related to
SBS in which single and double coincidence count rates increased in an NDA
coincidence counter as a result of codeposition of Pu occurring within the ER [12].
2.2.7.8 Concentration
Concentration measurements of eutectic salt are useful for both NMA and PM
applications. The measurements of concentration during a balance period can provide an
estimate of the total actinide concentration of the eutectic salt which can be utilized to
infer the mass of actinides in the salt [49]. This calculated value can be utilized as part of
the holdup calculation for the material balance. From the perspective of PM,
concentration is important to monitor as it can infer the nature of the reactions occurring
in the ER. As the limiting current density is directly proportional to the concentration of
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the limiting species, a significantly reduced concentration of U and a higher
concentration of TRU indicates that a codeposition reaction is more likely to occur [28].
Thus, concentration when connected to other measurements like electrode potential and
current can lead to a conclusion as to the reason for an anomalous occurrence occurring.
In addition, consistent concentration measurements when coupled with salt density
measurements can assist the operator in making the decision to add UCl3 to the eutectic
or treatment of the salt to remove U/TRU.
2.2.7.9 Cathode Deposit Mass
The mass of the cathode deposits after being distilled and formed in an ingot are
significant in both mass accountancy and PM. The total mass of the ingot themselves will
very likely fill the outgoing inventory factor for the book values of the facility operator’s
material balance and thus will be subject to some degree of testing by IAEA inspectors.
As for PM, doing a measurement of each ingot after they are produced can provide
supporting measurements to potential alarms produced by ER measurements, in
particular those that indicate codeposition of actinides at the cathode [50]. If a continuous
type design for ingot manufacturing is being used like has been designed by KAERI for
future engineering and commercial scale pyroprocessing facilities, dendrites will be cast
into a turntable of equal sized molds and melted down within them [26]. Thus if only U is
being deposited at the cathode, these final ingots should be roughly the same mass, within
a margin of error, due to the scale and the nature of the turntable method utilized to
continuously cast the ingot. If the cast has a significantly deviating weight in the positive
direction, i.e. it weighs more than normal outside the margin of error, this would indicate
a codeposition of actinides due to the greater mass of Pu and other TRU elements. If it
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weighs less than normal, this would indicate that there is a large concentration of lighter
metals such as zirconium and rare earth metals with less negative potentials starting to
react in significant amounts at the cathode. Thus, each measured ingot should be weighed
versus expected and known trends and then cross-referenced to potential ER signatures if
an anomaly has been indicated.

2.3. FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS
Failure mode identification is key step for simulation in this investigation of SBS.
Without sufficiently identified and fleshed out failure modes, simulations for signatures
and mass balance effects cannot be made. Thus, a standard method by which failure
modes can be identified and evaluated as to their potential significance is required. Work
performed in this dissertation was performed by adapting a methodology known as
failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) for safeguards related problems. FMEA was a
method originally developed by the US Department of Defense to determine potential
failures in military equipment and facilities and determine the effects on human health
and safety as a result [51, 52, 53].
A Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is an approach to analyzing a
system, particularly a mechanical system, to determine what potential failures a system
can have, the results of these failures, as well as the manners to prevent and mitigate
them. The FMEA is performed early within the design process to make corrections for
potential failures and apply redundancy where needed before actual construction occurs
as to save on the cost of future retrofits in a constructed facility [53]. Thus quantifying
what these failures are, their frequency, and their impact on the system as a whole is of
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great importance. With regards to pyroprocessing and safeguards development,
performing an FMEA can be of great benefit as it can predict potential failure modes.
These in turn could produce safeguards relevant results in that the system operates with
material transporting to unexpected or undesired location due to component failure.
These deviations from normal operation, if allowed to continue or occurring in significant
magnitudes, can significantly disrupt the mass balance of the system leading inspectors to
believe that diversion has occurred where it has not [12].
The FMEA methodology is applied through a general set of steps and associated
actions. These steps are summarized in Table 7.
Table 7- Summary of FMEA Steps
FMEA Step
Associated Measures
1. Preliminary Measures
Selecting the team
Defining the standard
Defining the reporting procedure
Defining the boundaries of the system
Organizing design information
2. FMEA Evaluation
Evaluating the effects of each failure mode on the
Process
system
Identifying failure detection methods/corrective
actions
Arranging audits
Arranging practical FMEA tests
Producing Recommendations
3. Finalization of Results
Produce final FMEA report for review

Providing detail as to what is associated with each of these three steps, the
preliminary measures starts with the selecting and delegation of a team for the purpose of
the analysis. FMEAs are typically organized and compiled by an individual but in the
completion of the FMEA enlists a team of experts experienced in developing and
classifying failure modes [51]. Thus, adequate care in many cases must be performed to
select which experts are best suited for input into the report. Defining reporting
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procedures involve the defining of exactly what manner the final report is produced and
who is subject to reviewing the FMEA report and the chain of command of those for
whom the report is being produced. The defining of the boundaries is the most important
step of the preliminary measures as it defines the component of the FMEA that will be
analyzed and defines what effects would be the most significant. This portion focuses on
the operational and physical boundaries of the systems and are usually analyzed and
displayed graphically as a block flow diagram. The final step of the preliminary analysis
is the preparation of design data. This means determining up to date design information
on which failure modes will be postulated and developing paperwork such as worksheets
and forms by which those performing the FMEA can best suggest corrective action and
demonstrate the nature of each failure mode.
The process of identifying and evaluating the effects of failure modes is often
performed via collective brainstorming among those familiar with the system. The testing
of actual systems to ensure compliance with the recommendations of the FMEA as well
as to determine if the postulated effect of failures is present is a practical application of
the FMEA to the design. This testing can be done using scaled laboratory studies or
simulations.

2.4 PYROPROCESSING SIMULATION
2.4.1 ER SIMULATION
ERAD is computer code developed for the purpose of simulating mass transport
within ER operation [54, 55]. ERAD is a modification of the REFIN code developed at
Seoul National University [54]. This code is the primary code used for SBS related
research. ERAD utilizes an iterative method to calculate mass transport. It calculates
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mass transport in one dimension with a differential equation solver known as Livermore
solver for ordinary differential equations (LSODE) in FORTRAN.
ERAD requires several input values and produces several different output files
that can be applied to both operations and safeguards [54]. In terms of inputs, the first set
of inputs involves the elements of interest. The elements of interest are the elements of
the ER salt bath (Li, K, and Cl) as well as seven metal species chosen by the user, most
importantly actinides, rare earths, and zirconium. For each species, the fundamental
electrochemical data are provided for a selected temperature input. This fundamental data
includes exchange current density, standard potentials, valence state, diffusion
coefficient, activity coefficient, transfer coefficients. This data define the species data for
computation and allows that any elements with determined data can be utilized within the
ERAD model. On top of fundamental data, information for operation of the ER is then
provided. This information includes time of operation and time steps, current of
operation, electrode surface area, and electrode characteristics. This information allows
proper application of the fundamental data to an actual ER operation. The next set of
inputs involve solver settings for LSODE such as tolerance and methodology. Finally,
data for the concentration of the species in the anode, eutectic salt, and cathode as well as
the initial mass and volume of these specific portions of the ER cell are provided. With
an input file known as an inpref file of this data allows initiation of ERAD. A summary
of these variable inputs are seen in Table 8.
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Table 8- Modifiable Input Variables for ERAD
Variable
Temperature
Diffusion Coeffient
Valence States
Time
Current
Diffusion Layer
Thickness
Starting Anode
Composition
Starting Salt
Composition
Electrode Area
Starting Salt Mass
Starting Anode Mass

Unit
K
cm²/s
unitless
hours
A
μm
wt%
wt%
cm²
grams
grams

In terms of outputs, several different sets of data for the simulated ER operation
are produced. These outputs fall into four major categories. The first is the content of the
electrodes versus time step. This is computed for both anode and cathode as well as for
the electrolyte salt. The second set of output data is that of the electrode currents and
potentials. This is computed against the reference electrode specified by the input data for
standard potential. This data is for currents and potentials versus time. The third set of
output data is that of the concentration of electrode surfaces. This data is computed for
species in the salt at the surface of the electrodes. The final major set of output data
computes the concentrations in the diffusion layer of the specified diffusion layer of the
electrodes from the input file.
A flowsheet of the method in which ERAD utilizes the input file to produce the
output data required is seen in Figure 6 [56].
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Figure 6-ERAD Method Flowsheet

As demonstrated by the flowsheet, the inpref file is first read into refin.f which
operates as a master file that communicates to all other subprograms to compute the
transport and thermodynamic properties of the ER operations. This master file is
responsible for initializing the time dependent portions of the code after calculating and
storing the fundamental data. It performs this by initializing by the transport and
electrochemical related scripts as well as the LSODE solver. For the purpose of the
solver, the ER system is divided into a mesh of cells with a certain number applied to a
different portion of the cell. The solid anode, cathode, and bulk electrolyte salt are
assumed to each be a single one dimensional cell for the purpose of calculating the
concentration term of the mass transport equation. For the anode, there is a variable size
diffusion/migration layer that can be made to be between 20 and 200 cells depending on
the user’s preference. This layer is between the solid anode cell and the
diffusion/migration boundary layer for the anode which is made up of 20 to 200 cells.
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There is a diffusion/migration boundary layer between the cathode and the bulk salt and
is of the same tunable size as the anode diffusion layer. These diffusion layer cells act as
the region between the solid reaction surface and the bulk salt and demands the majority
of the computational time. The metal surfaces and bulk salts are simplified into single
cells to enable efficient computation.
The first step in the time dependent portion is the updating of the anode geometry.
This feature is the defining modification of the original REFIN code that has been applied
to the improved ERAD code [56]. The anode geometry is updated based on whether
cladding is present within the anode basket. If clad is present, then the anode is assumed
to be cylindrical, and the dissolution occurs across the flat surfaces of the cylinder (i.e.
top and bottom) and the volume is updated along these boundaries. If cladding is not
present, dissolution and volume updating occurs over the curved surface of a solid metal
cylinder. At each time step, the volume is updated as a function of concentration. The
volume is updated based on the concentration initially present and the amount present at a
given time step according to equation 12.
(12)
Where

is the change in the U volume in the anodic cylinder,

is the initial

cylinder volume, U is the concentration of U at a given time, and Uo is the initial
concentration of U in the anode.
After the anode has been updated for the given time step, ERAD then calculates
the potential drop across each cell utilizing calculated species currents from either an
initial guess of potential from the inpref file or for all time steps other than the initial
from the calculation of species current utilizing the Butler-Volmer equation. In addition
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to the potential drops, a coded solubility limit is applied to the cells in the anode diffusion
layer.
After these potential drop and solubility limit calculations are undertaken, another
time dependent loop is utilized to calculate the electrochemical properties of the cell for
each time step to be implemented in the time dependent mass transport portion of the
code. It performs this by solving two fundamental electrochemical equations. The first is
the Nernst equation which is utilized to calculate the electrochemical potential of each
species adjusted for concentration and temperature from the inputted standard potential.
The Nernst equation is seen in equation 13,
(13)
Where Eeq,r is the equilibrium reduction potential, E0,r is the standard reduction potential,
R is the ideal gas constant, T is the temperature, nr number of electrons transferred, F is
the Faraday constant, γ is the activity coefficient, and Xox,i and Xred,I are the concentrations
of oxidation and reduction of the species i in the salt.
With the equilibrium potential known, the non-equilibrium overpotential (ηr) can
be calculated to be implemented within the Butler-Volmer equation. This overpotential is
just the difference between the electrode potential and the equilibrium potential
calculated by the Nernst equation.
The Butler-Volmer equation is utilized for calculating the partial current for each
species reacting at the electrode surface. The Butler-Volmer equation is seen in equation
14.
(14)
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Where i is the species current, io is the exchange current density, and α is the transfer
coefficient. The exchange current density is calculated utilizing the input of the standard
exchange current density through the application of equation 15.
(15)

where ko is the transfer coefficient.
These values calculated for the partial current densities for each species and for
each electrode are then applied to the time dependent mass transport portion of the code
where the transport within each cell is calculated for each time step. The partial current
densities sum to be the total current density specified by the user and these two values
assist in calculating the mass transfer occurring at the electrode surfaces for each species.
The mass transport equation utilized by ERAD is given in equation 16.
(16)
where yi is the concentration of species i, x is the 1D spatial dimension, Di is the diffusion
coefficient of the species i, and the term

is what is known as the potential gradient.

The potential gradient is a function of concentration and current density and is calculated
utilizing equation 17.
(17)
where Itot is the total electric current density.
For each time step, the LSODE solver is applied to the mass transport equation.
The calculated results for the concentration terms, potential terms, and current terms are
then written to their respective output files and the same process occurs iteratively until
all set time steps have been covered and the outputs written for each one.
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ERAD is used within this dissertation to simulate failure mode conditions within
the ER. This produces data that can be integrated within systems scale facility
simulations. However, ERAD has not had a significant amount of experimental work to
determine if it is an effective choice to be applied in this manner. For this reason,
experimental work was performed as part of this dissertation to determine its efficacy.

2.4.2 FACILITY SIMULATIONS
To simulate pyroprocessing facilities, system models have been developed on
multiple different computational platforms. The one focused on in the research of this
dissertation is that of the SSPM Echem developed by Sandia National Laboratories [1].
SSPM Echem simulates the entires pyroprocessing flowsheet for ceramic fuels as
determined by ANL. SSPM Echem is scripted in Simulink with certain submodels linked
to MATLAB functions [1, 16]. The model simulates the mass transport of elements 1-99
in a pyroprocessing system in addition to the total salt mass in the form of a 1x100
matrix. Using the masses for U and Pu at every step in the flowsheet, the model is able to
compute an ID and SEID for a given balance period. In addition, a Cumulative ID can be
computed for a given operational period.
ID and SEID are calculated in EChem using an NRTA mass balance scheme. For
a selected balance period, 28 hours for the simulations of this dissertation, the ID and
SEID are calculated via a mass balance from input, inventory, and output measurements
[1]. The same calculation method is utilized for the entire of the operational period for
each balance period during that time. The ID and SEID are calculated within the same
MATLAB script at the same time using input signals from Simulink.
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To calculate ID and SEID in Echem SSPM, several signals need to be recorded to
calculate the material balance, in particular input measurements, inventory
measurements, and output measurements. The input measurement of the fuel is the
integration of the signal after the fuel chopping stage integrated over the time of the
balance period. In addition, inventory measurements are taken for each unit operation.
All inventory measurements are in the form of an integrated signal over the balance
period with the exception of the ER and electroreducer which are assumed to be sampled
every balance period to determine mass. Finally, output mass measurements take place
which are the integration over the balance period of the mass signal for the output
product streams. For each of these measurements, only the signals of the U and Pu are
utilized in the computation of the ID and SEID. The ID and SEID are computed for both
U and Pu individually.
The signals recorded from the input, output, and inventory that are integrated and
utilized as the input of the ID and SEID calculations consist of six parts that form a 6x1
input vector. The first is the mass signal of U. The second is the random measurement
error of U inputted by the user multiplied by the mass signal and by a random number to
simulate the distribution of the error. The third is the systematic measurement error of U
inputted by the user multiplied by the mass signal for U and by a random number to
simulate the distribution of the error. The fourth through sixth value are the same mass
signal, random error, and systematic error calculated in the same way as the U values
except in this case for Pu.
These six integrated signals are then used to calculate the ID and SEID for the
balance period. The ID is calculated by subtracting the sum of the inventory measurement
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mass signals and output measurement mass signals from the input mass signal. This
calculation is seen in equation 18. For the first balance period, the calculation is
calculated as described. For all subsequent mass balances after the first, the previous
inventory measurement for each unit operation is carried over to the new mass balance
and added to the overall balance. The IDs calculated for each of these balance periods
during the total operational time are summed with one another to generate the cumulative
ID.
(18)
where i signifies the balance period, Input is the input mass at the assembly chopper, Inv
is the sum of the measurements at the unit operations, and Out is the mass of the metal
product and U product.
The SEID is calculated using all six signals. Each mass signal measurement is
first squared and multiplied by the sum of the squares of the random error and systematic
error signals. These values are summed with the inventory measurement values being
multiplied by two. The square root is taken of this sum of values to form the SEID for
each balance period for both U and Pu. The SEID calculation is written out in
equation19.
(19)
where j signifies the measurement location, σ is the measurement uncertainty, and MEAS
is the integrated mass signal for the given measurement point.
The masses transported within SSPM Echem are assumed to be batch transfers
throughout the facility. Thus, mass is transported in the form of pulses of material that are
moved between each step in the flowsheet. The form of these pulses in terms of elemental
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constituents is selected by the operator of the program as multiple different burnups for
commercial fuel can be called by SSPM Echem. This burnup data comes from
calculations in the burnup code ORIGEN. The front end steps of the flowsheet include
fuel chopping and voloxidation as well as a step for electrolytic reduction. At this step
100% of the off-gas products are removed from the mass matrix being transported as well
as 100% of the tracked Cs/Sr/Ba/Rb/Tc/I that remain in the salt phase of the reducer.
Some salt remains from reducer in the tracked mass matrix and proceeds to the next step
of the ER. The ER is where the separation process occurs and the product of the
operation is produced in three forms: a metal waste product, a U product, and U/TRU
product. The metal waste product is the remains of the anode fuel basket. The U product
is a product assumed to be 100% separated U, and the U/TRU product is assumed to be
70% U and 30% TRU. These products are formed with a constant separation efficiency
developed from previous work at the FCF. All three of these products with their entrained
salt are transported to three separate product processing stages, where the salt is distilled
off and final products are forged. The salt distilled off then undergoes a drawdown
process from which fission products are removed to form their own waste products. In
addition the salt is treated for U/TRU products and the salt is processed and returned to
the ER while the salt processed that does not contain U/TRU is returned to the
electrolytic reducer. A representation of this total flowsheet is portrayed in Figure 7.
In addition to calculating the mass flow and general safeguards calculations,
SSPM Echem also possesses the ability to simulate diversion scenarios by having a
certain percentage of SNM removed at a given step every time the mass batch passes by
given step, e.g. 3 percent of U is removed between the electrolytic reducer and the ER
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[1]. To calculate and determine if an diversion is occurring a Page’s test can be
performed on the ID, SEID, and Cumulative ID data with parameters that can be set to
meet false alarm and detection sensitivity goals. Each measurement of mass that goes into
calculating these values occurs at every unit operations step and the random and
systematic uncertainty of which can be set by the user. This allows the user to determine
what detection requirements are needed for measurement technology in facility design
and what goals to set in measurement technology development.
Despite these advantages, the SSPM Echem still requires several improvements
that are being actively pursued. The first is that the unit operations are based off
assumptions of separation efficiencies instead of actual physical modeling. Actual
electrochemical simulations should be integrated via either direct or indirect means.
Work related to this is a major objective of this dissertation. In addition, improvements in
the monitoring subsystems to reflect actual measurements are currently being performed
jointly between Sandia and the University of Tennessee. With these improvements a
more robust Echem SSPM can be utilized in the safeguard and facility design process.
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Figure 7- SSPM Flowsheet and NMA Module

CHAPTER 3: METHODS AND APPROACHES
A strategy combining several different approaches, both experimental and
computational, has been developed to best fulfill the objectives laid out in the
introduction. This brief chapter contains a high level discussion of the approaches to meet
the objectives. These approaches cover the experimental validation of ERAD’s
assumptions, the FMEA process in its application to pyroprocessing unit operation
equipment, simulation of failure modes in ERAD, and the integration and simulation of
failure mode data in SSPM Echem.

3.1 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF ERAD
I performed multiple experimental campaigns to confirm ERAD’s assumptions
experimentally and determine if the code was a suitable tool to simulate failure modes. I
along with collaborators at several institutions performed these experiments on a
laboratory scale utilizing a three electrode setup of an anode, cathode/working electrode,
and a reference electrode. The anode was a basket of stainless steel containing U, the
cathode was W or stainless steel wire, and the reference electrode was an Ag/AgCl
reference electrode using a porous ceramic housing. These were submerged in a LiClKCl salt bath heated to 500 C°. UCl3 salt as well as a surrogate chloride salt to represent
PuCl3, often MgCl or GdCl2, were mixed in with the LiCl-KCl salt to provide a starting
concentration of U and the surrogate metal. The results presented in this dissertation
cover an experimental campaign concerning Gd codeposited with U. Gd was chosen as
the difference of reduction potential between Gd and U is about -0.3 V, similar to that of
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the difference between Pu and U [57, 58]. During codeposition, U starts to deposit first
followed by Gd and the presence of codeposition can be identified by observing the
cathode potential as current is passed. If the cathode potential is at or more negative than
the Gd reduction potential than codeposits of Gd are expected in the final metal product
extracted. I performed these experiments over an experimental matrix of different
cathode surface areas. I selected this test range to simulate a change in ER cathode
surface area due to a failure in the equipment required to submerge the cathode in the salt
bath. For each experimental run, data for electrode potentials from the reference electrode
were collected along with deposits at the cathode sampled for mass analysis.
The experimental runs were then modeled and simulated in ERAD using the
experimental parameters. The results of both the reference electrode response and the
mass deposits at the cathode were compared between the analytical and computational
results to determine relevant conclusions. Chapter 4 of this dissertation details the most
conclusive experimental campaign as well as the set up, method, and test matrix utilized.

3.2 FMEA OF PYROPROCESSING UNIT OPERATIONS
An FMEA was performed on a pyroprocessing ER with the key definitions modified to
reflect a safeguards rather than safety focus. This was done by following the steps
described for a general FMEA in Chapter 2. I first selected a standard and a lowest
indenture level. I then developed a worksheet from the standard redefining the columns
of the worksheet to have a safeguards focus. After the worksheet was established, I
decomposed the ER into individual components and related each component to one
another via a flowsheet. I then systematically addressed each component for potential
failures and the effects of these failures. After, reviewing the potential failures, I make
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recommendations as to possible simulation campaigns that can confirm the effects
postulated as well as understand their effects on the mass balance of the system. These
FMEA steps are detailed in Chapter 5 of this dissertation.

3.3 ERAD SIMULATIONS OF IDENTIFIED FAILURE MODES
With failure modes identified from the FMEA, the next step is to determine which
failure modes to simulate using ERAD and to then simulate them. To do so, I analyze the
failure modes to determine which are significant and which could be the subject of a
simulation campaign. These failure modes are then inspected individually to determine
which failure modes to simulate by manipulation of individual variables in ERAD. Thus,
simulations are not performed on failure modes that cannot be simulated in ERAD given
limitations in inputs. After selecting failure modes for simulation, I generated a test
matrix for each failure by varying the dependant input to ERAD e.g. varying the cathode
surface area for failure of the electrode retraction mechanism. These simulations model
this test matrix over a range of cases to determine the sensitivity of the mass transport and
electrode potential to that failure. ERAD simulations over this test matrix collect two
types of data: short-term and long-term data. Short-term data are data produced at the end
of a single 24 hour run. This provides information about a single run and the impact of
the affected component on the overall transport of the system. It also allows conclusions
to confirm or alter the conclusions with regards to the severity of a given failure mode as
documented in the FMEA worksheet. Long-term data documents the long term effects of
the failure mode over an entire mass balance period. To do this, the salt output of an
ERAD run is used as the input of the subsequent ERAD salt composition input in
perpetuity for the number of specified ERAD simulations. By performing this simulation
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over a number of operational cycles, the results show the effects of ER operations over a
long period of time assuming no salt treatment to remove actinides from the salt has
occurred over that operational period. Chapter 6 expounds on the test matrices and the
specifics of short and long term simulations.

3.4 SIMULATION OF FAILURE MODES IN SSPM ECHEM
With short and long term data produced from ERAD simulations of both normal
operations and off-normal failure modes, the next step was to integrate this data into
SSPM Echem. The only data used is long-term data. To produce functions of mass
deposits at the cathode, anode mass, and electrode potential as a function of time, I
performed Regression analysis on the long term data. I integrated these fits as piecewise
functions into the ER subsystem of the SSPM Echem. At this point, simulations of the
entire pyroprocessing system to analyze the safeguards impact of failure modes could be
performed. Three separate studies were performed using this modified model with the
modeled ER data. The first was on the impact of the measurement uncertainty of the mass
analysis at the U product manufacturing stage. The second was on the impact of the
failure modes on the SEID of the safeguards system. The last study was based on varying
the NRTA balance period to determine the effects of longer balance periods occurring
with regularity and to determine what possible balance periods could be used for an
NRTA mass balance scheme. Chapter 7 fleshes out the specifics of the manner of which
the data was analyzed and integrated as well as the described simulation studies.
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CHAPTER 4: EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF ERAD AS A TREND
PREDICTION TOOL

As indicated in the introduction as well as the methods and approaches section,
multiple experimental campaigns were undertaken to determine the role of ERAD as a
trend prediction mechanism. This chapter details the experimental campaign undertaken
at the University of Utah Metallurgy Department in December of 2015 [59]. This set of
experiments provides the most repeatable results and the most reliable conclusions.

4.1 METHOD
My collaborators and I performed all experiments in an argon atmosphere glovebox
with oxygen and water both below 0.1 ppm throughout the tests. UCl3 and GdCl3
(99.99% anhydrous, Alfa Aesar) were dissolved in approximately 50 g of premixed LiClKCl eutectic (99.99% anhydrous, SAFC Hitech). An alumina crucible contained this salt
mixture, which was heated in a Kerr Auto Electro-melt furnace. The salt mixture was
maintained at 773 ±1 K. A thermocouple monitored the temperature of the salt and was
removed during operation of the cell.
The electrochemical test methods were carried out in a three electrode setup that
included a working electrode (cathode during constant current deposition), a counter
electrode (anode during constant current deposition), and a reference electrode. The
working electrode was a W wire 1 mm in diameter. It was attached to a vertical translator
(as shown in Figure 8), which allowed the precise movement of 0.005 mm per step. The
counter electrode consisted of U metal sheets that were placed in a stainless steel basket.
The reference electrode was an Ag wire (99.9%, Alfa-Aesar) and 5 mol % AgCl (99.9%
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anhydrous, Strem Chemicals) in LiCl-KCl eutectic in a close ended thin mullite tube. The
electrodes were connected to an Autolab PGSTAT302N potentionstat.

Figure 8-Experimental Setup featuring a high temperature Kerr furnace, electrodes, and
vertical translator
The objective of the experimental study was to determine if the calculated effect
cathode surface area variations have on the relative amounts of co-deposition of two
metals matched those determined analytically. After mixing and melting the salt in the
furnace pictured in Figure 8, cyclic voltammetry scans were performed with the working
electrode fully submerged in the salt to determine the achievable current density (A/cm2)
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during deposition experiments. Then a series of constant current deposition runs were
performed. For constant current tests, the working electrode served as the cathode, and
the counter electrode served as the anode. The immersion depth of the cathode was
changed to increase or decrease the current density from run to run. The salt mixture used
for this study was a combination of LiCl-KCl eutectic, UCl3 salt (1.3 wt%), and GdCl3
(3.2 wt%).
The alumina crucible with the salt mixture was then placed within the furnace and
heated up to a temperature of 530oC over a period of two hours. The reference electrode
was placed before the heating right above the surface of the eutectic salt. The salt was
then determined to be melted and to be at 500oC through the use of a thermocouple
submerged within the eutectic salt mixture. The anode basket, cathode, and reference
electrode were then submerged within the melted salt. The reference electrode was only
submerged approximately 12 cm into the furnace to allow the tip to penetrate the surface
of the mixture. The anode and cathode were fully submerged within the salt to touch the
bottom of the crucible. The three electrodes were then attached to the leads of the
potentionstat.
After a period of about 30 minutes, the system was assumed to be at thermal
equilibrium and CV analysis was performed for two purposes. The first was to determine
the salt level in the crucible and to determine the operating currents for the experimental
analyses. To determine the salt level, the cathode was raised 1 cm from the bottom of the
crucible, and a CV measurement was taken. The Gd reduction peak height was then
recorded. The peak height was then recorded by raising the cathode in 0.4 cm increments
all the way to 3 cm above the bottom of the crucible. The peak height data was then
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plotted to determine the total salt depth which was estimated to be 31.40 mm. Knowing
this, the surface area of the cathode could be adjusted accordingly with regards to
submersion depth within the salt.
To determine the operating currents, a CV analysis was undertaken at a base working
electrode depth of 30.58 mm. The operating current was then identified by inspecting the
CV plot. Experiments would be undertaken at two separate currents. The first was at a
current corresponding to the potential just to the left of the Gd peak potential on the CV
diagram. The second was a current corresponding to the potential at the start of the Gd
peak. With the current and salt depth known, the test matrix for the actual experimental
runs could be determined and investigated. The test matrix of the experimental runs
undertaken in this investigation is seen in Table 9.
Table 9- Test Matrix for Experimental Runs
Run
1
2
3
4
5
A
B
C
D
E

Current
(A)
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

Time
(s)
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

Depth of Cathode
(mm)
30.58
26.76
23.39
19.12
15.30
30.58
26.76
23.39
19.12
15.30

The experimental study consisted of ten constant current runs. Before each run, the
cathode wire was adjusted to the surface area desired. CV analysis was then performed to
“clean” the cathode of any residual or present deposited material by operating the scan at
an upper limit potential of 0.4 V. The current was then applied for a total time of 60
seconds after which there was a 10 second period of which no power was supplied to the
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cell but measurements for potential were still recorded. Both CV and potential data for
these constant current experiments were recorded using the NOVA potentionstat
software. After the constant current operation, the cathode was removed from the furnace
and the portion of the cathode containing deposits was cut and placed within a sample
vial for composition analysis. The cathode was then replaced, and the process was
repeated. In addition, before and after each run a salt sample of nominally 0.05 grams
was taken from the salt.
For composition analysis of both the cathode deposits and salt samples, inductively
coupled mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) analysis was utilized. ICP-MS was used to analyze
the mass concentrations of U and Gd in all samples. In addition, for Runs 1-5 ICP-MS
was used to determine concentrations of Li and K to determine if Li had been reduced at
the cathode.
When the cathode was raised out of the salt mixture for sampling, a small amount of
the salt inevitably adhered and froze onto the W wire. The salt deposited could not simply
be rinsed off with water because there was possibly Li metal deposited that would have
reacted with water. Additionally, the metal deposit might not all be tightly packed,
therefore there was a risk that some deposit could be rinsed off.
Consequently, the cathode sample sections were each transferred into a beaker with
about 26 ml of aqua regia to dissolve all the salt and metal deposit. A small amount of W
is expected to dissolve, but that should not interfere with the analysis of Li, K, Gd, and U.
The beakers were covered with watch glasses and heated on a hot plate to almost dryness.
The beakers were cooled to room temperature then 5ml HNO3 and approximately 35 ml
ultrapure water was added. Then the beakers were heated to boil and cooled to room
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temperature. Thereafter, the solutions were collected into a 100 ml volumetric flask and
diluted with ultrapure water. Finally, the samples were diluted with 5 vol% HNO3 to the
appropriate dilution for ICP-MS analysis for Li, K, Gd, and U.
The salt samples were directly dissolved into 5 vol% HNO3 in 100 ml volumetric
flasks and diluted for ICP-MS analysis for Li, K Gd, and U. The mass of residual salt on
each cathode sample was calculated using the salt composition, deposit weight, and
composition.

4.2 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The results from the CV analysis of the salt mixture are seen in Figure 9. The circles
on the plot indicate the operating currents chosen for the subsequent constant current
depositions. The currents selected were 0.6 and 0.1 A.
1.5
Current (A)

1
0.5
0
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-3

-2 Potential (V) -1

0

1
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Figure 9- Results with circles indicating where operating currents were selected
Calculations were performed using ERAD to simulate constant current electrorefining
at the conditions of the experiments. Starting concentrations of salt for ERAD input were
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determined through mass analysis of salt samples that occurred between runs. The
diffusion layer thickness for each run was set at 30 micrometers thick and this value was
used for each modeled case. For the setup, this diffusion thickness is chosen as to be
significantly larger than that which would be produced by natural convection. In doing
so, ERAD captures the changing diffusion layer thickness as it calculates the
concentration profile in the diffusion layer. The diffusion layer thickness was determined
to be sufficiently large if the concentration profile of the outermost cell of the electrode
was constant. The concentration profiles of both electrodes’ diffusion layers are
calculated and are an output of the code.
Plots of the experimentally determine results for cathode potential are seen in Figure
10 and Figure 11. As expected, the potentials are lower for the 0.6 A runs compared to
the 0.1 A runs, for which experiment and model are in agreement. For the 0.6 A
depositions, the potential rapidly settles at a value of about -3.3 V. This indicates that Li
should be depositing on the cathode along with U and gadolinium based on the CV
shown in Figure 2. For the 0.1 A depositions, potentials initially drop quickly as low as 3.0 V, but all eventually reach a steady value of -2.8 V. Based on the CV in Figure 9, this
indicates that deposition of Gd is occurring with U, but no Li should be depositing.
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Figure 10- Experimental Potential (V) versus time (s)of Runs 1-5, 773 K, 0.6 A, Surface
Areas: (0.556, .0483, 0.410, 0.337,0.265 cm2), W Working Electrode, Ag/AgCl working
electrode adjusted for Cl-/Cl reference electrode
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Figure 11- Experimental Potential (V) versus time (s) of Runs A-E, 773 K, 0.1 A, Surface
Areas: (0.556, .0483, 0.410, 0.337,0.265 cm2), W Working Electrode, Ag/AgCl working
electrode adjusted for Cl-/Cl reference electrode
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The results for the calculated potentials from Runs 1-5 and A-E are depicted in Figure
12 and Figure 13, respectively. While the model does not fit the data values, it does
reproduce the effect of cathode surface area. Depth of the cathode decreases from Run 1
to 5, which causes the surface area to decrease. The potential responds by becoming
more negative as the area decreases.
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Figure 12- Computational Potential (V) versus time (s) of Runs 1-5, 773 K, 0.6 A,
Surface Areas: (0.556, .0483, 0.410, 0.337,0.265 cm2), W Working Electrode, Ag/AgCl
working electrode adjusted for Cl-/Cl reference electrode
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Figure 13- Calculated Potential (V) versus time (s) of Runs A-E, 773 K, 0.1 A, Surface
Areas: (0.556, .0483, 0.410, 0.337,0.265 cm2), W Working Electrode, Ag/AgCl working
electrode adjusted for Cl-/Cl reference electrode
It is important to state that the same 50 gram mixture of LiCl-KCl-UCl3-GdCl3 was
used for all of the tests from Run 1 through Run 5 and then Run A through Run E. There
should be some loss of U and Gd from the mixture as a consequence of electrodeposition.
Salt samples were taken before and after each deposition run and analyzed via ICP-MS
for U, Gd, Li, and K concentrations. The results are shown in Table 10. It can be seen
from the U and Gd concentrations reported in this table that the salt composition
remained relatively constant within the statistical variance of the sampling and
measurement method. Thus, concentration in the salt can be assumed to be virtually
constant during each deposition run. This may partially explain why the modeled
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potentials are steady with time after the first few seconds as seen in Figure 12 and Figure
13.
Table 10- Composition of Salt Samples (Samples taken before an experiment are labeled
with i, while samples taken after an experiment are labeled with f)
Sample
wt.
0.0845
0.0522
0.043
0.0591
0.0571
0.0596
0.0342
0.0442
0.049
0.0521
0.1076

Sample
1-i
1-f
2-f
3-f
4-f
5-f
A-f
B-f
C-f
D-f
E-f

Gd (wt%)
1.865
1.803
1.940
1.807
1.805
1.972
1.948
2.019
1.981
1.945
1.863

U (wt%)
0.794
0.829
0.782
0.722
0.728
0.752
0.848
0.891
0.850
0.879
0.844

Li (w%)
7.695
7.340
7.978
7.547
7.340
7.298
8.225
8.417
8.192
7.992
7.625

K
(wt%)
28.588
28.596
28.570
28.627
28.625
28.569
28.548
28.514
28.538
28.540
28.574

The results of ICP-MS analysis of the metallic deposits on the cathodes are presented
in Table 11. The calculated masses for cathode deposits from the ERAD simulations are
given in Table 12. Note that the mass of U deposited for each run is much less than the
theoretical 25 mg for 0.6 A or 4.2 mg for 0.1 A. This anomaly indicates that most of the
U deposits at the cathode fell off before the cathode was extracted from the salt.
Table 11- ICP-MS Results of Experimentally Measured Cathode Deposits

Run
1
2
3
4
5
A
B
C
D
E

Curren
t (A)
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

Current
Density
0.41
0.47
0.55
0.66
0.82
0.069
0.078
0.092
0.11
0.14

Deposite
d Gd
(mg)
1.75
4.22
3.86
7.46
4.70
0.72
0.13
0.95
0.81
0.77

Deposite
d U (mg)
1.49
2.14
1.47
3.10
1.85
2.09
2.08
1.14
1.57
1.32
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Deposited
Li (mg)
0.431
1.10
1.90
0
3.48
0
0
0
0
0

Total
Deposit
(mg)
3.66
7.46
7.23
10.56
10.03
2.81
2.22
2.09
2.38
2.09

Gd/U Mass
Ratio
1.18
1.98
2.63
2.41
2.54
0.34
0.07
0.83
0.52
0.58

Table 12- Computational Mass Deposition Results of Simulations of Experiments
Run
1

Current Current
(A)
Density
0.6
0.41

Deposited
Gd (mg)
12.8

Deposited
U (mg)
10.2

Deposited Li
(mg)
1.00E-06

Gd/U
1.26

2
3
4
5
A
B
C
D
E

0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

11.5
10.6
8.32
6.72
0
0
0
0
0

9.39
7.65
5.94
4.84
4.94
4.94
4.94
4.94
4.94

2.54E-01
5.17E-01
9.72E-01
1.28E+00
1.00E-06
1.00E-06
1.00E-06
1.00E-06
1.00E-06

1.23
1.39
1.40
1.39
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.47
0.55
0.66
0.82
0.069
0.078
0.092
0.11
0.14

Table 12 indicates that the trends in model calculations agree with what was initially
expected—less negative cathode potentials (see Figure 12 and Figure 13) favor U
deposition over Gd or Li. The higher the current density, the more Gd and Li should
deposit onto the cathode. This same trend is observed experimentally in the results shown
in Table 11.
Experimentally, the results are more scattered—presumably due to the likely
phenomenon of deposits falling off of the cathode as dendrites. In the low current runs
(A-E), the primary metal deposited was U. Relatively small amounts of Gd are deposited,
and no Li was detected. In the high current runs (1-5), co-deposition of U, Gd, and Li was
detected with exception of run 4 in which Li was not detected. Li measurements may be
non-prototypical, since it forms a liquid metal and likely rises to the surface of the molten
salt. The other issue was that analysis of K and Li was used to subtract the estimated salt
contribution from each analysis of the deposits. High error for this method can lead to
high error in the deduced concentration of metallic Li. Since Li is a major component of
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the salt, any Li metal on the cathode may be been dominated by Li from the salt. As a
result, Li is depositing, but the reported measured Li depositions possess a high
uncertainty. This is a result of both the challenges in mass analysis of K in ICP-MS as
well as the potential for dissolution of Li into the salt due to it being a liquid and not
adhering to the cathode. The dissolution of Li is evident in Run 4 as there is no deposit
present and that in the cell with a total charge of 36 Coulombs passed a total of 0.37
millimoles of electrons deposited at the cathode but only 0.106 milliequivalents are
measured to have deposited indicating that the much of the metal is missing. This 0.37
millimoles of electrons deposited is also reflected by the results of the mass deposition
simulations of what is equal to 0.37 milliequivalents. The experimental analytical result is
difficult to compare to quantitative computational results, but it can be compared to
expected qualitative conclusions. A qualitative conclusion being that with increased
current density the total mass of Li codeposited increases as well which is an expected
result and is reflected in the experimental results presented here.
A plot of the ratio of the experimentally measured and modeled Gd/U ratio of the
deposited metals at the cathode versus current density is seen in Figure 14. As seen in this
plot, with increasing current density, there is an increase in the ratio of Gd to U. This is
expected because as current density increases, its value exceeds the limiting current
density of U by a greater amount with each increase.
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Figure 14- Plot of Gd/UMass Ratio versus Current Density (A/cm2) for Measured and
Calculated Cathode Depositions
With each increasing excess of the limiting current density, the greater fraction of the
current applied to the transport of the Gd until it meets the limit dependent mass transport
qualities of each species in the salt and the current density exceeds the sum of both the
limiting current densities of both the U and Gd, resulting in the demonstrated
codeposition of Li. The trends seen experimentally are reflected by the calculated results
illustrating the potential efficacy of the use of ERAD as predictive tool of failure modes
and codeposition scenarios. Specifically, ERAD demonstrates that it can predict the
effect of the change of a significant parameter, in this case current density, on the nature
of the deposit, Gd/U ratio, for use in further identified failure modes such temperature
variations or change cathodic and anodic properties.
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At the higher current density operations of runs 1-5, the ERAD calculations match
well with experimental measurements. And those potentials correctly predict the
codeposition of U, Gd, and Li at the cathode. There is some difference at very early times
in each run, but that may be due to nucleation effects that are not addressed at all in
ERAD. However, ERAD is able to model the average steady state potential that
eventually develops in the experimental system. Thus from the perspective of SBS,
ERAD is usable assuming that the average potential is the signal to be integrated into a
systems framework. This is certainly the case, since nucleation is only the very beginning
of each electrorefining run and represents a tiny fraction of the total run time.
Comparing the results from the experiments and ERAD simulations for the lower
current density operations, Runs A-E, the differences are apparent. Potential results
demonstrate that for the low current density runs that the computational calculations are
less negative and the cell operates at a potential where only U is deposited at the cathode
while the potentials from the experimental operations indicate that the operating potential
will involve the codeposition of U and Gd. The resulting deposits reflect this significant
difference in the nature of the operating potential as there is a noticeable codeposition
that changes with changing current density for the actual experiments while the
simulations result in the same mass of U deposit for the same operation. Thus, for lower
current density operations and those in which are derived from the start of the slope of the
Gd reduction peak of CV curve will not produce a modeled codeposition in ERAD by
itself. To best model the conditions of the cell, an optimization of the input parameters,
such as the electrochemical data input in it as well as changes in cathode surface area as a
result of removal of salt and metal over time from the cell, is required to best predict
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trends utilizing ERAD. Higher current density operations illustrate that ERAD can
produce predictions of off normal events that are reflected in results from experimental
operations. The inputs can be optimized to visualize the trends seen in the lower current
density operations experimentally and best improve the model when analyzing future
failure mode scenarios computationally allowing for the confirmation of the predictions
of safeguards relevant failure modes.
For all sets of runs, the mass transport calculations of ERAD calculates a greater total
mass of metal deposited at the cathode for a given electrorefiner run compared to the
experiments. Theoretically, by Faraday’s law of electrolysis in the 0.1 A current runs
4.94 mg of U should deposit at the cathode. This theoretical value is the same as is
calculated by ERAD. Thus, ERAD captures from the perspective of its idealized
assumptions such as fully developed boundary layer and perfect mixing of salt the
theoretical value of the mass deposit at the cathode. The discrepancy between
experimental and computational values comes from both these assumptions as well as the
likely possibility that some deposits fell off upon removal from the cell as well as during
the handling and preparation of the ICP-MS samples.
From the perspective of utilizing ERAD to model SBS related off-normal scenarios,
ERAD may be adequate from the perspective of expected reference electrode signals and
calculating cathode deposits. The trends in electrode potential behavior predicted by
ERAD matches those observed experimentally. There is a notable difference though
between the calculated an measured value. ERAD successfully predicts the onset of codeposition of metals, allowing it to simulate various scenarios involving U, Pu, and minor
actinides. ERAD is able to predict the trends demonstrated by the experiments and be
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utilized for determining the validity of postulated failure modes. Without optimizing its
input parameters, it ERAD should not be expected to generate accurate predictions for
potentials and masses of deposited metals. Rather it can be used to determine
relationships and trends to guide development of safeguards methods and signatures for
off-normal operations.

4.3 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study was performed by performing multiple experimental runs on a selected
off-normal occurrence--that of a change in cathode surface area resulting in greater
current density due to the jamming or malfunction of the cathode in the ER. These results
demonstrated that codeposition will occur and will often match the predictions made
from theory in terms of the changes of species partial currents and the ratio of mass
deposits at the cathode. Both experimental and computational results demonstrate that
with increased current densities the ratio of U/Gd increases demonstrating that ERAD
possesses the ability to determine trends in failure mode scenarios that are also seen in
experimental results. In addition, the trends with regards to change in potential with
increasing current density are observed to be the same with both computed and
experimental analysis. This demonstrates that ERAD can be utilized to determine
qualitative failure mode trends, but still require improvements in application and
extensive experimental validation.
In particular, ERAD requires improvements with regards to electrochemical transport
and thermodynamic calculations that account for non-steady state conditions. In addition,
an optimization of parameters and improvements to modeling of growth on the cathode
has been demonstrated to be of importance in the further use of ERAD as applied to
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failure mode related problems. With these improvements, off-normal condition
identification and simulation for SBS will be significantly improved and can improve
confidence in terms of the analysis of failure mode effects and the viability of their
impact on a modeled system.
Despite these needs for improvement, the experiment results allow a greater
confidence to be placed in ERAD with regards to failure mode scenario analysis, though
only from a qualitative perspective. This confidence was demonstrated in subsequent
failure mode simulation campaigns as is detailed in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 5: REPURPOSED FMEA FOR SAFEGUARDS APPLICATION
A systematic method for identifying off-normal scenarios and their consequences
is a fundamental need for applying SBS to any facility. In this chapter, a modified FMEA
approach is applied to a pyroprocessing system with fundamental FMEA definitions
modified to have a safeguards focus. As discussed in the methods and approaches
chapter, an FMEA consists of three primary steps that are fundamental to its application.
First, preliminary measures are undertaken for the selection of the standard and defining
the worksheets by which the analysis will occur. The second is the FMEA evaluation
process during which the system is decomposed, failure modes and effects identified, and
recommendations made. The third is the finalization and reporting of results which finds
form in this chapter of the dissertation.

5.1 PRELIMINARY MEASURES OF FMEA FOR PYRO ANALYSIS
I have attempted to follow the described steps of the FMEA. The first preliminary
step is the selection of a standard. There are several standards used to produce an FMEA;
however, they all relate to safety in terms of examples and many definitions as opposed
to safeguarding against material flowsheet disruption. Thus in the course of following the
FMEA standard, I as the analyzer must provide new definitions such as for ranking
severity and defining failure to best fit the format of the overall standard itself. The
standard chosen is the US DoD MIL-STD-1629A [51]. This standard sets out the
guidelines for undertaking an FMEA and reporting it. The standard outlines several
planning steps that make up the preliminary stage that the selected team is to carry out to
meet the requirements set by the standard.
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The planning stage involves setting the ground rules of the analysis and
underlying assumptions, defining failure, developing a coding system, developing the
format of worksheets and decomposition diagrams, and setting the indenture level [51].
There are several assumptions of this analysis. This analysis is performed on a
commercial pyroprocessing facility’s electrorefiner stage and focuses only on failures
that occur within this unit operation. The effects from failures will be specifically the
effects of the failures on departure of material from the expected mass flow sheet of the
system, as for example, Pu transported to the final U product processing. The analysis
will take a functional approach “top-down” approach. Thus, this will require a significant
defining and decomposition of the ER system and the development of block diagrams
and flow diagrams.
Within this analysis, the definition a failure is an event that affects one component
of the decomposed system enough to disrupt operation and cause the system to operate
differently than the expected commercial manner expected. The effects produced the
failure’s disruption of the operation has on the disruption of the mass flow sheet
determines the severity of the failure.
To best address the postulation of each failure, a lowest indenture level is set.
Indenture levels are the item levels which identify or describe the relative complexity of
assembly or function. These levels progress from the more complex to the simpler parts.
The lowest indenture level for this analysis is the individual component parts of the ER.
Thus, a thorough decomposition at the individual component level of the ER is necessary
before identifying failures.
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Finally, to establish and develop an FMEA, worksheets of are key to the
performance and organization of the FMEA analysis. There are many columns in the
worksheet to fill in and the remainder of this section deals with the defining of each of
these columns, the first being the classification system. An identification tag is attributed
to every identified component. The format of this tag is as follows:

ID: X-##

(20)

X signifies an alphabetic identifier for the location of the component in the ER Vessel.
The letters A-D classify this identifier. An “A” component is a component outside the
vessel with impact to the system itself. A “B” component is a component that is a
member of the ER system but is not in direct interaction with the salt environment. A “C”
component is a component that is a member of the ER system and is in direct contact
with the eutectic bath. A “D” component is a component that is part of the sensing and
control system that is also a member of the PM framework. The notation ## denotes the
specific numeric identifier of each component. When decomposing the system into a flow
diagram for my chosen functional approach, I assign the identification tags to each
component in the flow sheet.
The item/functional identification further specify the component labeled by the
identification number by name. The function column describes the actual function of the
identified part. The columns for failure mode and causes describe the physical nature of
the problem itself, e.g. the cathode has cracked due to radiation stresses. The operational
mode describes the type of operation that is occurring within the ER vessel when the
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stated failure occurred, e.g. during the passing of current for deposition of U at the
cathode.
After the identification columns in the worksheet, the worksheet’s columns focus
on failure effects, detection, and severity classification. Three different levels of failure
effects are considered. Local effects deal with the effect on the electrorefiner during that
initial failure of operation. Next level effects focus on the impact of the failure on the
output of the electrorefiner. The end effects focus on the overall impact the failure
potentially has on the mass balance of the entire plant facility and thus its potential for
false alarm. False alarms are of great importance as they increase the difficulty for the
operator and safeguards inspectors assessing the facility. False alarms can be divided into
two types false positives and false negatives. A false positive is a case where the mass
balance measurement system concludes diversion of SNM is occurring when it in fact is
not. A false negative is where diversion is occurring, but the mass balance measurement
system concludes that it is not. Failure modes can have an impact on the occurrence of
both depending on the nature of the failure. Failure detection methods catalog the
measurements that are utilized to recognize that the failure has occurred and to mitigate
it.
These effects are then classified on an effect’s severity scale that utilizes defined
levels of severity defined by the analyzer. For the purpose of this specific safeguard
focused FMEA, three severity levels classify the failure modes. These severity levels are
summarized in Table 13.
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Table 13- Summary of Failure Severity Levels
Severity Level

Name

Description

Category I

Significant

Produces a significant impact
on the overall mass flow of
material greater in excess that
a significant quantity of SNM.

Category II

Potentially Significant

Does not cause immediate
effects on material mass flow
but left unattended can have
effects that accumulate over
time that result in disruption of
the mass flow.

Category III

Insignificant

Failures that are either so great
that they cease all operations
entirely or only result in small
amounts SNM (< 1 SQ)
displaced within the mass flow
of the facility.
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5.2 DEFINITION OF ER PYROPROCESSING SYSTEM
With the definitions of the FMEA components and development of the worksheet
completed, the next step of the FMEA is the defining of the system and its associated
components as well as its operational modes. This FMEA study with regards to the
pyroprocessing ER focuses on a general ER design based around current and past design
information taking inspiration from the Mark-IV ER at INL [60]. Figure 15 shows a
technical drawing of the Mark-IV [61]. My analysis does not focus on the Mark-IV
specifically, I only reference and provide the diagram to provide context of what the
general ER design consists of.
The electrorefiner in question will operate for commercial purposes to both refine
and treat used oxide and metal fuel. Table 14 catalogs the individual ER components. 26
distinct components spread among the four categories previously defined for the
classification system comprise the ER. A facility power supply provides power for the
entire system. The facility uses both large internal and external power sources that don’t
just power the ER or the hot cell but the entire facility itself. These power sources
provide power to the heater of the ER made up of a series of inductive coils, the
individual power sources of both the cathode and the anode as well as the motor of the
screw type agitator stirrer of the salt used to maintain homogeneity of the species in the
salt. A LiCl-KCl salt bath is where the bulk of the reactions take place. To maintain a
molten LiCl-KCl salt bath, an inductive heater provides constant heating. Separating the
salt from the heater is a salt container vessel or crucible and a layer of insulation.
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Table 14- Components of Commercial ER
Identification Number

Item/Functional Idenfitication

A-01

Facility Power Source

A-02

Computer Control System

A-03
B-01

Manual Manipulator System
Inductive heater

B-02
B-03

Insulation Layer
Anode Power Source

B-04
B-05

Cathode Power Source
Stirrer Motor

B-06
B-07
C-01
C-02
C-03
C-04
C-05
C-06
C-07
C-08
D-01
D-02
D-03
D-04
D-05
D-06

Anode Motor
Cathode Motor
Salt Stirrer
Anode Retraction Linkages
Cathode Retraction Linkages
Anode Basket
Cathode Rod
Cathode Perforated Surface
Salt Bath Container
LiCl-KCl Salt Bath
Reference Electrode
Thermocouple
Anode Tachometer
Cathode Tachometer
Stirrer Tachometer
Double Bubbler
During a normal operational campaign, an inductive heater maintains the salt at a

temperature of about 500 C° with some variation around this value. For each separations
process, the electrode power sources lower the anode basket containing the spent fuel as
well as the solid cathode rod sheathed in a perforated surface into the salt utilizing a
retraction arm attached to the motor of each electrode. The motor then rotates the
retraction arm and with it the electrode. In addition, the stirrer motor rotates the screw
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type agitator stirrer in the salt. Once this rotation develops the diffusion layer for
transport, the power source passes a high current between the anode and the cathode in
the negative direction. During this current passing period, actinides and rare earths
oxidize at the anode, and only U reduces at the cathode while the remainder of the
oxidized species remains in the salt during normal operation. Noble metals do not react at
the anode basket. At the end of each operating period, the operator transfers the anode
basket with noble metals contained to a waste processing stage. This current operates for
a period of 24 hours at which point the operator removes the cathode and scrapes its
product into a separate crucible for processing. The anode is removed and sent to waste
processing at the end of each operation. Facility employees control manual manipulators
for the removals and insertions of electrodes in the hot cell. As discussed earlier, various
measurement technologies are present continuously monitoring the nature of the ER bath
and its components. These measurement technologies report their signals to a computer
control system which then commands the entire process operation based on received
signals. The facility performs batch operations for four-month periods. At the end of
these periods, the operator performs a mass balance and logs the results for future
inspection from the IAEA. Figure 16 provides a flowsheet showing the relationship of the
identified components to one another.
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Figure 15-Drawing of Mark IV ER
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Figure 16-Flow Diagram of ER Process

5.3 SUMMARY OF FMEA EVALUATION
The complete FMEA evaluation utilized the worksheet to identify 42 failure
modes among the 26 identified components. Appendix A contains the completed FMEA
worksheets. What follows in this section is a summary of the failure modes and
conclusions derived from this exercise.
I organize this summary of results by focusing on both the severity classes and
grouping of components individually. There are only a few failure modes initially
classified as Class I. The assumptions with regards to this classification came from past
simulation studies. Work from ER simulation demonstrated that cathode diffusion layer
thickness was a significantly sensitive variable. This led to the conclusion that it
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classified as a Class I failure if the cathode motor is to stop working or rotate at a slower
speed. In addition, failures involving large surges in power over extended periods of time
are a potential issue from a material balance standpoint whether or not codeposition does
occur. The other failure modes from Class I deal with the unaccounted loss of material
due to leaking of salt or loss of dendrites in manipulation of cathode. In addition, issues
with measurement technologies and their feedback are given the designation Class I as a
facility can operate with codeposition undetected if the measurement technologies fail
and report inaccurate data whether due to malicious action or natural failure.
The majority of the failures detailed in the worksheets fall under the category of
Class II severity. This is due to an unknown nature of the sensitivity of these failures to
difficulties in the material balance and assumptions arising from the governing physical
equations of the electrochemical separations process that inform the classification. Future
computational investigations may reclassify them, but with current knowledge it is
impossible to make a conclusion other than I know that these Class II failures may cause
a mass balance disruption. The computational investigations of several of these failures to
ascertain additional information as to their severity classification will be detailed in the
recommendations.
Class III failures were either complete failure of critical equipment or
measurement technologies that would result in a halt of operations. This included total
failures of the heater, power sources, measurement technologies, and the computer
control networks. Class III failures are important to note from an operations and design
perspective as a Class III failure will generally require immediate maintenance which
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holds up operation as they do not allow the ER to operate in any capacity, but significant
further investigation from the perspective of safeguards impact is not required.
Type “A” components and their failures deal mostly with outside influences.
Failures in the facility power source are due to issues such as loss of off-site power
powering the facility or an unexpected surge in power. Both are difficult to assign failure
data based off of testing but require knowledge of the surrounding factors and their
influence on the facility power supply. Other failures involve outside human influence
that have a potential to occur such as cyber-attacks on the facilities computer control
system or human error with the use of manipulators within the hot cell.
Type “B” components have an assorted range of identified failures. These failures
included failures in the heating system whether be due to a failure in the inductive heater
itself or the insulation layer. An inductive heater failure leads to a reduction in salt
temperature while an insulation layer failure leads to an increase in salt temperature. Both
alter material transport in the salt, and future investigations should be performed on them.
Electrode power sources were also determined to be a potential location of failure for
both complete and partial failures. The partial failures that involve a surge in power
supplied to the electrode potentially have a significant impact on the operations of the ER
and the mass balance of the whole facility. In addition, failures can occur with the
motors of both electrodes as well as the stirrer where the rotation of the electrode can stop
entirely, speed up, or slow down due to issues arising on the component level within their
electric motor. Issues with the anode and stirrer motors were labeled as being class II
failures as their effect would not cause codeposition directly. Mass flow disruption could
occur in the long term. Thus, these failure modes will require long term ER simulations.
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The slow down and stop rotation of the cathode failures are Class I due to previous
investigations involving the change in diffusion layer thickness of the cathode and the
sensitivity of that variable to change with regards to potential codeposition.
Type “C” components have similar failure mode effects to many directly linked
components within the “B” components list. Cracking of the retraction linkages of the
electrodes leads to changes in surface area of electrode impacting the current density
which can have both long-term effects as the cracking can expand over time leading to
the severing of the electrode into the salt bath. In addition, codeposition effects as a result
of the reduction of the cathode surface area are a possibility. Deterioration of the stirrer
would lead to the same loss of homogeneity seen in the failures of the stirrer motor in that
the limiting current density would be affected and could lead to long term effects in the
transport properties of the salt bath of the ER. In addition, this analysis identified several
significant failure modes that would lead to irrecoverable loss of material within the ER.
These were the damage to the wire mesh of anode, significant cracking and surface
damage of the cathode rod, and the failure of the salt bath container. This would lead to
the leaking of either metal or salt that could over time be equivalent to an SQ. This would
be similar to the failure seen at the UK’s aqueous Sellafield facility when a pipe for the
accountability tank leaked resulting in the loss of multiple SQs of Pu [62].
As for the measurement technologies or Type “D” components, the failures
mostly came in two types, the first failure being the complete failure of the measurement
that would result in the halt of operation until replacement occurs as dictated by the
computer control system. The second and more significant identified is the failure of
calibration that leads to the reading being normal operation while the actual operation of
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the ER is actually off normal. This type of failure could have significant contributions if
undetected off-normal operations continue for extended periods of time. In addition,
component failures of the measurement technologies themselves associated with the
reference electrode housing and double bubbler tubing can lead to high error results that
mask the actual conditions of the ER analagous as a miscalibration, but with much larger
errors.

5.4 RECOMMENDATIONS
Taking all the various failure modes from the worksheet into account,
recommendations for future computational study utilizing ERAD to model the ER are
made. The ER simulations inspect the short-term and long-term effects of each of these
selected failure modes from the perspective of ER transport. This produces datasets for
both short term operation and long-term operation of the ER that can then be imported
into a systems model. In this case the selected systems model is the SSPM Echem. Thus,
the purpose of these investigations is to see what the operational effects and the resulting
safeguards effects are on the system as a whole. In addition, ER simulations confirm
and/or reassess the classifications and postulated effects of the failure modes.
The failures to be investigated via further ERAD simulation coupled with SSPM
simulation to see overall system mass balance effects are as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Unexpected large surge in power in facility power source
Partial heater failure
Failure of thermal insulation
Surge in power in electrode power sources
Complete failure of anode rotation motor
Increase in anode rotation speed due to failure in commutator
Decrease in anode rotation speed due to failure in windings in electric motor
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8) Complete failure of cathode rotation motor
9) Increase in cathode rotation speed due to failure in commutator
10) Decrease in cathode rotation speed due to failure in windings in electric motor
11) Partial fracture of electrode retraction linkages

5.5 CONCLUSIONS
A modified FMEA approach for safeguards has been effectively demonstrated for
a pyroprocessing electrorefiner. As previous efforts have been only able to demonstrate a
small select number of cases, the work here demonstrates that a systematic approach
generates a greater total number of failure modes to provide a better understanding of the
total effects and potential severity. This ranked approach allows for easier
recommendations of further studies as demonstrated by the expanded number of studies
applied in the subsequent chapters. As a result, I recommend FMEA as a very effective
approach in SBS application as applied to other critical process equipment in particular
the electrowinner stage where the end effects are of potentially greater severity.
Knowing the recommended failure modes for computational investigation, the
next chapter details ERAD simulations of each of the 11 cases to determine what the
local and next-level effects actually are beyond the postulation of the worksheets. In
addition, the severity of the failure modes is determined with greater certainty, resulting
in the updating of the results within the FMEA worksheets developed.
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CHAPTER 6: ERAD SIMULATION OF POSTULATED FAILURE MODES
With a set of recommended failure modes for further analysis from the FMEA
analysis, the next step was to simulate these failure modes utilizing ERAD to produce
data for a systems model to utilize. To do so, I created multiple studies by varying
parameters relevant to and defined by the failure modes. This chapter first discusses the
test matrices of these failure mode studies specifying the variables manipulated and how I
programmed these studies in ERAD. After this, I present the results for these studies and
discuss conclusions coming from them.

6.1 TEST MATRICES FOR ERAD SIMULATION

6.1.1 BASE CASE RUNS
In developing test matrices for the ERAD runs, various assumptions need to be
made and base case conditions developed. The first assumptions are the basics of the
ERAD runs and the type of data to be calculated. The ERAD runs undertaken are
constant current and last a period of 24 hours each. The data collected will be of both the
short-term and long-term variety. Short term data is the data produced for a single 24
hour run. This case provides information about a single run and the effect of the impacted
component on the overall transport of the ER. The data allow the confirmation or
modification of the conclusions with regards to the severity of a postulated failure mode.
Long term data documents the effects of the failure mode over an entire mass balance
period. The mass balance period for these long-term runs is a period of 4 months or
approximately 120 days. This period of time is selected due to private oral
correspondence I had with Dr. Yongsoo Hwang of the Korean Institute of Nuclear
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Nonproliferation and Control, the ROK’s state safeguarding agency. He stated that this
was the shortest balance period feasible while still maintaining an economically viable
facility. Assuming that each run lasts 24 hours and there are 4 hours of downtime
between runs for removal and replacement of electrodes as well as holdup from other unit
operations, this results in a total of 28 hours per cycle. Thus, data for a total of 104
operational ER cycles are calculated per each long term data run. During this period, after
each ER run calculation, the salt concentration at the end of each cycle becomes the
starting concentration for the next ER cycle. Output files collect the data for salt and
electrode compositions as well as electrode potential data for each cycle.
For the collection of both kinds of data, a definition of normal operation in the
form of base cases is developed to compare to simulated off-normal results. Using data
from previous work in failure mode investigation, Table 15 summarizes the base cases
utilized [12].
Table 15- Base Case Runs
Run
Current (A)
Time (h)
Surface Area Cathode (cm^2)
Surface Area Anode (cm^2)
Anode Diffusion Layer Thickness
(µm)
Cathode Diffusion Layer Thickness
(µm)
Temperature (K)
Pu/U Ratio in Salt

A
72
24
1350
800

B
11.5
24
1350
800

C
85
24
1350
800

D
30
24
1350
800

50

50

50

50

150
773
0.3368

150
773
1.627

150
150
773
773
0.03075 0.1483

The primary difference in the four base cases lies in the differences in current and
in initial ratio of Pu/U. The currents occur over a range that would be seen in an
engineering-scale facility. The throughput is high enough to produce ingot products
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larger that the lab scale (>1 g) and on the order of kilograms. The Pu/U ratio reflect a
range of starting salt concentrations that could be used depending on the amount of
eutectic added and the amount of salt recycling in the facility. These base cases provide a
variety of conditions in which failure modes can have different effects and impact.
For all evaluations of both normal and off-normal operations, the output files
collect several sets of short term data. The code calculates and saves the concentrations
and masses of the isotopes of the anode, cathode, and salt versus time. The code also
collects the anode and cathode potential versus time. For long-term data, the code records
the final value of each of these short-term data sets for each cycle. I catalog this longterm data to compare to the cycle number that produced the data. After collecting all data
for both normal and off-normal operations for both short- and long-term operations,
regression analysis develops data fits that allow for importing the data into the Echem
SSPM model. With the base cases set, I used them to develop the test matrices for ERAD
analysis of off-normal operations that follow.

6.1.2 UNEXPECTED LARGE SURGE IN FACILITY POWER SOURCE
For an unexpected large surge in facility power source, I make the following
assumptions in the simulations. I assume that the surge in power is only for a short period
of the entire operating period of the ER. Thus, I program ERAD to operate as normal for
the majority of the 24 hour period. For 0.5 hour period to simulate the power surge from
the grid, I include an increase into total current operation of the ER for the same time
period. Thus, 23.5 hours are operating as expected, but 0.5 hours are operating off-normal
per each operational ER cycle. The powers range in values of 110% to 150% of normal
power representing an incredibly large surge in power that would most likely trigger an
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alarm, but should be investigated for overall effects on the ER output nonetheless. Table
16 shows these selected values of elevated current.
Table 16- Test Matrix for Unexpected Large Surge in Facility Power Source
Current
Case (A)
A-1 79.2
A-2 86.4
A-3 93.6
A-4 100.8
A-5 108

Current
Case (A)
B-1 12.65
B-2 13.8
B-3 14.95
B-4 16.1
B-5 17.25

Current
Case (A)
C-1 93.5
C-2 102
C-3 110.5
C-4 119
C-5 127.5

Current
Case (A)
D-1 33
D-2 36
D-3 39
D-4 42
D-5 45

6.1.3 PARTIAL HEATER FAILURE
To model a partial heater failure, I assumed that the temperature will be less than
the normal 500 C° while still allowing the ER to operate. Thus, I simulate ERAD for
temperatures below normal but above the melting point of the salt. The test matrix
developed ranges from 450 C° to 495 C° in increments of 5 C° for the evaluation. This
amounts to a total of 40 runs over the four different base cases. Table 17 below portrays
this test matrix.
Table 17- Test Matrix for Partial Heater Failure

Case
(A,B,C,D)-1
(A,B,C,D)-2
(A,B,C,D)-3
(A,B,C,D)-4
(A,B,C,D)-5
(A,B,C,D)-6
(A,B,C,D)-7
(A,B,C,D)-8
(A,B,C,D)-9
(A,B,C,D)-10

Temperature
(C°)
450
455
460
465
470
475
480
485
490
495
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6.1.4 FAILURE OF HEATER INSULATION
If the heat insulation in the ER fails, then the overall temperature of the salt will
increase. To model this, I run the four ERAD base cases with an operating temperature of
505 C° to 525 C° in 5 C° increments. This produces results for 20 different cases. Table
18 represents this test matrix.
Table 18- Test Matrix for Failure of Heater Insulation
Temperature (°C)
Cases
505
(A,B,C,D)-11
510
(A,B,C,D)-12
515
(A,B,C,D)-13
520
(A,B,C,D)-14
525
(A,B,C,D)-15

6.1.5 SURGE IN POWER OF ELECTRODE POWER SOURCES
A surge in power of the electrode power sources, like the facility power source
case, will lead to an increase in overall current. However, in this case, I assume that the
increased current is for the entirety of the period of operation as opposed to for just a
short period of a single run. I also assume that the current is smaller than that of a facility
power source surge. The increased current is only 105% and 110% of the base case value
for a total of 8 cases. Table 19 displays this test matrix.

Table 19- Test Matrix for Surge in Power of Electrode Power Sources
Current
Case (A)
A-1 75.6
A-2 79.2

Current
Case (A)
B-1 12.075
B-2 12.65

Current
Case (A)
C-1 89.25
C-2 93.5
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Current
Case (A)
D-1 31.5
D-2 33

6.1.6 INCREASE AND DECREASE OF ROTATIONAL SPEED, FAILURE OF ANODE
MOTOR
The failure of the anode motor affects the same variable whether there an increase
in rotational speed or decreases in rotational speed. This variable is the anodic diffusion
layer thickness. For this study, I varied the anodic diffusion layer thickness around its
base value of 150 micrometers. To simulate a decrease in rotational speed, the diffusion
layer thickness increases to a value greater than 150 micrometers. For an increase in
speed, the diffusion layer thickness decreases to a value less than 150 micrometers. Table
20 shows the test matrix for this failure mode.
Table 20- Test Matrix for Changes in Anode Rotation Speed
Anode Diffusion Layer Thickness (µm)
Run
50
(A,B,C,D)-1
60
(A,B,C,D)-2
70
(A,B,C,D)-3
80
(A,B,C,D)-4
90
(A,B,C,D)-5
100
(A,B,C,D)-6
110
(A,B,C,D)-7
120
(A,B,C,D)-8
130
(A,B,C,D)-9
(A,B,C,D)-10 140
(A,B,C,D)-11 150
(A,B,C,D)-12 160
(A,B,C,D)-13 170
(A,B,C,D)-14 180
(A,B,C,D)-15 190
(A,B,C,D)-16 200
(A,B,C,D)-17 210
(A,B,C,D)-18 220
(A,B,C,D)-19 230
(A,B,C,D)-20 240
(A,B,C,D)-21 250
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6.1.7 INCREASE AND DECREASE OF ROTATIONAL SPEED, FAILURE OF CATHODE
MOTOR
Like the failures of the anode motor, the result of the failures in the cathode motor
results in either an increase or decrease of diffusion layer thickness of the cathode. Thus,
like the anode motor failure test matrix, the cathode motor test matrix occurs over a range
of cathode diffusion layer thicknesses around the base 150 micrometer thickness. The
number of cases varies depending on the base case that it is derived from. Table 21
provides this test matrix.

Table 21- Test Matrix for Failures in Cathode Rotation Motor
A Case
A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6
A-7
A-8
A-9
A-10
A-11
A-12
A-13
A-14
A-15
A-16
A-17
A-18
A-19
A-20

δ (μm)
50
75
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265

B Case
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
B-6
B-7
B-8
B-9

δ (μm)
50
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500

C Case
C-1
C-2
C-3
C-4
C-5
C-6
C-7
C-8
C-9
C-10
C-11
C-12
C-13
C-14
C-15
C-16
C-17
C-18
C-19
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δ (μm)
50
75
100
125
150
175
200
210
215
217
218
219
220
225
230
240
250
260
270

D Case
D-1
D-2
D-3
D-4
D-5
D-6
D-7
D-8
D-9
D-10
D-11
D-12
D-13
D-14
D-15
D-16
D-17
D-18
D-19
D-20

δ (μm)
50
75
100
110
115
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200

6.1.8 PARTIAL FAILURE OF ELECTRODE RETRACTION LINKAGES
The partial failure of the electrode retraction linkages of the electrodes leads to a
decrease in the surface area of the electrode in contact with the salt. As a result, the
electrode current density increases and has potential negative consequences in terms of
codeposition at the cathode. Thus, simulations must be performed for both electrodes
individually for data set development. The simulations are performed over a range of
programmed surface areas less than that of the base value. Table 22 shows the test matrix
for a partial failure of the anode retraction linkage. Table 23 shows the cathode retraction
linkage partial failure test matrix.

Table 22- Test Matrix for Anode Electrode Retraction Linkage Partial Failure
Run
(A,B,C,D)-1
(A,B,C,D)-2
(A,B,C,D)-3
(A,B,C,D)-4
(A,B,C,D)-5
(A,B,C,D)-6
(A,B,C,D)-7
(A,B,C,D)-8
(A,B,C,D)-9
(A,B,C,D)-10
(A,B,C,D)-11
(A,B,C,D)-12

Anode Surface Area (cm^2)
1350
1300
1250
1200
1150
1100
1050
1000
950
900
850
800
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Table 23-Failure in Cathode Retraction Linkage Test Matrix
Area
Area
Area
A Case (cm^2)
B Case (cm^2)
C Case (cm^2)
800
800
800
A-1
B-1
C-1
700
700
700
A-2
B-2
C-2
600
600
600
A-3
B-3
C-3
500
500
575
A-4
B-4
C-4
475
400
555
A-5
B-5
C-5
470
300
549
A-6
B-6
C-6
468
200
548
A-7
B-7
C-7
467
100
547
A-8
B-8
C-8
466
80
546
A-9
B-9
C-9
464
77
545
A-10
B-10
C-10
463
76
540
A-11
B-11
C-11
462
75
530
A-12
B-12
C-12
461
74
520
A-13
B-13
C-13
460
73
510
A-14
B-14
C-14
455
72
500
A-15
B-15
C-15
71
B-16
70
B-17
69
B-18
67
B-19
65
B-20
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D Case
D-1
D-2
D-3
D-4
D-5
D-6
D-7
D-8
D-9
D-10
D-11
D-12
D-13

Area
(cm^2)
800
775
750
725
700
675
650
625
600
575
550
525
500

6.2 RESULTS OF ERAD SIMULATIONS
The base cases as well as the listed failure modes were simulated according to the
specified computational test matrices. Most simulations continued to completion over the
long-term, but some were incomplete due to limitations in the ERAD solver. These cases
are addressed in this section. The following eight sections cover the base cases and the
failure modes simulated in ERAD with results for both short-term and long-term data
focusing primarily on the long-term data.

6.2.1 BASE CASES
The results of the base cases provide the data to compare with all failure modes
and address their severity. The results provided here depict the short and long-term data
for U and Pu masses at both electrodes and in the eutectic salt, as well as electrode
potentials. Figure 17 shows the results of the cathode depositions for short term data.
Figure 18 and Figure 19 shows the results for long term data for U and Pu deposition,
respectively. Inspecting the short-term results, one sees that for all cases the deposition of
mass of both U and Pu at the cathode follows a linear trend. Cases A through C do not
have deposition of Pu at the cathode for the first operational cycle while the conditions of
case D, with the higher concentration of Pu to U in the salt, generates codeposition during
the first cycle. This plot depicts that the transport over a single operation can be translated
into a systems code as a linear relationship based off of the final mass depositions
determined from the long term results using the difference between final and initial
masses divided by operation time to determine the slope.
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Figure 17- Short Term Results of Cathode Depositions for Base Cases
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Figure 18- Long Term Results of U Cathode Deposition for Base Cases
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Figure 19- Long Term Results of Pu Cathode Deposition for Base Cases
Long term results show that for the cases with low Pu/U ratios (A and B) do not
result in codeposition over the long-term and are translatable into a systems code as
constant functions. However, for the case of higher Pu/U ratios, Case C sees
codepositions after about 75 cycles. At cycle 76, codeposition occurs with both U and Pu
depositing at the cathode. After this, the mass of Pu codeposited steadily increases and
the mass of U deposited decrease with each successive cycle. Over the long-term, Case D
experiences a decreasing Pu mass codeposited and increased U mass deposited with time.
Eventually the Pu exhausts itself, and the amount of Pu mass codeposited is of the order
of 10 g. Because of codeposition, combined with measurement uncertainty, both case C
and D could be postulated to generate a false alarm over a long-term operation. For cases
C & D, piecewise functions are potentially usable to represent the long-term data when
programmed into a systems model.
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Figure 20 depicts short-term data for mass transport at the anode of the U in cases
A-D. The short-term data shows that the transport of U into the salt is dependent on
current rather than the condition of the salt. The higher the current, the greater the mass
of actinides transported into the salt. In addition, the transport follows a linear trend and
can be modeled as simple linear relationship like the cathode. These trends for U
transport into the salt are observable for the Pu transport into the salt. The quantity of the
Pu being transported into the salt from the anode is less than U transported into the salt as
there is less Pu in the anode basket than U. Though not depicted, the long-term data
demonstrate that the transport does not change significantly with time and thus only
short-term data will be translated into a systems code.
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Figure 20- Short Term Anode Data for Base Cases

In Figure 21 the long-term data for U and Pu salt concentration in terms of weight
percentages present in the eutectic salt bath versus cycle number are shown. For case C, a
similar trend to cases A and B is seen until the time in which codeposition of U and Pu
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occurs. When codeposition of Pu and U at the cathode begins, the Pu weight percentage
decreases as it codeposits at the cathode while the U weight percentage levels out as the
amount of U transported into the salt is closer to that transported into the salt from the
anode. Finally, in case D, U decreases steadily as it is the primary deposited species at the
cathode for each cycle and Pu is level as in later runs. The mass deposited at the cathode
is similar to that being transported into the salt.
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Figure 21- Long Term Data for U and Pu Weight Percentage in the Salt Bath for Base
Cases

It is important to note that the results for mass transport indicate that the starting
concentration and ratio of Pu and U are important to the operation and monitoring of a
commercial electrorefiner. Commercial design documents often assume that UCl3 salt is
added to address this, but in the case of the long term ERAD model this addition does not
occur as to generate a worst case scenario in which “dirty” salt with high concentrations
of actinides is not replenished with “clean” salt containing eutectic and UCl3.
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Figure 22-Figure 25 plot the short-term and long-term results of the electrode
potentials. Inspecting the anode potential results, the potential of operation becomes more
positive as current increases as expected. The anode potential follows a long-term trend
resembling a straight line that becomes slightly more positive as time progresses. Thus,
the potential would be programmed into a systems model as a constant value as a
function of operation cycle.
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Figure 22- Short Term Anode Potential Results for Base Cases
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Figure 23- Long Term Anode Potential Results for Base Cases
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Figure 24- Short Term Cathode Potential Results for Base Cases
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Figure 25- Long Term Cathode Potential Results for Base Cases

The cathode potential results show that for the short-term data that the potential
follows a constant value for the majority of the operation. The short-term potentials
correspond to the reduction potentials of the species deposited. In the case of the shortterm data for the first cycle, only case D has codeposition for the initial cycle and the
much more negative potential modeled reflects this. The cases without codeposition
during the initial cycle follow a trend where the higher the current, the more negative the
potential of operation. The long-term results show that as the U concentration decreases
in the salt then the potential decreases along with it. Specifically in case C, the potential
decreases until codeposition of Pu and U occurs at which time it levels out at a value
around that of the Pu reduction potential. As case D is continuously depositing, it
operates for all cycles as a more negative potential below that of the Pu standard
reduction potentials. Thus, for long-term cathode potential results piecewise functions are
necessary for programming into a systems model, specifically for cases that transition
from operating conditions of no codeposition to that of codeposition occurs.
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6.2.2 INTERNAL POWER SURGE
The results of the internal power surge simulations faced complications with
respect to ERAD performance. The results derived from base case C could not be
adequately simulated due to issues with the ERAD solver failing while finding a solution
for the ER mass transport past the twentieth cycle of 104 cycles for the C cases. As it
happened in an earlier cycle as well, there are too few data points to make conclusions
about later cycles from data present. Thus, the data presented here is for bases cases for
A, B, and D.
Figure 26 depicts the long-term cathode deposition results. As seen in the results,
for cases derived from A and B (not seen in plot) codeposition does not occur with the
application a slightly higher current over the same period of time due to the low Pu/U
ratio. This shows that maintaining a low Pu/U ratio in the salt via introduction of salt
eutectic would be an effective way to negate off-normal scenarios triggering a safeguardsignificant related event. Case D1 and D2, demonstrates similar behavior to base case D
where codeposition happens from the start while the amount of Pu codeposited over time
decreases. As expected, the total U deposited converges to a maximum value that
increases with higher current. In total though, the mass of Pu codeposited increases with
higher current. These long-term mass data trends are analyzable as functions of cycle
number.
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Figure 26- Long Term Cathode Deposition Results for Internal Power Surge Variations

Figure 27 depicts long-term anode results in terms of final masses in the anode
per cycle. From the results, the amount transported out of the anode is dependent on
current but not based on salt composition over time. Increased current results in more
material transported into the salt with the highest current having lowest mass remaining
in the anode basket at the end of the run. Thus, the anode function is programmable as a
repeated linear function over time based off starting and final masses to determine the
slope of the resulting function.
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Figure 27- Long term Results for Final Anode Mass for Internal Power Surge Variations

Figure 28 shows long term results for change in salt weight percentage. For cases
derived from base case A, the concentration of U decreases substantially and the
concentration of Pu increases substantially. Though codeposition did not occur, it could
quickly become a possibility thus demonstrating the significance of this kind of failure
especially for higher concentrations of Pu starting in the salt combined with a higher
current of operation. Runs derived from base case B (not seen in plot) demonstrate that
for a low current and low Pu/U ratio, the effect of a higher current is less as the
magnitude of the current is not high. This is less likely to lead to a codeposition scenario
with an extended number of cycles past the 104 simulated here. Finally, in cases derived
from base case D, similar behavior steeper slopes to base case D occurs. Thus from all
cases, the rate of change of mass of actinides in the salt is dependent on the operational
current.
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Figure 28- Long Term Salt Concentration Results for Internal Power Surge Variations

Figure 29 and Figure 30 show the long term average electrode potential results for
the anode and cathode, respectively. The anode potentials demonstrate that the higher
current translates to more positive potential results. Specifically for the low current runs
(B & D), the average potential changes very little between cycles throughout the 104
cycle run. The higher current runs derived from base case A runs see an increase in the
potential with each respective cycle. This is expected as the A runs are the only ones with
significant changes in actinide composition due to significantly increased amount of Pu
mass transport into the salt as well as the increased rate of U removal. The potential
calculated at the anode by the Nernst equation reflects these changes. However, despite
this the potential never comes close to reaching the value required for the oxidation of Zr
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or U (IV) into the salt, thus avoiding the negative effects associated with the existence of
these materials in the salt.
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Figure 29- Long-term Average Anode Potential for Internal Power Surge Variations
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Figure 30- Long-term Average Cathode Potential for Internal Power Surge Variations

The cathode potential results demonstrate that for the A cases that over time, as
the U began to reduce significantly at the cathode, the potential continued to become
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more negative at a rate directly proportional to current. Thus, with an extended number of
cycles past the 104 simulated, high current with low Pu/U ratio will eventually lead to
codeposition. This continues to demonstrate the importance of designing a facility to
operate where salt cleanup and scheduled addition of chloride salts to the ER bath occurs.
For the base case B derived cases, due to low current and low starting Pu/U, the potential
changes very little, thus showing that from a safeguards perspective a low current is
beneficial as it requires more drastic failures to result in negative safeguards
consequences. Low current operation can cause a handicap with regards to total
throughput. The base case D derived results operate at their start at a value less than the
Pu reduction potential and steadily increase towards the Pu reduction potential as the
amount of Pu in the salt bath decreases. In addition, these cases also demonstrate that,
with increasing current, the Pu codeposited can exhaust itself. This situation results in
operations that do not reach the potential for codeposition as in the case of D2, where a
positive jump in potential occurs around cycle 70. However, if this exhaustion does not
occur over the length of the operation the potential is a potentially useful signal to
determine if codeposition has occurred and can subsequently be correlated with other
measurements to develop conclusions as to a failure origin and consequence.

6.2.3 EXTERNAL POWER SURGE

As the external power surge simulations occur for only the initial operation cycle,
the short-term data is the only data collected and presented in this subsection. Figure 31
and Figure 32 depict the short-term results for the base case C and D derived cases,
respectively. The base case A and B derived cases are not presented as no codeposition
occurs; only an overall increase in the total amount of U mass deposited. The U mass
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deposits from the A and B cases will be modeled as a function of current when translated
into a systems code.
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Figure 31- Cathode Deposition Results for C Derived Cases (External Power Surge
Variations)
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Figure 32- Cathode Deposition Results for D Derived Cases (External Power Surge
Variations)
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The results for the C derived cases show a steady increase in total U deposited
that is proportional to current for cases C1-C4. For Case C5 codeposition does occur thus
showing that for high currents and high Pu/U ratio, current should be monitored as
codeposition effects will develop. The results for the Case D derived runs also provide
other useful observations. In these cases, the amount of U deposited at higher currents is
not significantly greater than the previous case, but the Pu codeposited increases with
each increasing current. This indicates that the limiting current has been reached and
surpassed. Thus, U only deposits at a rate governed by its limiting species current. To
reach the total current density of the cell, a greater partial species current of Pu is present
thus the increased deposition of Pu.
For the sake of brevity, the anode results displayed here are similar to that of the
base cases. The transport of species is linear with a negative slope proportional to the
current being supplied with greater current meaning more actinides transport out of the
anode into the salt over the period of 24 hours. This shows that regardless of the current,
the anode is analyzable as a linear function over time with only alterations made to the
slope to reflect the change in current.
Like the anode results, the results for the salt over time have the same conclusions
of the bases cases and are not shown here graphically. U concentration decreases, while
Pu concentration increases for the A-C derived cases. The D derived cases have an
increase in U concentration while Pu decreases. The functions are linear and can have the
mass modeled as a linear function over time. The slope of the lines are proportional to the
current with a greater value meaning a more rapid decrease in U and increase in Pu for
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the A-C derived cases. In the D derived case, an increase in the rate of U growth occurs
with a Pu decrease.
The anode potential results follow expected trends and do not reach a potential
high enough to oxidize zirconium at the anode. The potentials for all cases are straight,
constant values for the entirety of the operation with the constant value becoming more
positive with increasing current. There is no need for graphical representation in this
section since results already presented relate the same trends and conclusions.
Figure 33 and Figure 34 depict the cathode potentials results for the C and D
derived case, respectively. The A and B derived cases follow the same previous
conclusions as the changes in current in the internal power surges in that the potential
becomes more negative proportionally with increased current and stays at a near constant
value for the length of the operation. For the C derived cases, cases C1-C3 all have
similar expected trends which involve proportionally more negative potentials that stay
constant for the entire operation. However, the C4 case has results with a negative slope
indicating, that over the course of the ER operation, the salt has a considerable change in
concentration of U to make it approach codeposition. Thus, in the circumstance,
assuming return to normal operation after the one cycle, a subsequent codeposition would
be seen at an earlier cycle than in the base case due to changes identified with the
potential here for the given high current operation. Case C5 operates at a current
sufficient for codeposition resulting in there being a constant value at the reduction
potential of Pu.
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Figure 33- Cathode Potential Results for C Derived Cases (External Power Surge
Variations)
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Figure 34- Cathode Potential Results for D Derived Cases (External Power Surge
Variations)
The D derived cases demonstrate that the expected higher current translates to more
negative potential. However, as the operation continues over the twenty four hours, the
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potential slowly becomes more positive. This positive slope increases with increasing
current. Thus, as Pu codeposits, the calculated potential reflects changes in salt
composition. This demonstrates that codeposition can be detected via setting a threshold
level for the measured potential. Translating this into either salt or cathode compositions,
however, becomes more difficult as the potential changes over time generate uncertainty
in an mass estimation.

6.2.4 ANODE ROTATION RATE
Over the range of the test matrix, very little changes occur in the results of these
tests compared to the base case. No codeposition occurs and there is very little effect on
anode transport and potential. A graph of the anode rotation failure cases would look no
different from the base cases. These results indicate that the classification of the
significance in the FMEA should be changed to Class III and requires less significant
future investigations as to effects on the greater system.

6.2.5 TEMPERATURE VARIATION

The results with regards to variations in temperature depict a failure mode of
particular significance. Figure 35 and Figure 36 show the results of the temperature
variations for the cathode depositions of U and Pu for C derived cases, respectively.
Appendix B contains the results for A and D derived cases. The results of base case B
derived cases differ slightly than those of the base case B results showing no codeposition
occurring.
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Figure 35- U Cathode Deposition Results for Temperature Variations of C Derived Cases
(Temperature Variations)
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Figure 36- Pu Cathode Deposition Results for Temperature Variations of C Derived
Cases (Temperature Variations)
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Among A and C cases several noticeable trends arise. With a lower temperature,
an increased amount of codeposition occurs. In addition, cases where codeposition does
not occur during the base case (Case A), codeposition does occur in the long-term if
operation takes place at a lower temperature. Contrarily, as temperature increases the less
codeposition occurs. The results also indicate that with lower temperature the transition
occurs sooner from no codeposition to codeposition. For this reason, a surge in
temperature in the salt will be reclassified in the FMEA as a Class III failure and a partial
heater failure will be reclassified as a Class I failure mode especially for higher currents
of commercial operation. In addition, for case D derived failure modes, the amount of
codeposition is increased and the rate at which the Pu codepositon diminishes as the
temperature decreases. Thus, monitoring temperature is of the utmost importance from an
operations and safeguards perspective as it can significantly affect throughput after very
few cycles without cleanup.
The anode transport for all cases did not depart from that of the base cases. This
indicates that the change in salt temperature affects the deposition at the cathode as well
as the movement of elements within the salt itself but has little effect on the reactions at
the anode.
Figure 37 displays the results for the change in weight percentages in the salt for
C derived cases. Appendix B contains the results for A and D derived cases. The results
show the same trends as previous operations involving codeposition. The weight
percentage of U in the salt for cases A and C decreases at a constant rate until the point at
which codeposition occurs at the cathode. This is a trend seen in all codeposition cases.
Once codeposition occurs, the weight percentage of U in the salt becomes more or less
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constant. The Pu results show that the concentration increases up until the point of
codeposition at which it decreases as Pu transports into the salt at a greater rate than it
oxidizes at the anode basket. As codeposition occurs at an earlier cycle for the low
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Figure 37-Salt Composition Results for Temperature Variations of C Derived Cases
(Temperature Variations)
For the D derived cases, the Pu decreases as the U increases with each increasing
cycle number. The rate at which this occurs however is dependent on the temperature,
with the decrease being significantly more rapid at the lower temperature. Because of this
expediency of removal of Pu from the salt, the difference between sampling on cycle 10
and cycle 20 would be substantially different. This would make it easier to detect the
removal of Pu via codeposition, however this will produce challenges with regards to
estimating the total that has left the salt due to codeposition. Thus, operators must consult
long-term data such as this when determining a sampling schedule for safeguards related
purposes to know what potential challenges could arise for a given set of conditions.
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Figure 38 shows the results for the cathode potentials for the C derived cases.
Appendix B contains the results for A and D derived cases. The cathode potential results
for the A derived cases indicate that for each case that potential decreases per cycle. The
rate at which the potential becomes more negative increases with decreasing temperature.
The decrease in potential continues until it reaches the potential at which codeposition
occurs, at which it becomes more negative at a slower rate as codeposition occurs. The
large drop seen in the potential interrupts this decreasing trend. This is due to errors in the
modeling performed by ERAD and do not reflect expected data points from the scenario
simulated. As the temperature rises, the rate of the decrease in potential slows.
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Figure 38- Cathode Potential Results for C Derived Cases (Temperature Variations)
The C derived cases show very similar behavior to the A derived cases, but the C
cases all result in codeposition. Each case reaches the codeposition potentials at later and
later cycles with increasing temperature. In addition, the results of the C derived cases,
like the A derived cases, contain visible failures in the solver. Finally, for D related cases
the potential becomes more positive as the amount codeposited decreases for each case. It
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then slowly decreases as the operation continues. The potential becomes more negative
with decreasing temperature. Thus, it’s beneficial to correlate thermocouple and reference
electrode measurements for process monitoring.
Figure 39 shows the anode potential results for A derived cases. Only A derived
cases are shown as all cases follow the same trends. The higher the temperature, the more
positive the anode potential is. The anode potential measurements, though not indicative
of much in terms of salt transport behavior, are linkable with potential results from the
cathode and the temperature to detect off-normal conditions.
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Figure 39- Anode Potential Results for A Derived Cases (Temperature Variations)

6.2.6 CATHODE AREA VARIATION
Studies involving cathode area variation simulations to model failure in the
retraction linkages of electrodes have been previously performed and this work expands
these studies further [12]. Previous work demonstrated that reduction in cathode area can
lead to codeposition and the codeposition is proportional to the area reduction. However,
long-term studies were not performed previously with regards to cathode area variations
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and this work explores these effects in-depth. With regards to these studies, the base case
A derived case could not be adequately addressed by the solver in ERAD, and challenges
developed with case B. Cathode rotation rate failure modes exhibit this behavior as well.
This demonstrates that cathode failure modes do not simulate with high fidelity long term
studies cases where the Pu/U ratio is low, but base cases C and D which possess a high
Pu/U ratio can be analyzed.
Figure 40 and Figure 41 show the long-term cathode deposition results for U and
Pu depositions in the C derived cases. Appendix B contains results for base case D
derived cases. It is shown that in the C derived cases that with decreasing surface area,
the point at which codeposition occurs is an earlier cycle. Past short-term results
indicated this same effect of cathode surface area on transport in the salt. Once the
surface area is small enough to where codeposition occurs at the first cycle, there occurs a
steady decrease in Pu mass with a steady increase in deposited U mass.
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Figure 40- Long Term Cathode U Codeposition Results for C Derived Cases (Cathode
Surface Area Variations)
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Figure 41- Long Term Cathode Pu Codeposition Results for C Derived Cases (Cathode
Surface Area Variations)

With C derived cases, one particular simulation of interest is that of Case C3. In
this case, it does not initially have codeposition, but after 10 cycles deposition begins.
After a short period of codeposition, it returns to zero and then codepositions at a later
cycle again. This is not reflective of a physical mechanism, but due to an error in the
model itself and this conclusion is further verified in the salt results presented next.
Inspecting the results for this case in particular at the cycle 43 where this discontinuity
occurs, the sum of the partial currents equal that of the applied current. In addition, the
mass depositions at the cathode seen in Figure 41 and anode transports into the salt which
are the same as base case C reflect the calculated partial currents. Thus, given these
conditions there should be a decrease in the mass of U in the salt along the lines of 40
grams. Instead, the mass increases over the cycle 43 by an amount greater than 3000
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grams. This reflects a failure in the ability of the model to solve for the mass transport in
the salt bath. This can be attributed to salt bath being represented as a single bulk
homogenous cell significantly geometrically larger than all other cells in the mesh
representing the ER. This is to ensure a fast approximate estimation, but the
simplification leads to challenges in finding a solution for the concentration of the masses
within it over time. The case D derived results demonstrate that with increasing surface
area, the longer it takes for the deposition to diminish to a steady value, and the greater
the codeposition occurring during earlier cycles. Thus, the more the surface area
decreases the greater the observed long term effects.
Figure 42 shows long term salt results for cases derived from bases case C.
Appendix B contains the results from D derived cases. The salt composition results match
many of the expected results from experience and the cathode data. The C derived cases
have U concentration that decreases steadily until codeposition occurs at which point it
flattens out. In addition, for the case where codeposition occurs from the start, it remains
generally flat while the Pu concentration decreases steadily over the entirety of the
period.
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Figure 42- Long Term Salt Composition Results for C Derived Cases (Cathode Surface
Area Variations)
Case C3 as noted before is an anomaly, it displays the expected behavior of
decrease followed by flattening out, but at one point it has a distinct jump back to near
initial concentrations. This indicates that an error occurred within the model itself. Case
D results match the expected results where Pu decreases while U increases from the start.
The amount of increase/decrease is proportional to the area where the slopes increase
with decreasing surface area of the cathode.
As noted in previous work, cathode failure modes do not affect the behavior of
the anode and its properties [12]. The anode and anode potential results match those of its
associated base cases and thus the anode results are displayed in this section.
Figure 43 displays the cathode potential results for cases derived from base case
C. Appendix B contains plots of the results from base case D derived cases. The longterm cathode potential results match results from the previous failure modes involving
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codeposition. C derived case involve a decrease in potential until codeposition occurs at
which the decrease continues at a more steady rate. Those results already exhibiting
codeposition involve a steady decrease in potential as the failure mode progresses with
codepositions at each step. In D derived cases, the potential increases slightly followed
by a small steady decrease similar to the results of the other failure modes such as
temperature variation.
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Figure 43- Long Term Cathode Potential Results for C Derived Cases (Cathode Surface
Area Variations)

6.2.7 ANODE AREA VARIATION
The variations in anode area produced scenarios of great interest from the
perspective of mass tracking. To determine its impact, I first present the results of the
anode transport effect for the short term of one operational cycle. Figure 44 shows the
results of anode transport in the simulations regarding base case A derived failure modes.
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All results match this basic pattern. The results show that due to less surface area, less
total mass is in contact with the salt and thus the starting mass decreases in the anode
with each reduction in surface area. Thus, there is metal in the basket that does not react
with the salt. However, as the slope does not change, the amount remaining in the basket
does not change. With this, the total amount of actinides transferred into the salt does not
change from the base cases.
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Figure 44- Short Term Anode Data for A Derived Cases (Anode Surface Area
Variations)

This change in anode surface area does however have an effect due to reduced
mass and area on the total cell potential. There is less mass to limit the reaction at the
anode. Thus, the reactions of the total cell specifically at the cathode are affected. Figure
45 and Figure 46 exhibit these effects as seen in the long term cathode results for U and
Pu depositions for base case C derived cases. Appendix B contains the results for A and
D derived cases. Base case B derived cases results are not included as codeposition does
not occur under the circumstances of the low current and low initial Pu/U ratio.
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Figure 45- Long Term U Cathode Data for C Derived Cases (Anode Surface Area
Variations)
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Figure 46- Long Term Pu Cathode Data for C Derived Cases (Anode Surface Area
Variations)

Interpreting the data, for the A and C derived cases, codeposition circumstances
arise with reduction of surface area. There is an observable trend where the smaller the
surface area of the anode, the earlier the cycle at which codeposition occurs. The earlier
cycle of codeposition results in a greater total amount of codeposition of Pu during the
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four month operating period. Thus, there is a notable significance to the amount of
surface area reduction. Case A derived results show that codeposition may not in fact
occur if the anode area does not change by a significant enough amount. However, in the
A cases similar failures in the code occur as in the cathode surface area reduction, and the
necessary simulations cannot be completed. This is the result of the solver stopping the
run at around 1 hour as opposed to the full 24 hours. These results cannot be fully
imported into a systems model like the results from the base case C derived failure
modes. As for the D case derived results, the failure mode has very little total effects on
the cathode depositions for D derived cases, and for the case of high starting Pu/U ratio
this failure has less severity.
Figure 47 shows the long-term salt results for C derived cases. Appendix B
contains the results for A and D derived cases. As observed in previous cases, the results
follow the expected trends of previous codeposition cases. Cases derived from A and C
involve a steady increase in Pu with a steady decrease in U until codeposition occurs
where the U flattens out in concentration with regards to the total mass of the salt while
Pu decreases as it transports out at a faster rate than it is transported in. The D derived
cases involve the decrease in U coordinated with an increase in Pu as the operations
progress, as seen in other failure mode effects on D derived cases.
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Figure 47- Long Term Salt Data for C Derived Cases (Anode Surface Area Variations)

Figure 48 and Figure 49 show long term cathode potential results for the C and D
derived cases, respectively. No significant additional commentary is necessary given that
the results follow trends demonstrated by the previous failure modes in this chapter. Case
A has the same trends observed for its codeposition cases as the trends for C derived
cases in Figure 45. Namely, the decrease in potential at an increasingly negative rate until
reaching the codeposition potential at which point it decreases at a reduced rate.
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Figure 48- Long Term Cathode Data for C Derived Cases (Anode Surface Area
Variations)
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Figure 49- Long Term Cathode Data for D Derived Cases (Anode Surface Area
Variations)
Figure 50 and Figure 51 shows long term anode potential results for C and D
derived cases respectively. The data calculated here differs from what has generally been
observed for the anode potential. For C derived cases, the potential becomes more
positive until it reaches the cycle during which codeposition occurs, at which point it
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increases and becomes more positive at a slower rate per cycle. The challenge with this is
that it would be difficult to detect.
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Figure 50- Long Term Anode Data for C Derived Cases (Anode Surface Area Variations)
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Figure 51- Long Term Anode Data for D Derived Cases (Anode Surface Area Variations)
Observing the scale of the y axis, these results show that these changes are on a
very small-scale and unless the reference electrode was incredibly sensitive and accurate.
Experience shows they are not to this degree, so that this deviation would not be easily
detectable by monitoring the reference electrode outputs. Case D derived anode potentials
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show that the smaller the surface area, the more positive the potential. However, like case
C the difference is so minute that registering the change with a reference electrode would
not be practical in an actual facility application.

6.2.8 CATHODE ROTATION RATE VARIATION
Like the cathode area data, I have previously performed [12] cathode rotation rate
variation previously for short term data as well as for long term data. It has been
significantly expanded in this work. Like the area data as well, challenges arose with the
range of low Pu/U ratio runs that could be performed, but unlike those A related data
could be obtained and is presented here.
Figure 52 and Figure 53 show the long term cathode deposition results for U and
Pu for C derived cases. Appendix B contains results for A and D derived cases. The
cathode results illustrate, in the A and C derived cases, that the slower the rotation rate,
and thus the greater the size of the diffusion layer thickness, the earlier the cycle at which
codeposition occurs during long term runs.
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Figure 52- Long Term U Cathode Data for C Derived Cases (Cathode Rotation Rate
Variation)
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Figure 53- Long Term Pu Cathode Data for C Derived Cases (Cathode Rotation Rate
Variation)
For case B derived cases, no codeposition occurred at any point and thus results
are not depicted here. This demonstrates that even at high diffusion layer thicknesses and
thus slow rotation rates that codeposition did not occur as a result of this failure mode
alone. It instead requires internal conditions such as high Pu concentration or current to
occur. Case D results illustrate that the slower the rotation rate, the greater the deposition
mass of Pu at the initial run and with it the longer it takes before it converges around 20
grams deposited per run seen in the base case. In all cases, a faster rotation rate did not
cause codeposition, leading to the classification of a Class III severity failure in the
FMEA worksheet.
Figure 54 shows the long-term salt concentration results for C derived cases.
Appendix B contains results for A and D derived cases. The changes in salt
concentrations reflect the trends already determined for cases in which codeposition
occurs as well as those where it does not occur for the results of cases derived from base
cases A and C. The diffusion layer thickness has no effect on the rate at which the U
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decreases or the Pu increases as the amount being removed is the same and the current is
the same. All allow for trends to be developed within systems codes for use in
determining safeguards significance.
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Figure 54- Long Term Salt Data for C Derived Cases (Cathode Rotation Rate Variation)
Figure 55 shows cathode potential results for simulations derived from base case
C. Appendix B contains the results for D derived cases. The potential results all
demonstrate trends expected from previous simulation as well as theory. Though not
shown, the A results show expected trends. Those cases that never have codeposited Pu
involve a steady decrease in potential, never reaching that of reduction Pu at the cathode.
Those cases that have delayed codeposition have a rapid decrease to the potential at
which reduction of Pu will occur, with a slower decrease after codeposition occurs.
Finally, the cases that begin with codeposition show a slight increase in potential before
the potential decreases continually as operation continues all at or below the Pu reduction
potential.
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Figure 55- Cathode Potential Results C Derived Cases (Cathode Rotation Rate Variation)

6.3 CONCLUSIONS
From the whole of the ERAD results, several overarching themes have been
identified. The first is that an FMEA approach is an effective tool to determine what
failure modes can occur and can assist in the introductory steps of event identification for
SBS. Most of the failure modes postulated within the FMEA pose safeguard significant
effects depending on the conditions of the ER operation, especially given that no flush
out or clean-up of salt is occurring over a four-month period. The only postulated failure
mode that did not possess a significant effect was that of a decrease in anode rotation rate
due to failure in the anode motor. The remainder of the simulated failure modes all
provided circumstances, that given a facility expected mass flow, could generate a false
alarm.
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The most notable failure mode cases were from and A and C derived cases where
the current was higher and thus more susceptible to impact of slight parameter variations
over a long period of time. They are also important to note that high currents would be a
feature of any engineering or industrial scale facility. The current imposed here reflects
that of engineering scale facility, given the total throughput needs of each cycle in terms
of mass of U deposited at the cathode and removed from anode. Case B is a much lower
current than what would most likely be expected in an actual facility. This is not as
susceptible to many of the failure modes presented, often not resulting in codeposition
results as for higher current results. Case D is also not as an expected type condition as
the results of Case C demonstrate that reaching the type of Pu/U ratio present is not likely
as codeposition in most cases would occur before these types of ratios occur. This
probability of occurrence type of scenario is something that is hard to determine as the
salt would most likely be tested for constituency before addition and thus would require
either a large sampling error or measurement error for it to occur.
Given this, the focus of importation and testing of data from a system’s
perspective leads to focusing on cases A and C. To do so, several considerations are
made in order to import into a model like Echem-SSPM. The first is the manner in which
it is imported. From results seen, linear relations are present for each cathode and anode.
Thus, short-term data is derivable from the long-term data. Only long-term data is
transplanted into the model’s ER subsystems, inherent continuous commands in simulink
can simulate the short-term linear relationship. Each failure mode or normal operation
must be selected from the beginning of model simulation as data is only given a day 0
failure and is too computationally expensive to make the failure dependent by day given
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the nature of the ERAD data. A Monte Carlo approach to multiple Echem simulations
providing distributions for normal operation and failure mode operation with histogram
type distributions is the most easily implementable choice for simulating the failure
modes within Echem.
For the implementation, considerations of the assumptions Echem uses in
modeling of the entire system, and the ER in particular, and how that compares to the
assumptions of ERAD is necessary. Echem assumes a recycling of salt continuously
within the operation based off of sampling the mass of the inputs of the ER. In addition,
Echem model assumes that the ER posseses both an U and U/TRU cathode. These are
two features that are not present within the assumptions of the long-term ERAD model
and for importation; Echem must be altered to reflect this. This would involve a
simplification where the model of the ER in Echem is a straight through process with just
two outputs, U product and metal waste product with no salt removal over time from the
ER itself. This assumes the operator replaces distilled salt in the ER and salt
concentration does not change as a result within the ER. Making these alterations does
not change that the evaluation of the mass balance or the impact of PM, the calculation of
the ID within the safeguards subsystems just needs to be changed accordingly. With
these alterations made and which will be detailed in the section discussing the systems
model ERAD; imported functions can be handled within the Echem-SSPM model to
evaluate the impact of failure modes on the system ID and SEID as well as the assistance
that SBS provides in reducing these values.
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CHAPTER 7: SSPM ECHEM SIMULATIONS FOR DETERMINATION OF
EFFECTS OF ER FAILURE MODES
With failure modes simulated at the ER level, I performed additional analysis to
determine the effect of the failure modes on the entire system. This additional analysis
was to investigate the hypothesis that a disruption due to failure mode can have a
negative effect on the overall mass balance of the facility. Thus, I perform SSPM Echem
simulations with ERAD ER data to determine if these effects on the mass balance are
viable. This chapter details the requirements to import this data as well as simulated
results of three different simulation studies involving the modified SSPM Echem model
to determine the effects of various failure modes, the mass balance period, and U product
measurement uncertainty on the U and Pu SEID of the system.

7.1 ECHEM SIMULATION METHOD
To integrate simulation results from ERAD into SSPM Echem, several
modifications needed to be made to the SSPM model to integrate the ERAD results. The
next subsections detail the adjustments made to SSPM to use the ERAD results and the
testing of the ER subsystem to determine if the data from ERAD had been integrated
properly.

7.1.1 MODIFICATIONS OF SSPM
The first major modification to the SSPM was the simplification and scaling down of
the model to match that of the assumptions of ERAD. The first step was reducing the
total number of unit operations in the SSPM. To do so, the tail end processes for salt
treatment and recycling were removed as these stages were not include in the long term
ERAD simulations. In addition, the U/TRU output stream, representing the LCC), was
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removed as the ERAD simulations assumed that a U cathode was the only location of
product removal from the ER. All of the associated mass measurements with these unit
operations were removed from the subprograms calculating the NMA and PM mass
balances.
In addition to modifications of the flowsheet, changes were made to the
streams/signals of mass transport within the model. The first change was the reduction of
the number of mass streams. Echem SSPM was developed to track 99 elements plus the
mass of the salts. To simplify the model this was reduced to the 10 elements from the
ERAD simulations and the bulk salt mass was not treated as an input. The input source
was changed from a 1x100 vector to a 1x10 vector and the mass of the source was
changed to match the anode basket input from the ERAD simulations. Also, the initial ER
salt mass was changed to be the initial salt composition from ERAD for each derived
case. The anode basket source terms were pulsed every 28 time units to simulate the long
term cycle assumptions of the ERAD model.
The final modification of the SSPM was the reprogramming of the ER subsystem to
accommodate the results from the ERAD simulations. Whereas the subsystem originally
consisted of the input and salt streams passing through a number of gain blocks to
simulate separations within the ER, the subsystem in this case was reduced to a
MATLAB subprogram that outputted pulsed masses derived from the ERAD results.
These were then subtracted from the total salt mass of the ER and passed to product
processing stages for outputs at the end of each simulated ER operation. How I modeled
these ERAD results will be expounded upon further in the next section. The differences
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between the systems models are seen in Figure 56 and Figure 57 and the differences in
the ER subsystem modeling are seen in Figure 58 and Figure 59.

7.1.2 ERAD RESULTS INTEGRATION

The ER model is programmed in MATLAB as a function and integrated into the
SSPM Echem model using multiple inputs and producing several key outputs. For inputs,
the ER subprogram has three: simulation time, an input mass signal, and what is known
as a mode signifier. The simulation time is the overall simulation time of the system and
is produced by a simulation time source block from the Simulink library. The mode
signifier is a three-digit numeric signifier programmed by the input file into the
MATLAB workspace that is called by a constant source term block in the Echem SSPM.
The failure mode or mode of normal operation is indicated by this numeric identifier. The
input mass signal is more complex than the other two inputs. When the mass from the
source term enters the ER subsystem block, the signal splits into two equal signals. One
of the signals is integrated and added to the current salt inventory. The other goes through
a 24-hour delay followed by a relay block. If the signal of U mass is greater than 0.1 kg,
then the relay block outputs a signal of 1, otherwise it is 0. This relay signal is multiplied
by the ER inventory and this signal is the input to the ER subprogram.
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Figure 56-SSPM Flowsheet before simplification
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Figure 57-SSPM Flowsheet after simplification
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Figure 58-ER Subsystem before simplification
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Figure 59-ER Subsystem after Simplification

In processing the three inputs, the subprogram performs several tasks. The first
task is determining which operations cycle the system is on. This is performed by
summing the delays of the unit operations of the facilities up to the ER and subtracting
that number from the simulation time input. If this value is less than 0, then the cycle
number is registered as 0. If it is greater than 0, it is divided by 28 and rounded to the
next highest integer. This cycle is then used to calculate the outputs of the model as they
are a piecewise function of cycle number. The subprogram is programmed with many
different piecewise functions with ones used to calculate the outputs determined by the
input case signifier. For each cycle calculation, the output calculated from the cycle
number is zero if the sum of the input mass signal is zero, and is non-zero otherwise.
The output signals are of two different types, mass signals and measurement
signals. The mass signals are the U product output and metal waste output. The metal
waste output is the remains of the anode basket after dissolution. The U product is the
cathode product. Both have been developed as a function of cycle number in previous
ERAD simulations and thus the output is calculated from trends developed there. The
outputs are one time unit wide pulses of the output masses from the ERAD simulations
that are only outputted when the input mass signal is greater than zero. The reason for
this output width is the integral is equal to the calculated cathode and anode masses from
the ERAD calculations. These output signals are split into two separate streams, one is
subtracted from the ER inventory and the other is sent to its associated processing stage
outside the ER subsystem. Measurement data simulated in ERAD, such as current and
potential, are also functions of cycle number and are outputted from the ER subprogram
as measurement signals.
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After each case has been programmed into the subprogram with its own case
identifier, each case was run for a time of 3000 time units to determine if the trends
developed in ERAD were modeled properly in SSPM. In total 72 cases derived from the
A and C cases were programmed into the subprogram and debugged in this fashion. The
following plots demonstrating the data that was integrated in particular the salt stream in
the ER as well as the cathode output of the ER. Figures 60, 61, and 62 show results
representing the base case A with a U/Pu of 0.03 and an operating temperature of 500 C°.
During this base case no codeposition of U and Pu occurs and there is a constant
deposition of U at the cathode and transported into the salt from the anode.

Figure 60- U Mass in Salt (kg) versus time (days) for Case A, 500 C°. (y-axis: Mass U
(kg), x-axis: time (hours))
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Figure 61- Pu Mass in Salt (kg) versus time (days) for Case A, 500 C°. (y-axis: Mass Pu
(kg), x-axis: time (hours))

Figure 62-U Mass (kg) at Cathode output between times 2850 hours and 3000 hours (yaxis: Mass U (kg), x-axis: time (hours))

The figures illustrate that the mass in the salt versus time matches what was
predicted by the ERAD runs in Chapter 6. U mass decreases at constant rate from the
beginning of operation to the end while Pu increases at the same constant slope. The
cathode behaves as a single pulse of width of one hour and a height of the mass of
deposition from ERAD data which can then be subtracted from the salt mass along with
anode mass to generate the results seen in Figures 60 and 61Figure 60.
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Figures 63-66 shows results for Case A U/Pu ratio with an operating temperature
of 460 C°. In this case, codeposition of U and Pu at the cathode occurs at cycle 85 and
continues the remainder of the operation.

Figure 63- U Mass in Salt (kg) versus time (days) for Case A, 460 C°. (y-axis: Mass U
(kg), x-axis: time (hours))

Figure 64- Pu Mass in Salt (kg) versus time (days) for Case A, 460 C°. (y-axis: Mass Pu
(kg), x-axis: time (hours))
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Figure 65- U Mass (kg) at Cathode output between times 2250 hours and 3000 hours for
Case A, 460 C°. (y-axis: Mass U (kg), x-axis: time (hours))

Figure 66- Pu Mass (kg) at Cathode output between times 2400 hours and 3000 hours for
Case A, 460 C°. (y-axis: Mass Pu (kg), x-axis: time (hours))

The figures illustrate that ER subsystem models the expected trends from ERAD.
The U mass in salt decreases at a constant rate until the codeposition of U and Pu occurs
at the cathode resulting in the slope of the U mass in the salt to level out as less is
transported out each step. Likewise, the Pu in the salt increases until codeposition occurs,
at which point it decreases rapidly as it is removed via deposition at the cathode. In
addition, the cathode depositions in the codeposition range, illustrated by Figure 65 and
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Figure 66, demonstrate the mirror quality of the data predicted by ERAD showing that
the piecewise fits properly model the ERAD data.
Figures 67-70 illustrate plots of the U and Pu in the Salt and deposited at the
cathode after the start of codepositions for the base C case where Pu/U is 0.333, the
current is 85 A, and the operating temperature is 500 C°. Codeposition of U and Pu
begins at the cathode at operating cycle 73.

Figure 67- U Mass in Salt (kg) versus time (hours) for Case C, 500 C°. (y-axis: Mass U
(kg), x-axis: time (hours))

Figure 68- Pu Mass in Salt (kg) versus time (hours) for Case C, 500 C°. (y-axis: Mass Pu
(kg), x-axis: time (hours))
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Figure 69- U Mass (kg) at Cathode between time 2100 and 3000 hours, 500 C° (y-axis:
Mass U (kg), x-axis: time (hours))

Figure 70- Pu Mass (kg) at Cathode between time 2100 and 3000 hours, 500 C° (y-axis:
Mass Pu (kg), x-axis: time (hours))

These results demonstrate the same conclusions as previous results where the
trends of salt masses follow what is expected from previous ERAD simulations verifying
that the importation of ERAD data into the Echem model has been performed properly.
The cathode codepositions mirror each other and add to the same total mass deposition in
each case. The codeposition starts at the cycle that it is intended to illustrating that the
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mechanism by which the simulation time is used to compute the cycle number for the
imported ERAD results is properly programmed.
Figures 71-74 show the U and Pu in the salt as well as during codeposition at the
cathode for the Case C operated at 460 C° with Pu/U of 0.333. Codeposition of U and Pu
is to begin at operational cycle 24 of 104 and continued throughout as calculated by
ERAD.

Figure 71- U Mass in Salt (kg) versus time (hours) for Case C, 460 C°. (y-axis: Mass U
(kg), x-axis: time (hours))

Figure 72- Pu Mass in Salt (kg) versus time (hours) for Case C, 460 C°. (y-axis: Mass Pu
(kg), x-axis: time (hours))
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Figure 73- U Mass (kg) at Cathode between time 0 and 3000 hours 460 C° (y-axis: Mass
U (kg), x-axis: time (hours))

Figure 74-Pu Mass (kg) at Cathode between time 0 and 3000 hours, 460 C° (y-axis:
Mass Pu (kg), x-axis: time (hours))
The plots of Figures 71-74 illustrate that failure modes can be called with their
identifiers by the ER submodel. This is depicted by the behavior of the model that
matches the failure mode in the time at which codeposition behavior occurs. Like the
previous sets of data both salt and cathode outputs reflect the expected outputs from
previous ERAD simulations.
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7.2 SIMULATION CAMPAIGNS INVOLVING MODIFIED ECHEM SSPM
With the modified Echem and verified ER subsystem, three separate simulation
campaigns were undertaken to determine the effects of the programmed failure modes,
product measurement uncertainty, and NRTA balance period duration on the total system
U SEID and Pu SEID. This was performed by running the model for 3000 time units, one
hundred times for all investigations. The time units of these simulink simulations
represent hours of operation in an actual facility. The results were collected for the
calculated IDs and SEIDs. The mean and standard deviation of mean values for the ID
and SEID are calculated over the total set of results for a given condition. The first of the
simulation campaigns was a sensitivity analysis determining the effect of changes in the
measurement uncertainty of the U product processing stage over a variable set of
uncertainties. The second campaign was undertaken to determine the effects of the failure
modes on the SEIDs for the system. The third campaign determined the effect of the
length of the NRTA period on the effects on the system developed. This section details
the results of these simulation campaigns.

7.2.1 U PRODUCT MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS RESULTS

For the product measurement uncertainty sensitivity analysis, a test matrix was
developed and performed on both base cases A and C for each combination of
uncertainties. Base case A is the case in which 72 A of current are passed and the Pu/U
ratio is 0.03. Only U deposits at the cathode and proceeds to the U product processing
stage for all 104 cycles in case A. Base case C is the case where 85 A of current are
passed with a 0.333 Pu/U ratio resulting in the long term of codeposition of Pu and U at
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the cathode after 73 operational cycles resulting in 31 cycles with greater than 0.1 kg of
Pu codepositing at the cathode. This product, containing both U and Pu in later stages,
then proceeds to the U product processing stage. The details of the parameters used in the
ERAD simulation that were transferred to Echem for cases A and C are shown in Table
24. The Pu/U ratios were altered to demonstrate the different starting salt concentrations
that could be present in the ER at the beginning of the operation. A summary of the
masses at the different locations within the ER for cases A and C are shown in Table 25
and Table 26, respectively.
Table 24- Details of Cases A and C
Run
Current (A)
Time (h)
Surface Area Cathode (cm^2)
Surface Area Anode (cm^2)
Anode Diffusion Layer Thickness (µm)
Cathode Diffusion Layer Thickness (µm)
Temperature (K)
Pu/U Ratio in Salt

A
72
24
1350
800
50
150
773
0.03075

Table 25- Summary of Mass Movement in Case A
Value
Mass (kg)
U in Salt Start of Operation
32.5
U Deposited at Cathode
5.116
U remaining in Anode Basket
11.163
U in Salt End of Operation
23.6
Pu in Salt Start of Operation
1.02
Pu Deposited at Cathode
0
Pu remaining in Anode Basket
0.05
Pu in Salt End of Operation
3.36
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C
85
24
1350
800
50
150
773
0.3368

Cycle
0
1-104
1-104
End 104
0
1-104
1-104
End 104

Table 26- Summary of Mass Movement in Case C
Value
Mass (kg)
U in Salt Start of Operation
31.7
U Deposited At Cathode
6.039
U Deposited At Cathode (Max for
codeposition)
5.981
U Deposited At Cathode (Min for
Codeposition)
5.912
U Remaining at Anode
10.25
U in Salt End of Operation
21.9
Pu in Salt Start of Operation
1.08
Pu Deposited At Cathode
0
Pu Deposited At Cathode (Min for
Codeposition)
0.0582
Pu Deposited At Cathode (Max for
Codeposition)
0.127
Pu Remaining at Anode
0.0459
Pu in Salt End of Operation
1.07

Cycle
1
1-77
78
104
1-104
104
1
1-77
78
104
1-104
104

The variations for the analysis involved nine different cases varying both the
systematic and random uncertainty of the U and Pu measurements for the U product
processing inventory measurement known in Echem as Advanced NDA 4. Table 27 and
Table 28 show the test matrices performed.

Table 27- Test Matrix for Uncertainty Sensitivity Analysis for Base Case A (72 A, no Pu
codeposition)
U Syst U Rand
Total U
Pu Syst
Total Pu
Case
σ
σ
σ
σ
Pu Rand σ σ
A-1
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.02
A-2
0.01
0.03
0.04
0.01
0.03
0.04
A-3
0.03
0.01
0.04
0.03
0.01
0.04
A-4
0.03
0.03
0.06
0.03
0.03
0.06
A-5
0.03
0.05
0.08
0.03
0.05
0.08
A-6
0.05
0.03
0.08
0.05
0.03
0.08
A-7
0.05
0.05
0.1
0.05
0.05
0.1
A-8
0.01
0.05
0.06
0.01
0.05
0.06
A-9
0.05
0.01
0.06
0.05
0.01
0.06
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Table 28- Test Matrix for Uncertainty Sensitivity Analysis for Base Case C (85 A, Pu
codeposition after cycle 73)
Case
U Syst σ U Rand σ Total U σ Pu Syst σ Pu Rand σ Total Pu σ
C-1
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.02
C-2
0.01
0.03
0.04
0.01
0.03
0.04
C-3
0.03
0.01
0.04
0.03
0.01
0.04
C-4
0.03
0.03
0.06
0.03
0.03
0.06
C-5
0.03
0.05
0.08
0.03
0.05
0.08
C-6
0.05
0.03
0.08
0.05
0.03
0.08
C-7
0.05
0.05
0.1
0.05
0.05
0.1
C-8
0.01
0.05
0.06
0.01
0.05
0.06
C-9
0.05
0.01
0.06
0.05
0.01
0.06
Figures 75-78 show the results of these analyses to determine the effect of
changes in the SEIDs versus total uncertainties. The results presented for U and Pu SEID
are the SEIDs for the last 28 hour NRTA balance period of their respective A and C
operations. Inspecting the results of the study, it can be determined that at least for the
engineering-scale facility simulations being performed, only U SEID has sensitivity to
the uncertainty of the U product measurement while the Pu value is not affected
significantly by the change in uncertainty. The U SEID increases with increasing total
uncertainty as would be expected due to increased uncertainty in one measurement within
the sum of measurements that comprises the SEID of both U and Pu.
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Figure 75- Sensitivity Study Results for U SEID in Base Case A
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Figure 76- Sensitivity Study Results for Pu SEID in Base Case A
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Figure 78- Sensitivity Study Results for Pu SEID in Base Case C

The effect on U SEID can be attributed to the difference in masses present and
being transported through the system as well as the fact that majority of the mass
measured resides in the ER. In addition, the ER contains the bulk of both U and Pu mass
and thus dominates the calculation. Only U has enough mass to be transported out of the
salt to make a difference when calculating the SEID. The amount of Pu product
transported out versus the amount in the salt for when it codeposits is insignificant. Thus,
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the change of measurements uncertainty has a significant effect on U SEID calculation,
but not Pu SEID.

7.2.2 FAILURE MODE EFFECTS STUDIES RESULTS
The simulation campaign undertaken with regards to failure modes focused on
multiple different cases derived from both the A and C bases cases. Table 29 and Table
30 show a summary of the parameters varied for A and C cases, respectively. These
varied parameters were chosen to simulate a postulated failure mode that had been
simulated in ERAD for the given parameter and imported into the modified Echem
Model. The simulations in ERAD varied these parameters in the input deck while holding
all others from the base case parameters constant. The values selected for Echem runs are
the base case followed by those conditions that in ERAD led to codeposition or increased
deposition of U. Each Echem run was run with cathode measurement uncertainties for Pu
and U of 0.05 as well as random and systemic uncertainty in the U processing
measurement also set at 0.05. The ER measurement uncertainty was 0.01 for both the
random and systemic uncertainty of both Pu and U. This ER measurement uncertainty
comes from past research in Echem SSPM. The past research dealt with the
determination of safeguards measurement goals to ensure that detection needs are met.
The report recommended that uncertainties be reduced to 1% or 0.01 for the ER [1]. The
uncertainties for the cathode processor are set based off the study in the previous section.
Echem SSPM studies indicated a need for at least 1% uncertainty for the U product
measurement [1]. However, as my results from the previous section indicate that the
uncertainties of 0.05 have no effect on Pu SEID and only a small effect on U SEID on
this scale, the higher uncertainty is chosen as it would be an easier to attain this
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uncertainty in an actual facility. The set uncertainties are summarized in Table 31. The
end result was to determine the effect of the failure modes and their changed parameters
that lead to codeposition on the SEID of the system.

Table 29- Base Case A Derived Failure Mode Test Matrix
Failure Mode
Parameter Varied
Surge in ER Power Supply
Current
Partial ER heater failure
Temperature

Value
72, 75.6, 79.2 A
500,465,460,45,,450 C°

Table 30- Base Case C Derived Failure Mode Test Matrix
Failure Mode
Parameter Varied
Failure of Anode Retraction
Linkage
Anode Surface Area
Partial ER heater Failure
Temperature
Failure of Cathode
Retraction Linkage
Cathode Surface Area
Failure of Cathode Rotation Cathode Diffusion Layer
Motor
Thickness

Value
1350, 1300, 1200, 1100
cm²
500, 490, 480, 470, 460,
450 C°
800, 700, 575, 549, 547,
545 cm²
150, 175, 210, 217, 219
μm

Table 31- Uncertainties of Measurement Points
Measurement
U
U
Pu
Point
Random Stochastic Random
Input
0.01
0.01
0.01
Electrorefiner
0.01
0.01
0.01
Cathode Product 0.05
0.05
0.05

Pu
Stochastic
0.01
0.01
0.05

The results for the A base case derived failure modes for both U and Pu SEID are
seen in Figures 79-82. Results for base case C derived failure modes are seen in Figures
83-90. Like with the previously presented results, the SEID’s presented are those of the
last 28 hour NRTA balance period of operation.
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Figure 81- U SEID Partial Heater Failure, A Derived Cases (Normal Operation Circled)
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Figure 82- Pu SEID Partial Heater Failure, A Derived Cases (Normal Operation Circled)
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Figure 89- U SEID Cathode Motor Failure, C Derived Cases (Normal Operation Circled)
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A couple major trends are seen in the change in the value of the SEID as a result
of failure modes. For the trends that result in increased codeposition over the 104 cycles
of operation, e.g. decrease in temperature or electrode surface area, there is a reduction in
the Pu SEID and increase in U SEID calculated as a result. For the case of no
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codeposition as in the increased currents seen in Figure 79 and Figure 80, we see a
decrease in U SEID and increase in Pu SEID. These two sets of trends point to the idea
that at least in the case of the system simulated upon here, the majority of measurement
error in the calculation of SEID is the assaying of the inventory of U and Pu in the
eutectic salt and thus increased or decreased removal of material from the salt results in
an inverse effect on their respective SEIDs. Further, an increase in the amount of material
remaining in the salt or dissolving into the salt results in a response involving an increase
in SEID while an increased removal of material from the salt results in a decreased SEID.
As a result of these trends, the simulated ER failure modes from a safeguards
perspective may not have a significant effect since the change in SEID is small between
the failure and normal cases (at least for this analysis). As no material is actually removed
from the system and just moves to the wrong location, changes in ID and SEID are
expected, but the simulations show that the change in SEID is not drastic. Though not
displayed here there is also no significant effect on ID. Thus, failure mode analysis is
beneficial, but the results depicted here indicate that they are more beneficial from an
operation design perspective rather than safeguards system design purposes.

7.2.3 NRTA BALANCE PERIOD VARIATION STUDY RESULTS

The final simulation campaign in SSPM dealt varying the balance period of the
NRTA. The simulations were performed on the 500 °C of base case C and varying the
balance period in the NRTA subsystem. An increase in the balance period effectively
increases the total mass measured during the period of time selected for the NRTA. Of
interest was the impact this had on SEID and the possible balance periods that NRTA
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could be set for in an actual facility. Table 32 details the different balance periods
analyzed for this case. The uncertainties of the measurement points were the same as
those seen in Table 31.
Table 32- Balance Periods for NRTA Study
Value
Time (h)
NRTA Balance Period
28,56, 112, 196, 392, 784
The results of the SSPM study into the variation of the NRTA timing is seen in
Figures 91-94 for U Cumulative ID and SEID and Figures for Pu Cumulative ID and the
SEID for the last NRTA balance period. This last balance period differs based on the
duration. For example, the last NRTA balance period for a 28 hour balance period is hour
2968 to hour 2996 in the contest of the simulation, while the last NRTA balance period
for a 784 hour balance period is hour 2184 to hour 2912 in the context of the simulation.
These results are displayed for the base case C at a temperature of 500 C°.
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As indicated by these results, the cumulative ID and SEID for both Pu and U
increase with increasing duration of the NRTA balance period. This is expected as there
is greater mass being surveyed per period, thus resulting in greater error in measurement,
which in turn contributes to an increased ID averaged over the simulations. In the case of
the U balance, the SEID only exceeds the limits for low enriched U of the IAEA
requirements at 792 hours, equivalent to one month. The remainder for this scale of
simulation does not exceed the requirements of the IAEA. For Pu, the SEID does not
exceed the uncertainty requirements of the IAEA regardless of balance period length.
This can be attributed to the fact that the total mass of Pu transferred through multiple
measurement points (i.e. codeposited Pu at the cathode processing stage) is not large and
as a result the standard error reflects this. A larger throughput of Pu as would be seen in
higher currents representative of commercial facilities, e.g. 300 A, would see an increase
in SEID to levels most likely above IAEA limits. More investigation is required though
the results indicate that weekly balances, as opposed to after a single operational cycle,
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periods would provide adequate results while reducing the costs of safeguards efforts and
subsequent holdup.
An interesting result is that of the Pu SEID. The 392 hour balance period has a
higher Pu SEID than the 784 hour balance period which contradicts the expectations of
longer period means high SEID. This can be resolved by inspecting the Pu deposition at
the cathode in Figure 70. The last 784 hour balance period covers the period of hour 2184
to hour 2912 while the last 392 hour balance period covers hour 2352 to hour 2744. By
looking at the mass depositions in the plot, the 784 hour balance period covers cycles
with no deposition of Pu or less than the full deposition seen from hour 2500 to 3000.
The last 392 hour balance period covers depositions of over 100 grams per cycle for the
entirety of the period. Thus comparing between these balance periods, the SEID is
greater for the 392 hour balance period as the total amount of mass that is measured is
greater.

7.3 CONCLUSIONS
Several conclusions and inferences can be drawn from the simplified Echem model
coupled with the programmed ERAD results for ER simulation. The U SEID is sensitive
to the U measurement uncertainties in the U product stage while the Pu SEID does not
display a relationship to the uncertainty of the Pu measurement in the U product stage.
This is due to the majority of mass of both U and Pu being in the ER thus the SEID is
dominated by the ER measurement. As there are over 5 kg in both ER operational cases
of total U product deposited at the cathode, there is enough mass being measured at the
product to have an effect on the U SEID. The amount of mass removed in terms of Pu
from the salt compared to that which is present is not large enough to make a significant
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difference on Pu SEID. Thus, improvements of current NMA technologies for the
backend product measurements may not significantly reduce the SEID. The focus of
mass quantification R&D by these results should be focused on more sophisticated
techniques such as microfluidic sampling or laser induced breakdown spectroscopy
(LIBS).
From the Echem runs using the ER data from ERAD for the reduction in
temperature failure mode, it is observed that when failure modes do occur, the SEID of
the U will increase while SEID for Pu will decrease. This is explained by what was seen
in the uncertainty studies that the ER measurement dominates the SEID calculation. In
the case of failure modes, more U remains in the ER while less Pu remains in the ER,
thus contributing to a reduced Pu SEID and increased U SEID. As the severity of the
failure mode increases, more Pu is codeposited reducing the Pu SEID and increasing the
U SEID further. These results assume that the measurement uncertainty of the U and Pu
measurement in the product is held constant regardless of how much Pu is codeposited.
This may not be a realistic assumption as it is more challenging to quantify mass in
mixed metal products as opposed to pure U products. However, other technologies such
as melt sampling may be able to address this problem. For a given NRTA scheme, the
overall effect on SEID of a given period balance due to failure modes effects is either
positive or not significant enough to raise a false alarm. Finally, the duration of these
NRTA balances have a mild effect on the ID and SEID; however, results on the scale of
these simulations demonstrate that the balance for NRTA need not be every ER
operational cycle of 28 hours. Instead, it can be occurring on a weekly basis. However, as
throughput increases the NRTA balance period duration will have to be adjusted.
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As for the role of PM in identifying when failure modes are occurring, the results
indicate that focus of future research should be on improving NRTA measurement
techniques for the mass balance. PM techniques should be used in a more operational and
quality control type role with additional safeguards support. PM tuned to detect offnormal occurrences can assist operators in identifying conditions that need proper
corrective action so as to ensure proper throughput. The methods used in identifying
failure modes and simulating can also assist in providing an operator a sense of the needs
to address the problems that occur within the facility and what amount of downtime, and
thus reduction in throughput may be required to address it. From a quality control
perspective, PM data can identify when failure modes are occurring and notify the
operator that codeposition may be occurring. The PM information can be used to track
what batches need future processing or attention and connect that with tags or stamps of
the consolidated output products. This also plays a role in safeguards in that it identifies
batches for more advanced measurements by both operators and inspectors assuming that
the off-normal batches are properly kept on the log books of the facility.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
8.1 CONCLUSIONS
I performed significant research effort to develop systematic method of evaluating
pyroprocessing failure modes and assessing their impact on the mass balance of the
pyroprocessing facility. In validating the assumptions of the unit operations models,
expanding the methodology to determine and simulate off-normal scenarios, and
developing a methodology by which system models can better represent these failure
modes, the understanding of SBS’s usefulness for assessing failure modes impacts is
expanded.
The work to evaluate the assumptions of ERAD involved lab-scale experiments to
compare experimental results to the analytical results in ERAD. The results of both mass
depositions at the cathode and electrode potentials were compared between the analytical
and experimental results to determine the efficacy in applying ERAD to SBS analyses.
The results determined that ERAD is able to predict trends from postulated failure modes
such as change in cathode surface area as the same trends are seen in both the
experimental and analytical results. In addition, its predictions should be treated as more
qualitative than quantitative as the results from ERAD represent the theoretical scenario
where all charge transferred adheres to the cathode while experimental results show that
some will either be scraped off upon removal of cathode or dissolved back into the salt.
ERAD results can provide an understanding of the effects of postulated failure modes and
used to yield ER results for integration into systems simulations but should not be applied
to an actual operational design of an ER.
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The manner by which SBS determines off-normal scenarios was refined
substantially and now encompasses a more effective systematic approach for off-normal
scenario identification. This was achieved by performing an FMEA adapting the
traditional Department of Defense Standard while changing definitions of terms such as
severity to reflect the potential safeguards impact of the failure. This systematic method
allowed for a significant increase in the scope of failure modes considered compared to
past studies as well as more robust predictions of the effects of the failures on multiple
levels from the unit operation to the entire facility. This approach should be considered in
future efforts between designers, operators, and safeguards authorities in developing
facility layout. In addition, I recommend that this be performed as a step within
safeguards by design efforts to best design the facility’s safeguards system by linking the
safeguards review and design with the safety FMEA that will most likely be developed
by the operations and safety factions of the design team.
The ability of FMEA to identify potential failure modes of significance was
confirmed by ERAD simulations of the postulated failure modes. In addition to playing a
role in confirming the failure modes postulated, ERAD simulations of the failure modes
generated adjustments to the initial FMEA in terms of postulated failure modes severity
designation as well as the effects. A summary of these adjustments to previous postulated
severities is seen in Table 33. This ability to reevaluate the FMEA through simulation
demonstrates the iterative method by which FMEA engineers and design engineers can
iteratively assist each other in making key design decisions for a proposed facility. If
certain failure modes have less severe effects when simulated than postulated then
adjustments can be made to design as well as operations to put less attention to the failure
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if it occurs, thus resulting in a reduction in down time of the facility. If the severity is
actually found to be greater than assumed, then designers should add redundancy and
maintenance to that specific operation or component in the final design of the unit
operation.
Table 33- Summary of Severity Adjustments after ERAD Simulations
Previous
Failure Mode
Severity
Cracking of Anode Retraction Linkage
II
Decrease in anode rotation speed due to failure in windings in
electric motor
II
Partial heater failure
II

New
Severity
I
III
I

This also indicates a value of applying SBS within the design space. In particular,
SBS as demonstrated here can be applied in conjunction with other advanced design
methods such as safeguards by design (SBD) which integrates safeguards within the
design process itself and with 3S ( Safety, Security and Safeguards) design approaches
[63, 64]. SBS provides a manner with which to identify key off normal scenarios that
could have impact from the perspective of safeguards and thus be designed around with
proper redundancy, mitigation, and maintenance in place. These specific failure modes
have implications beyond safeguards as they affect safety and operations. To integrate
this FMEA type approach within the design would address potential issues with the
facility more efficiently and better streamline the design process by not having to rectify
the safety and safeguards impacts of given events in final design composition.
Another application within the design space in which the methodology of SBS
can be of value is with the maximization of the faradaic efficiency of the ER and with
this how to best design a facility provided this information. My experimental work
determined that faradaic losses within an ER cell do occur as metal at the cathode reacts
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back into the salt. This is especially important to note as this would reduce the throughput
of a facility and make it more challenging to track the mass transport as less metal would
be present than expected by simulations of the facility during the design process. Thus,
the FMEA portion of SBS can focus not only on safeguards effects from codeposition,
but effects on throughput and mass movement of the facility due to conditions that reduce
the faradaic efficiency. This assessment can also assist in the design of the unit operations
themselves. Parameters such as number of cathodes within the ER, operating temperature
and current, number of ERs within the hot cell, and duration of operation can be selected
by a collective effort among the designers, operators, and safeguards authorities. This
was the not the focus of this dissertation, but should be taken into account with future
research into pyroprocessing in particular at the demonstration facility PRIDE.
ERAD simulations provide a wealth of data that can be translated effectively via
regression into system models such as SSPM Echem. This allows determination of the
impact of the failure modes on the system and thus their impacts. The systems model
simulations of failure modes do not indicate that there are significant safeguards related
effects as long as the measurement systems are tuned and failure modes can be detected
by the operator in an efficient manner. In fact, due to the nature of the mass flow in the
system, failure modes with properly tuned measurements systems may have a reduced
uncertainty given a failure mode occurring. Thus, the use of failure mode analysis as
well as system simulation involving them provide a greater benefit from an operations
planning and design perspective than impact on safeguards. This is because the simulated
data can help operators to adjust the schedule of repair and maintenance of the facility
depending on the effects specifically at the level of the ER unit-operation. Finally, these
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models can be used to verify other system models involving simulated ER systems, in
particular the impact of models that also possess a more physics-based approach to ER
modeling.
Beyond model development, this knowledge of total system impact provides input
as to how an SBS methodology could be effectively implemented in an actual facility.
The greatest information this analysis provides is the placement of measurement
technologies and development of thresholds of detection for these measurements to
inform the operators that anomalous scenarios such as failure modes are occurring.
Algorithms that can provide insight to operators as to what the potential problems are
within the facility will need to be developed. These algorithms are analogous to those that
identify errors within automobiles and provide data in the form of error codes connected
to the check engine light. When errors arise, an operator can deem investigation and
maintenance necessary based on the known severity of the failure mode detected. Certain
failure modes as indicated by this research will have little to no impact on the mass flow
and thus neither on operations and safeguards. They instead can be addressed as is timely
during the maintenance schedule. More severe scenarios such as temperature fluctuations
can be addressed in a much more immediate manner. These failure modes can be logged
within the operator’s books to help in resolving errors in the mass balance as well as
identifying which potential batches of product need attention to resolve issues with the
mass balance of the facility. SBS in this work appears not to be a panacea to the
challenges presented by safeguarding with traditional NMA. On the contrary, even with
SBS added to the process, additional methods such as extended containment and
surveillance will need to be applied harmoniously with NMA and SBS to create the most
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robust safeguards regiment possible for the facility [65]. SBS can help in resolving this
method by integrating all three within its analytical models to design an effective
safeguards triad that will minimize negative effects that it may have on the throughput
and operation of the facility.

8.2 FUTURE WORK
Additional work can be done in the future to build on SBS given the results of this
dissertation. One area of research in particular is expanding experimentation to evaluate
the ERAD computer codes assumptions and applicability as a viable ER model for
facility modeling. This would best be approached by increasing the scale of the
experimental ER cell to determine the affect of which scaling up the equipment has
compared to the predictions made by ERAD. With this, conditions where ERAD starts to
be less reliable for simulation can be determined. In addition, other forms of off-normal
behavior can be subject to experimental verification such as the change in temperature
due to the failure in the heater failure mode. In addition to experimental work, the FMEA
approach developed here can be further applied to all major critical unit operations such
as electroreduction, electrowinning, and fuel product processing. Of the most pertinent
interest would be the electrowinning stage as failures in the separation and treatment of
SNM in the salt could have even more significant safeguard and operations effects. To
best model these unit operations from the perspective of SBS, advanced simulation
packages must be developed to simulate these unit operations effectively. In addition,
further simulations among these developed simulations can be integrated into a total
virtual pyroprocessing facility simulation. This virtual facility should be a primary end
goal of computational research in pyroprocessing and pyroprocessing safeguards
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development. This would be in parallel with the end goals of the simulation component
of the DOE MPACT campaign.
Beyond pyroprocessing, SBS can be applied to different proposed designs within
nuclear engineering. In particular, Gen-IV reactor designs involving a fluid fuel design or
a pebble bed reactor. For example, a fluid fuel design would have similar challenges to
pyroprocessing as the SNM within the process exists since countable bulk material is not
available as in a traditional light water reactor. Applying SBS can indicate possible
locations where material could be misappropriated or boost knowledge of the location of
material at a given time. As such, SBS could add both safeguards and operational benefits
as has been demonstrated in pyroprocessing to all advanced nuclear facilities.
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Figure 100-Salt Composition Results for Temperature Variations of D Derived Cases
(Temperature Variations)
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Figure 101- Cathode Potential Results for A Derived Cases (Temperature Variations)
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Figure 102-Cathode Potential Results for D Derived Cases (Temperature Variations)
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Figure 103- Long Term U Cathode Codeposition Results for D Derived Cases (Cathode
Surface Area Variations)
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Figure 104- Long Term Cathode Pu Codeposition Results for D Derived Cases (Cathode
Surface Area Variations)
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Figure 105-Long Term Salt Composition Results for D Derived Cases (Cathode Surface
Area Variations)
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Figure 106- Long Term Cathode Potential Results for D Derived Cases (Cathode Surface
Area Variations)
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Figure 107- Long Term U Cathode Data for A Derived Cases (Anode Surface Area
Variations)
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Figure 108- Long Term Pu Cathode Data for A Derived Cases (Anode Surface Area
Variations)
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Figure 109- Long Term U Cathode Data for D Derived Cases (Anode Surface Area
Variations)
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Figure 110- Long Term Pu Cathode Data for D Derived Cases (Anode Surface Area
Variations)
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Figure 111- Long Term Salt Data for A Derived Cases (Anode Surface Area Variations)
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Figure 112-Long Term Salt Data for D Derived Cases (Anode Surface Area Variations)
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Figure 113- Long Term U Cathode Data for A Derived Cases (Cathode Rotation Rate
Variation)
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Figure 114- Long Term Pu Cathode Data for A Derived Cases (Cathode Rotation Rate
Variation)
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Figure 115- Long Term Cathode Data for D Derived Cases (Cathode Rotation Rate
Variation)
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Figure 116- Long Term Pu Cathode Data for D Derived Cases (Cathode Rotation Rate
Variation)
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Figure 117- Long Term Salt Data for A Derived Cases (Cathode Rotation Rate Variation)
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Figure 118- Long Term Salt Data for D Derived Cases (Cathode Rotation Rate Variation)
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Figure 119- Cathode Potential Results D Derived Cases (Cathode Rotation Rate
Variation)
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APPENDIX C- LIST OF INITIALISMS
ANL- Argonne National Labs
AP-Additional Protocol
BNL- Brookhaven National Labs
CA-Chronoamperometry
CP-Chronopotentiometry
CSA- Comprehensive Safeguards Agreement
CV- Cyclic Voltammetry
DP- Detection Probability
ER- Electrorefiner
ERAD- Enhanced REFIN with Anodic Dissolution
FCF- Fuel Conditioning Facility
FMEA- Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
IAEA- International Atomic Energy Agency
IAT- Input Accountability Tank
ICPMS- Inertial Confined Plasma Mass Spectrometry
ID- Inventory Difference
INL- Idaho National Lab
KAERI- Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
KMP- Key Measurement Point
LANL- Los Alamos National Labs
LCC- Liquid Cadmium Cathode
LIBS- Laser Induced Breakdown Spectrometry
LSODE- Livermore Solver Ordinary Differential Equations
MUF- Material Unaccounted For
NMA- Nuclear Material Accountancy
NNWS- Non-nuclear Weapon State
NPT- Non-proliferation Treaty
NPV- Normal Pulse Voltammetry
NRTA- Near Real Time Accountancy
ORNL- Oak Ridge National Labs
PM-Process Monitoring
POD- Probability of Detection
PRIDE- PyRoprocess Inactive integrated Demonstration
PV- Pulse Voltammetry
REPF- Reference Engineering Scale Pyroprocessing Facility
ROK- Republic of Korea
RPM- Rotations per Minute
SBD- Safeguards by Design
SBS-Signature Based Safeguards
SEID- Standard Error of Inventory Difference
SNM-Special Nuclear Material
SQ- Significant Quantity
SSPM- Safeguards and Security Performance Model
SWV- Square Wave Voltammetry
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UNF- Used Nuclear Fuel
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